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Markowitz's modem portfolio theory has played a vital role in investment portfolio 
management, which is constantly pushing the development on volatility models. Partic-
ularly, the stochastic volatility model which reveals the dynamics of conditional volatil-
ity. Financial time series and volatility models has become one of the hot spots in oper-
ations research. In this thesis, one of the areas we explore is the theoretical formulation 
of the optimal portfolio selection problem under Ito calculus framework. Particularly, a 
stochastic variation calculus problem, i.e., seeking the optimal stochastic volatility diffu-
sion family for facilitating the best portfolio selection identified under the continuous-time 
stochastic optimal control theoretical settings. One of the properties this study examines 
is the left-shifting role of the GARCH(1, 1) (General Autoregressive Conditional Het-
eroskedastic) model's efficient frontier. This study considers many instances where the left 
shifting superior behaviour of the GARCH(1, 1) is observed. One such instance is when 
GARCH(1, 1) is compared within the volatility modelling extensions ofthe GARCH en-
viron in a single index framework. This study will demonstrate the persistence of the supe-
riority of the G ARCH ( 1, 1) frontier within a multiple and single index context of modem 
portfolio theory. 
Many portfolio optimization models are investigated, particularly the Markowitz model 
and the Sharpe Multiple and Single index models. The Sharpe Models are based on the first 
two moments of the random components with uncorrelated variance-covariance structure. 
1 
Abstract 2 
This thesis gives rise to a new formulation with regards to index models by introducing a 
correlated variance-covariance structure, i.e. the Troskie-Hossain model otherwise referred 
as the Improved Sharpe framework. The focus of this study is to examine and compare the 
behaviour of efficient frontiers in a single and multiple index setting for the Sharpe Index 
and the Improved Sharpe Index portfolio models. The risk-return structures are explored 
under 4 estimation methods namely, GARCH(1, 1), ARMA (Autoregressive and Mov-
ing Average), Regression and State Space models i.e. the Kalman Filter. The exploration 
ofthe left-shifting role ofthe GARCH(1, 1) model is investigated in the Sharpe and Im-
proved Sharpe frameworks. The domineering behaviour of GARCH(1, 1) is explored by 
means of comparisons set against the aforementioned estimation methods. 
An application of Principal Components Analysis is considered for constructing sig-
nificant orthogonal components of indices in order to attain efficient frontiers that illustrate 
an accurate risk-return structure for a portfolio of stocks on the South African stock ex-
change. 
Finally we attempt to design dynamic simulated models for creating realistic sam-
ple paths of stock index returns from which 9 positively correlated stock returns are to be 
simulated via Monte-Carlo methods. The stock market indices are simulated using Geo-
metric Brownian motion models from which we construct a simulated portfolio of asset 
values. Adopting appropriate Monte-Carlo methods the portfolio of stocks will be simu-
lated exhibiting a GARCH(1, 1) volatility process. A comparison is then conducted on 
the behaviour of the simulated portfolio under the Sharpe Multiple Index and the Improved 
Sharpe Multiple Index portfolio models. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Background to the Problem 
Risk as measured by variance plays a major role in many financial applications. The 
(Capital Asset Pricing Model) CAPM or Market Model (Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965), 
Mossin(1966) and Merton(1973)) for example posits a positive relationship between the 
expected returns of a share and the market portfolio. This hypothesis relies on the assump-
tion of a constant market variance. Portfolio managers as well as traders thus require an 
estimate of the level of future market uncertainty (variance) if they believe in the validity 
of the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). Volatility Models, first developed by Engle 
(1982), model the conditional volatility (conditional variance) oftime series. 
Volatility models have become increasingly important since asset return variances as 
well as the covariances of asset returns were found not to be constant over time (Boller-
slev (1986)) but rather that they evolve over time. Many researchers have used volatility 
models in order to model share returns, exchange rate movements as well as interest rate 
movements. Both univariate time series models as well as their multivariate extensions 
are important to portfolio managers. For example, since covariances are time varying one 
could use a multivariate volatility model in order to solve the asset allocation problem of 
Markowitz (1952). Volatility models have also been used in order to test certain economic 
theories. Bollerslev, Engle and Wooldridge (1988) used a trivariate CAPM in order to test 
13 
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the CAPM and the assumption of constant covariances and variances amongst the three as-
sets used (treasury bills, bonds and stocks). They found that the conditional covariances 
between the three assets were varied over time. It was also shown that this movement could 
be forecasted. 
Currently volatility models are most often used by derivatives analysts since they rely 
on estimates of the variance (vols) of certain financial instruments in order to use these es-
timates as inputs into their asset pricing models. Banks and large corporates however also 
use volatility models in order to estimate their daily value at risk (VAR). From a statisti-
cal point of view volatility models are important since many commonly used tools are no 
longer valid in the presence of non-constant variances. For example, standard regression 
type models assume that the residuals from the regression model are homoskedastic (con-
stant over time). If this assumption is violated the analyst should adjust any results from 
such a model in order to compensate for heteroskedastic errors. (Autoregressive and Condi-
tional Heteroskedastic) ARCH Models in itself does not invalidate standard OLS inference. 
However, ignoring ARCH effects may result in the loss of efficiency of the estimated beta 
coefficients. From the preceding discussion it can be seen that volatility models are im-
portant to both the financial practitioner as well as to the practicing statistician. In what 
follows is a discussion on both the theory and the use of volatility models in the financial 
markets. Most of the references pertain to the South African stock market. 
Volatility models were established in order to model the time varying nature of the 
conditional variance of time series. A number of researchers have tried to explain why con-
ditional variances should be serially correlated. Diebold and Nerlove (1989) believe that 
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share returns are heteroskedastic due to the existence of a serially correlated news process. 
Gallant, Hsieh and Tauchen (1989) offer evidence in favour of the above hypothesis how-
ever Engle, Ito and Lin (1990a,b) were unable to provide any satisfactory explanation for 
the dependence in the underlying news arrival process. 
Lamoureux and Lastrapes (1990b) argue that heteroskedasticity found in share re-
turns are due to the clustering in trading volumes. When they included trading volumes 
into their variance equation they found that the lagged residuals were not significant thus 
substantiating their claim. Karpoff (1987) however showed that trading volumes and the 
price of a share are highly correlated. This could be the reason why Lamoureux and Las-
trapes (1990b) found a significant loading on the trading volume in their variance equation. 
In the quest to model the conditional variance of a share's return series, researchers 
have unearthed numerous economic variables that are related to the conditional variance of 
share returns. Gallant, Rossi and Tauchen (1992) found that lagged volume were positively 
related to the conditional volatility on the NYSE when': as Campbell (1987) and Glosten, 
Jag anna than and Runkle ( 1991) found that nominal interest rates and volatility were related. 
Attanasio (1991) and Attanasio and Wadhwani (1989) show that dividend yields were a 
significant determinant ofvolatility where as Engle and Rodrigues (1989) found a positive 
relationship between M1 money supply, the oil price and conditional volatility. 
Many theoretical models of stock prices focus on explaining stock returns with a time 
series model. [e.g., Delong, Shleifer, Summers, and Waldmann, (1990), Daniel, Hirshleifer, 
and Subrahmanyam (1998), and Barberis, Shleifer, and Vishny (1998)]. If stock prices do 
not follow a random walk, then they may contain some type of temporary components. 
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Hence, Fama and French (1988) and Poterba and Summers (1988) have employed a model 
in which the natural log of stock market price consists of two components: a random walk 
and a temporary component. They further assume for simplicity that innovations in the 
two components are mutually uncorrelated. They could explain returns beyond a year by 
formally introducing a first-order autoregressive, AR(1), temporary component into the 
model of stock prices. It is noted that the long horizon returns should be explained by time 
aggregation of short horizon returns. Poterba and Summers (1988) extend their temporary 
component specification into a more general form in the estimation partly because of the 
above difficulties. Lo and MacKinlay (1988) point out that the construction of a single 
stochastic process that fits both short and long horizon returns behaviour remains a direction 
for further studies of stock price modeling. 
The introduction oflndex models came about when Sharpe (1970), realised the need 
for a simple approach for representing the relationships amongst securities as well as com-
putational ease. Regardless of the introduction of these Index models by Sharpe, there was a 
substantial reliance on the inverse of the matrix of variances and covariances for the returns 
on risky securities in the derivations of the mean-variance model of portfolio selection. 
However, Brusser (1977) shows that such an inverse does not exist when risk-free combi-
nations can be formed from the risky securities. The general validity of the mean-variance 
model is therefore challenged by the existence of opportunities for hedging. Alternative 
procedures, presented by Brusser (1977), can be used with or without riskless securities in 
conjunction with either singular or non-singular variance-covariance matrices. These re-
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suits are generalised. The results are generalised and simplified statements are obtained for 
the frontier of mean-variance combinations and for the set of frontier portfolios. 
In an earlier paper, Elton, Gruber and Padberg (1977) attempt to overcome these 
difficulties in generating inputs to the general portfolio model. They showed that simple 
decision rules, which do not involve an iterative algorithm could be derived for the selection 
of an optimal portfolio. The Black-Litterman (1991) methodology was developed as a 
result of the mean-variance analysis being extremely sensitive to the inputs for the mean 
and variance. This methodology alleviated the input-sensitivity problem. The methodology 
employs the conditional distribution theory to adjust the entire mean vector to reflect an 
investor's view about profiles of certain assets. A new method was presented by Qian and 
Gorman (2001) which extended the work of Black Litterman. Qian and Gorman's method 
used Bayesian inference to obtain the conditional mean vector and conditional covariance 
matrix when given the market equilibrium and the views ofthe investor. 
Markowitz (1959) discovered the "asymmetrical" inefficiencies inherent in the con-
ventional mean-variance models and suggested a semi-variance measure of asset risk that 
focuses only on the risks below a certain target level of return. This seemed a more attrac-
tive alternative. This measure of risk, the semi-variance, was found theoretically found to 
be a more robust measure of risk. (Sing and Ong, 2000). Generally, monthly returns are 
more or less symmetric. Since there existed no conclusive means of estimating covariance 
matrices, Goldman Sachs adopted methods that provided covariance matrices which were 
consistent with empirical regularities. Common regularities such as time-varying volatil-
ities and correlations and fat tailed distributions were common characteristics of financial 
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data (Litterman and Winkelmann, 1998). Weighted returns and a decay rate through the use 
of a likelihood function to estimate covariances, are proposed by Litterman and Winkel-
mann (1998). Furthermore, they highlight alternative methods of estimating covariance 
matrices. These include implied volatilities, GARCH (Generalised Autoregressive condi-
tional heteroskedastic) models, Markov chains and the notion of stationary and transitory 
components of stock prices. 
Following up these studies, in this thesis, we explore the classical description of the 
Markowitz optimal portfolio selection problem, which is in nature a static and discrete-time 
treatment, and the~?- pay attention to investigate the continuous counterpart- the stochastic 
optimal control problem of the Merton portfolio selection problem subject to a stochastic 
volatility diffusion process. However, instead of further pursuing a theoretical answer, 
which is a stochastic variation calculus problem, we tum our attention back to the parallel 
discrete-time development for seeking empirical evidences for identifying which stochastic 
volatility process family may offer optimality, which is a statistical state space modeling 
exercise. This thesis makes contributions in the field of portfolio optimisation and volatility 
modelling. It also gives rise to important empirical findings of a financial engineering 
nature with regards to volatility models, specifically the G ARCH ( 1, 1) case. The next 
section summarises the contributions of this thesis in detail. 
1.2 Thesis Contributions 
This thesis contains a number of contributions in modem portfolio theory. The study com-
mences with the an empirical investigation on the superiority of the GARCH(1, 1) (Au-
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toregressive Conditional Heteroskedastic) model in the context of risk-return modelling, 
namely efficient frontier construction. GARCH(l, l)'s risk-return dominance is empir-
ically demonstrated in the single and multiple index context. Apart from it's extensions 
within the volatility model framework, it is compared against other modelling paradigms 
i.e. ARMA (Autoregressive Moving Average), OLS (Ordinary Least Squares) and State 
Space models, where it's supremacy is further established on an empirical level. 
A new index model, the Improved Sharpe Model, is proposed by means of intro-
ducing a correlated variance-covariance structure for random components for single and 
multiple index models of Sharpe (Chapter 7). The ex post efficient portfolio investigations 
are carried on in terms of ARMA, OLS, State Space and G ARCH volatility modelling 
on the time-series based innovation processes. Numerical evidences show us exciting sig-
nals which will produce significant impacts on investment industry. In particular the nu-
merical evidences found in this thesis show that the Sharpe portfolio models consistently 
under-estimate risk in the presence of positively correlated random components, whilst the 
converse is observed for the negative correlation case. 
In chapter 9, we back up these empirical claims through the unique application of 
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) within the risk-return framework. The PCA study 
is used to illustrate and support the claim that the Improved Sharpe model proposed by 
this thesis is in fact a more accurate approach than the Sharpe model in the presence of 
correlated residuals. Furthermore, in chapter 10, the claim and PCA study are given sup-
plementary support through a small Monte-Carlo study that further proves the effectiveness 
and accuracy of the Improved Sharpe Models. 
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The following section outlines the objectives of this dissertation. 
1.3 Objectives of the Study 
The main objectives of this study can be summarised as follows: 
• To demonstrate the mean-variance superiority of GARCH(1, 1) compared with its 
volatility extensions. 
• To demonstrate the superiority of the GARCH(1, 1) efficient frontiers over OLS, 
State Space ~d ARMA frontiers with respect to both the Sharpe Single and Multiple 
index scenarios. 
• To demonstrate the GARCH(1, 1) frontier's superiority over its respective 
counterparts within the Improved Sharpe Multiple and Single index settings. 
• To illustrate GARCH(1, 1)'s overall superiority 
• To illustrate the restrictiveness of the Sharpe index models with regards to the 
estimation of risk-return frontiers. 
• To empirically establish that Sharpe Portfolio models are under-estimating risk for 
portfolios exhibiting a positively correlated residual structure 
• To empirically establish that Sharpe Portfolio models are over-estimating risk for 
portfolios exhibiting a pre-dominantly negatively correlated residual structure 
1.4 Limitations of the Study 
• To show via PCA and Monte Carlo methods that the Improved Sharpe Portfolio 
Model is more accurate in illustrating risk-return relationships than the Sharpe 
Models under an environment presenting correlated residuals. 
1.4 Limitations of the Study 
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This study does not consider the vast literature available that discusses the use of robust 
or weighted estimation. The study is also limited in the number of selection criteria used 
for the model selection part of the study. Selection criteria such as the Corrected Form of 
Akaike's Information Criterion, Hannan and Quinn Information Criterion, the Corrected 
Form of Hannan and Quinn (HQc) Information Criterion and many other useful model 
selection criterion could have been investigated in order to improve the effective selection 
of models. Furthermore, all empirical analysis was constrained to a financial portfolio 
of only 9 stocks on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange. The current portfolio does not 
represent the optimal diversified portfolio. In addition, the JSE-all share index and others 
are used as market proxies, whereas theory suggests the use of all encompassing indices 
that are representative of all possible securities that exist (Roll, 1977). 
The study is also restricted in the variety of models that have been chosen to be fitted. 
Again, it would prove extremely time consuming to try and fit every possible time series 
model there exists in order to fit the most effective one. Numerous paths and techniques 
exist that one could adopt for. If one attempts to persist fitting different models, the factor 
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of time also becomes a crucial variable. As a result the amount of time that the study was 
to be completed in was limited. 
The application of the methods in the study were restricted to the South African 
stock market during the period July 1988 to February 2005. Our analysis was also re-
stricted to only monthly data. Only the forward selection process was implemented during 
model selection, whilst alternative selection procedures such as Backward elimination and 
All Subset/Possible Regression were not considered, thus the study was limited in terms of 
model selection procedures. Furthermore the study only considered GARCH(1, 1)'s su-
periority amongst a class of 4 estimation procedures. The study could have been expanded 
to include other types of modelling, i.e. Value-at-risk (VAR) models. Hence the study was 
restricted to the number of estimation techniques used in the comparisons conducted. 
With regards to the exploration of the superiority of G ARCH ( 1, 1) and its exten-
sions, the study is only conducted within the single index scenario, whilst the multiple set-
ting was ignored. Once again given the time limit and objectives of this thesis it did would 
not prove practical to do so. Furthermore it provides opportunity for further research in the 
future. 
1.5 Plan of Development of the thesis 
This dissertation is comprised of ten chapters. Each chapter includes its own set of ap-
pendices and the list of appendices are added at the end of each chapter. All references 
however are displayed at the end of chapter eleven. 
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The current chapter, introduces the reader to the background and objectives of the 
study. It sets the scene for the reader of what is to be expected. The chapter highlights the 
principal focal points of the research and constructs the various hypothesis to be tested. It 
gives an overall summary of the research conducted. 
The next five chapters, two to six, are devoted towards the modelling techniques used 
throughout this thesis which are to be involved in numerous comparative studies in the 
subsequent chapters that follow. These five introductory chapters provide the reader with 
theoretical background into the respective modelling frameworks and the model building 
process involved. A brief description of each follows. 
Chapter two serves as an introduction to the fundamental concepts to financial time 
series modelling. Basic concepts like stationarity and log returns are introduced here which 
form the basic criteria required for modelling purposes. This chapter introduces the idea of 
time series analysis, its objectives and the fundamental concepts underlying stock theory. 
Chapter three discusses OLS (Ordinary Least Squares), multivariate regression, model 
selection and introduces the various model selection criteria. This chapter establishes the 
basic model building process in a regression context. This chapter forms the base for chap-
ters four and five, which expand on the models built in the empirical study of this chapter. 
It also introduces the model selection process that is to be adopted throughout this study. 
An empirical study is included in this chapter that concentrates on building multiple and 
single index regression models for our portfolio of stocks. 
Chapter four introduces the different components and models that can be built within 
the time series framework. It establishes how one identifies certain time series using the 
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ACF and PACF and also discusses their estimation processes. It provides an examination of 
ARM A (Autoregressive Moving Average) models in general and also an empirical study 
that focuses on building single and multiple index time series models for our portfolio of 
stocks. 
Chapter five presents the rivals of the time series models in this dissertation, state 
space modelling. Using the regression models established in chapter three, we convert 
these models into a S S (State Space) framework. We discuss the three modelling ap-
proaches within the SS framework and introduce the Kalman Filter, a recursive estimation 
tool used in estimating and building the state space model. The chapter also discusses the 
representation and estimation of this class of models. In the empirical study of this chapter, 
we develop the regression models from chapter 3 into state space representations. 
Chapter six is devoted to volatility models. The respective time series and regression 
models built thus far are converted into a volatility framework. We also explore various ex-
tensions of the principal volatility model, GARCH (General Autoregressive Conditional 
Heteroskedastic) and make various modelling comparisons. The empirical section of this 
study establishes a GARCH(1, 1) volatility model for our portfolio of stocks in a single 
and multiple index context. Furthermore extensions of the GARCH(1, 1) model are ex-
plored in the single index context. 
Up to now, chapters 3,4,5 and 6 introduce the reader to the 4 main modelling para-
digms that are to be compared in a risk-return context in the chapters to follow. Chapter 
7 introduces the reader to modem portfolio theory and introduces the Sharpe Single and 
Multiple Index models. It also presents the estimation and construction process of the 
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(risk-return frontier) efficient frontier of a given estimation method. This now sets up the 
framework for conducting comparisons of the 4 previously discussed modelling methods 
in a risk-return setting. The chapter goes on to highlight a very important empirical find-
ing that illustrates that the GARC H(1, 1) estimation method results in superior risk-return 
frontiers in both the single and multiple contexts under the Sharpe formulation. There exist 
many instances where the left shifting superior behaviour of GARCH(1, 1) is observed. 
One such instance is when GARCH(1, 1) is compared within the volatility modelling en-
viron of the single index framework, i.e. we compare it with the risk-return relationship of 
its extensions namely EG ARCH (Exponential ARC H), T ARCH (Threshold ARC H), 
PARCH (Power ARC H) and C - G ARCH (component G ARC H) models. 
Chapter 8, elaborates on a set of new single and multiple index portfolio models 
proposed by this thesis, namely the Improved Sharpe Portfolio Model. It investigates the 
behavior of the efficient frontier when a covariance with highly correlated residuals is in-
troduced under the Markowitz portfolio framework It further establishes that the Improved 
Sharpe Portfolio Model, proposed by Troskie and Hossain, is a more accurate and realis-
tic outlook of the market. The empirical results in this chapter illustrate that the Sharpe 
Index models gives an inaccurate risk structure of an investor's financial portfolio. For 
portfolios exhibiting positively correlated residuals the Sharpe formulation consistently 
under-estimates risk whilst the converse is observed for portfolios exhibiting strong nega-
tive correlation. The consistency of this risk structure is explored under the four estimation 
methods namely, GARCH(1, 1), ARM A, OLS (Ordinary Least Squares-Regression) and 
SS (State Space) models. This section of the thesis continues to conveniently portray the 
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consistent persistence of the GARCH(1,1) model's risk superiority under the various port-
folio index model formulations. 
Chapter 9 presents an approach, with regards to modelling indices, the principal com-
ponents analysis (PCA). This chapter presents concepts of dimension reduction of data in 
order to simplify the view of data. We apply the Principal Components (abbreviated as 
PC) idea for constructing significant orthogonal components of indices in order to attain 
efficient frontiers that illustrate a true risk and return structure for a portfolio of stocks on 
the South African stock exchange under the Sharpe and Improved Sharpe formulations. 
The empirical evidence shows that the application of Principal Components (PC) in effi-
cient frontier construction supports the risk-return structure estimated under the Improved 
Sharpe Multiple Index (ISMI) formulation. Furthermore the empirical results in this sec-
tion of the study supports the claim from the previous chapter that the Sharpe Multiple 
Index (SMI) model gives an inaccurate risk structure of an investor's financial portfolio in 
the presence of positive correlation between residuals and is consistently under-estimating 
risk for portfolios with positively correlated residuals. This consistent risk relationship 
between SMI and ISMI is illustrated from a PC perspective and serves as a support for em-
pirical claims made in earlier studies. The relationship is shown consistent under the four 
estimation methods: G ARCH ( 1, 1), ARM A, 0 LS and S S models. 
Chapter 10, provides an alternative approach, the Monte-Carlo approach, whereby 
stock returns are to be simulated via Monte-Carlo methods in order to illustrate that the 
Sharpe formulation for the multiple index framework consistently under-estimates risk for 
portfolios exhibiting strong positive correlation under a Monte-Carlo simulated environ 
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and explore the consistency of this claim under four estimation methods namely, GARCH 
, ARMA , OLS and SS models. A comparison is then conducted on the behaviour of the 
simulated portfolio under the two developed multiple index portfolio frameworks, namely 
the SMI and the ISMI portfolio models. An attempt will be made to show that the SMI 
formulation consistently under-estimates risk for portfolios exhibiting strong positive cor-
relation under a Monte-Carlo simulated environ and explore the consistency of this claim 
under the four previously mentioned estimation methods. 
As a consequence, the PCA and Monte~Carlo methods are used as justifications of the 
consistent empirical behaviour portrayed between the Sharpe and Improved Sharpe portfo-
lio models. Furthermore these two methods also serve to elaborate on the conclusion that 
the Improved Sharpe models are a positive development based on the Sharpe formulations 
in terms of providing a more accurate risk-return structure for the investor in the presence 
of a correlated residual structure for financial portfolios. 
Finally we conclude the study with a chapter_ of summary and conclusions, that ex-
plores viable aspects for future studies. 
Chapter 2 
Some Fundamentals of Stock Market Theory 
2.1 Introduction 
From Troskie (2002), a time series is a set of observations { Xt} generated by some process, 
each one being recorded at a specific time t. Time series arise as recordings of processes 
which vary over time. A recording can either be a continuous trace or a set of discrete 
observations. We will concentrate on the case where observations are made at discrete 
equally spaced ti_mes. By appropriate choice of origin and scale we can take the obser-
vation times to be 1, 2, ... T and we can denote the observations by Y1, Y2, .•. ,Yr. If one 
repeatedly observes a given system at regular time intervals, and makes a measurement at 
those time intervals, it is likely that the observations are correlated. Many of the statistical 
modelling techniques studied relate to data which are independent or, at least, uncorre-
lated. Consequently, the time order of the data is important: shuffling observations will 
cause substantive structure to be lost from a time series. In time series analysis we exploit 
the correlation in the data to develop statistical modelling tools. 
When fitting a parametric model to a time series, we can use a similar framework 
to that for modelling random samples (e.g. linear models); that is, data are explained by 
a model along with errors or residuals. In the case of time series, errors will themselves 
constitute a time series. One usually aims for the errors to be devoid of any structure, 
although they may be correlated. However, if one can explain the correlation in the errors, 
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then one ought to be left with a residual series with no correlation (or structure). Such a 
series is referred to as noise. Therefore, we are concerned with extracting a signal, leaving 
behind residual noise. (Tsay (2001)) 
2.2 Stationarity and Non-Stationarity 
A key idea in time series is that of stationarity. Roughly speaking, a time series is stationary 
if its behaviour does not change over time. This means, for example, that the values always 
tend to vary about the same level and that their variability is constant over time. Stationary 
series have a rich theory and their behaviour is well understood. This means that they play 
a fundamental role in the study of time series. 
Obviously, not all time series that we encounter are stationary. Indeed, non-stationary 
series tend to be the rule rather than the exception. However, many time series are related 
in simple ways to series which are stationary. Two important examples of this are: 
1. Trend Models: The series we observe is the sum of a deterministic trend series 
and a stationary noise series. A simple example is the linear trend model: 
yt = /30 + /3 1 t + Et 
Another common trend model assumes that the series is the sum of a periodic sea-
sonal effect and stationary noise. There are many other variations. 
2. Integrated models: The time series we observe satisfies 
yt+l - yt = Et+l 
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where Et is a stationary series. A particularly important model of this kind is the 
random walk. In that case, the Et values are independent shocks which affect perturb the 
current state Yt by an amount Et+ 1 to produce a new state Yt+ 1· 
Loosely speaking, a time series {Xt, t = 0, ±1, ... } is said to be stationary if it has 
statistical properties similar to those of the "time shifted" series { xt+h, t = 0, ±1' ... } for 
each integer h. Restricting attention to those properties which depend only on the first 
and second order moments of {Xt}, we can make this idea precise with the following 
definitions. 
Definition 1 Strictly Stationarity. 
A time series { rt} is said to be strictly stationary if the joint distribution of 
is identical to that of 
for all t.Thus the joint distribution of (rt1 , ••• , Ttk) is invariant under time shift. 
Definition 2 Weak Stationarity. 
A time series {rt} is said to be weakly stationary if both the mean ofrt, 
(1) 
and the covariance between Tt and Tt-l 
(2) 
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is time invariant and finite. In practice, weak stationarity implies that if we observe a time 
series {rt, t = 1, ... , T} then the time plot of the data would show that the T values 
fluctuate with constant variation around a constant level. Figure 2.1 below illustrates the 
time plot for the stock Anglos, which clearly shows that there is a multiplicative trend, 
hence the prices are increasing in an exponential manner. It also confirms that there is no 
seasonality present, otherwise we would become millionaires. 
Anglos: RAW prices 
1 20 39 58 77 96 115134 153 172 
ObSRrvatlons 
Figure 2.1: Time Plot of Raw prices for ANGLOS 
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 below depict the time plots of the log returns of Sappi and Anglos 
respectively there is a clear indication of mean stationarity, but can we say the same ofthe 
variances and covariances. Referring back to figure 2.1 above it is clear that the time series 
of raw prices for Anglos contains a multiplicative trend, thus the values Pt, the raw price of 
the stock, will not have a constant mean or variance thus it is non-stationary. Implicitly in 
the condition of weak stationarity, we assume that the first two moments ofrt are finite. If 
rt is strictly stationary and its first two moments are finite then Tt is also weakly stationary. 
The converse is not true in general . However, if the time series is normally distributed, 
then weak stationarity is equivalent to strict stationarity. In this study we will be mainly 
concerned with weakly stationary series. 
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The covariance cov(rt, Tt- L) = 'Yl is called the lag-l autocovariance of Tt. It has two 
important properties 
(a) 'Yo var(rt) 
(b) 'Yl - 'Y- z· 
In the finance literature, it is common to assume that the asset or stock return series is 
weakly stationary. This assumption is often checked empirically. (Troskie (2002)) 
2.3 Some Financial Stock Theory: Fundamental Concepts 
This thesis attempts to apply principally two different modelling approaches to the log 
returns of four JSE listed stocks. Before commencing the modelling aspect, an introduction 
to stock theory is preliminarily required. Let Pr be the price of a stock or asset at some 
timeT (past or future). Let P0 be the price at time To- which could be the beginning price 
at the time horizon of interest. The portfolio manager or investor is interested in the price 
change Pr - P0 , or more particularly, the relative price change called the simple return 
Rr= Pr-Po 
Po 
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The simple return is often expressed as a percentage 
Pr~PolOO% 
giving the percentage gain or loss of the stock over the time period T. Gains (positive per-
centages) and losses (negative percentages) are equally important to the portfolio manager 
or investor. In this study whilst doing the calculations it was preferred to work with the ac-
tual simple returns rather than the percentages, but the percentage simple return is often the 
one quoted. 
The price Pr is considered to be a random variable having some distribution. The 
following theory has been developed by famous financial economists (econometricians) 
and statisticians (some are Nobel price winners). 
Suppose there are n time periods in the time difference zone T- T0 . Suppose further 
that these time periods are equally spaced in time (i.e. hours, days, weeks, months, quarters, 
years etc. ) for this study, monthly returns were used. Let us denote these prices by 
Pt, t = 1, ... , n and let the simple returns be 
Pt- Pt-1 
Rt = p, , t = 1, ... , n. 
t-1 
(1) 
Note that Pr = Pn . Clearly any Pt or Rt is also a random variable with some mean 
(expected value) and variance. From the compound interest formula in Finance 
(1 + Rr) = (1 + R1)(1 + R2) ... (1 + Rn) (2) 
so that 
n 
log(1 + Rr) = 2:: log(1 + Rt). (3) 
t=1 
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A crucial assumption is now made. It is tested regularly. The Rt, t = 1, ... , n are random 
variables (rvs). Let us assume that they have the same mean and variance. Past experience 
has shown that this is probably not true over long periods of time. It is, however a very 
reasonable assumption over short periods of time. 
We also make the assumption that the Rt are independently distributed. If they are 
not, then they are dependent and hence is a time series. Statisticians know how to use time 
series to forecast. So, if stock price returns Rt are dependent then statisticians will be 
enormously rich. We know that they are poor. So stock price returns cannot be dependent, 
i.e. a time series. 
Thus our final crucial assumption is that stock price returns Rt are independently and 
identically distributed (i.i.d.) with the same mean and variance. From the Central Limit 
Theorem then follows that 
n 
log(l + Rr) = I)og(l + Rt), (4) 
t=l 
which is the sum of n i.i.d. random variables, follows a Normal distribution with some 
mean and variance. Now 
log(l + Rr) 
Po -Po 
log(l + n Po ), or 
log(l + Rr) Pr-Po - log(l + Po ) 
- log(Pr/Po) 
- log Pr -log Po). 
- PT -Po 
- rr 
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where 
Pr = logPr. (6) 
Thus the random variable 
rr = log Pr - log Po = Pr - Po (7) 
is distributed (for large n) as a Normal distribution with mean E(rr) = /l and variance 
Depending on the time spacings t the number n can be very large. Thus 
log Pr = log Po + rr or Pr = Poerr. (8) 





which is a fundamental equation in Finance. The random variable 
rr = log Pr - log Po = Pr - Po 
is often referred to as the log return and the statement is made that log returns are normally 
distributed. Alternatively, the statement is made that stock prices Pr are log-normally 
distributed. In future when we say returns we will mean log returns. In practice, the simple 
returns 
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Rr = Pr- Po 
Po 
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are used rather than the log returns rr = Jog Pr - Jog P0 . In most calculations it will 
not make any difference whether we use simple returns or log returns, but in this theses we 
work with log returns, unless specified otherwise. In general we would expect more positive 
returns (positive skewness) than negative returns (negative skewness). Otherwise nobody 
will invest in stocks. Taking logs pulls in the right tail more to the centre and pushes the left 
tail out. It makes the distribution therefore more symmetric, and hence working with log 
returns is more desirable for estimation purposes. For symmetric distributions the sample 
mean is often a good estimate (the best for the normal case). 
The log return rr = log Pr -log P0 is for large n approximately normally distributed 
N (J.-L, 0"2). This means that the time span T- To must be large enough for the Central Limit 
Theorem to hold. We quote from Fama "The Foundations of Finance." The frequency dis-
tributions, the comparisons of average relative frequencies with normal probabilities and 
the studentized ranges, all lead to the conclusion that distributions of monthly returns are 
closer to normal than distributions of daily returns. This is inconsistent with the hypothesis 
that return distributions are non-normal symmetric stable, which implies that distributions 
of daily and monthly returns should have about the same degree of leptokurtosis. More-
over, although the evidence also suggests that distributions of monthly returns are slightly 
leptokurtic relative to normal distributions, let us tentatively accept the normal model as a 
working approximation for monthly returns. 
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The assumptions that distributions of returns on stocks and portfolios are normally 
distributed is used to develop a model for portfolio decisions by investors. The usefulness 
of the portfolio model depends not on whether the normality assumption which underlies 
it, is an exact description of the world (we know it is not), but on whether the model yields 
useful insights into the essential ingredients of rational portfolio decision. If the model 
does well on this score, we can live with the small observed departures from normality in 
monthly returns, all least until better models come along". (Troskie 2002) 
2.3.1 Distributional Properties of Stock Returns. 
It has been demonstrated that log returns Tt have desirable statistical properties. We now 
study these properties further. Consider a collection of p stocks or assets observed, or held, 
forT time periods, say t = 1, 2, ... , T. For each stock i, let Tit be the log return at timet. 
Thus if 
{Pit, i= 1, ... ,p, t= 1, ... ,T} (10) 
is the price of stock i at time t then 
{Pit = log !1t, i = 1, ... , p, t = 1, ... , T} (11) 
is the log price and 
Tit= Pit- Pit-1, i = 1, ... ,p, t = 1, ... 'T} (12) 
is the log return; the main variable under study. Of interest also, to us, is the simple return 
pit- pit-1 . 
{Rit= P, ,-z=1, ... ,p, t=1, ... ,T} 
it-1 
(13) 
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and the excess simple and log returns 
~t - Rfit, i = 1, ... , p, t = 1, ... , T} (14) 
{ XTit Tit - Tift, i = 1, ... 'p, t = 1, ... 'T} 
with Rfit and Tfit the risk free rate returns, respectively. Let the distribution function ofthe 
log returns 
{Tit i = 1, ... , p, t = 1, ... , T} (15) 
be 
(16) 
where Y is a state vector consisting of variables that describes the behaviour of stock log 
returns and () is a vector of parameters. The state vector is assumed given and the main 
purpose is to estimate the parameters (), and draw inference about behaviour of { Tij} given 
some past data. Of interest is the behaviour of 
rt = ( T~t ) 
Tpt 
(17) 
for a single time period t, ll.ke in modem portfolio theory, or in 
(18) 
for a single stock i, as in financial time series. In the latter case we usually denote the time 
series by 
I 
ri =(Til, ... ,TiT) (19) 
or even more conveniently drop the subscript i. In this study we will consider both theories. 
For the time series (19) dropping the subscript i let the joint distribution of the time series 
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(r1,, ... , rr) be 
F(r1,, ... , rr/0) - F(ri/O)F(r2/ri. 0) ... F(rr/rr-1, ... , r1, 0) (20) 
T 
- F(ri/0) I1 F(rtfrt-I. ... , r1, 0). 
t=2 
Thus of main interest is the behaviour ofthe conditional distribution 
F(rtfrt_:_l, ... , r1, 0). (21) 
and in particular how the conditional distribution F(rtfrt-l, ... , r1, 0). evolves over time. 
Since, on the JSE we only have low frequency data we may assume that the distribution is 
continuous with probability density function 
T 
f(rl,, ... ' rr/0) = f(ri/0) rr f(rtfrt-1, ... 'rl, 0). (22) 
t=2 
For high frequency log returns, as for the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), discreteness 
becomes an issue. In the next section we give a brief summary of the properties of the 
univariate and multivariate normal distributions. These two distributions play a major role 
in the study that follows. 
2.4 The Univariate Normal Distribution. Tests for Normality. 
If ( x1, ..• , xr) is a sample from a random variable X which has a normal distribution, 
say 
(1) 
then the sample mean (m.l.e of Jl) is 
(2) 
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, the sample variance is 
T 
2 1 "\'"""' 2 
8 = T _ 
1 
L.)xi- x) . 
t=l 
(3) 
The sample skewness is 
1 '"'T ( -)3 b - T=I Lit=l Xi - X 
1 - 3 ' 
8 
(4) 
and the sample kurtosis is 
1 '"'T ( -)4 
b 




Under the assumption of normality of X, b1and b2 are asymptotically normally distributed 
with 
b1 :::::: N(O, 6/T) (6) 
and 
b2:::::: N(3, 24/T). (7) 
Thus 
Z = b1 and Z = b2 - 3 
1 0flT 2 fi4lT (8) 
are asymptotically N(O, 1) distributed. These statistics can therefore be used to test for 
normality when T is large. The statistic 
is often used and called the excess kurtosis. An omnibus test for normality is 
(9) 
with 2 degrees of freedom. Since for stock price data T is usually large the above tests 
can be used. For small T more exact tests are available. In the following section these 
test statistics and some graphical displays are given on the stock price data of the JSE-
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and the sample kurtosis is 
1 "\;""'T ( -)4 
b 
__ T=-1 L..Jt=l Xi - X 
2-- s4 (5) 
Under the assumption of normality of X, b1and b2 are asymptotically normally distributed 
with 
b1 ~ N(O, 6/T) (6) 
and 
b2 ~ N(3, 24/T). (7) 
Thus 
Z = b1 and Z = b2 - 3 
1 ft7T 2 y'24ff (8) 
are asymptotically N(O, 1) distributed. These statistics can therefore be used to test for 
normality when T is large. The statistic 
is often used and called the excess kurtosis. An omnibus test for normality is 
(9) 
with 2 degrees of freedom. Since for stock price data T is usually large the above tests 
can be used. For small T more exact tests are available. In the following section these 
test statistics and some graphical displays are given on the stock price data of the JSE-
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Under the assumption of normality of X, b1and b2 are asymptotically normally distributed 
with 
b1 ~ N(O, 6/T) (6) 
and 
b2 ~ N(3, 24/T). (7) 
Thus 
(8) 
are asymptotically N(O, 1) distributed. These statistics can therefore be used to test for 
normality when T is large: The statistic 
is often used and called the excess kurtosis. An omnibus test for normality is 
(9) 
with 2 degrees of freedom. Since for stock price data T is usually large the above tests 
can be used. For small T more exact tests are available. In the following section these 
test statistics and some graphical displays are given on the stock price data of the JSE-
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Over Index, and Anglos, a share listed on the JSE (Johannesburg Stock Exchange). Both 
these financial time series play an important role in the theoretical and practical results that 
follow. (Troskie (2002)) 
2.4.1 The Multivariate Normal Distribution. 
Consider a vector 
of random variables xi (stock returns) with expected value (mean) 
E(X) = /1-
and covariance matrix 
~ = E(X- Jl-)(X- Ji,)'. 
If X has a density of the form 
(1) 
then X has a multivariate normal distribution 
The multivariate normal distribution has the following important properties. If Y = C X 
for any matrix C then Y ""' N(CJi,.C~C'), that is, linear combinations of multivariate 
normal variates are again multivariate normally distributed. 
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into two sets then 
where 
(2) 
and partitioned conformably. Thus marginal distributions of multivariate normal distri-
butions are again _multivariate normally distributed. In particular Xi "' N (J-li, a ii). The 




L:11.2 = L:11 - L:12L:2l L:21 (4) 
where L:ij are given in equation (3) above. The conditional mean 
(5) 
and covariance matrix 
(6) 
play an important part in portfolio analysis. For example, if p = 2, and any return of a 
stock R = X 1 , with the return of a market proxy, say M = X2 then from the assumption 




or more conveniently written as 
R =a+ /3M+ e, E(e) = 0, E(e2 ) = a-2 (7) 
which is the well known Market model or Sharp Single Index model. If any stock return 
R = X 1 and market indices M 1 = X 2 , M 2 = X 3, ... , Mk = Xp then it is easy to show 
that from (5) 
(8) 
with E(e) = 0, var(e) = E(e)2 = a-2 . This the well known Sharpe Multi- Index model. 
Furthermore if x<l) = R(I) a vector of stock returns and M(2) = x<2) a vector of market 
. ' 
proxies and/or other variables, then from (5) 
(9) 
with 
E(B) = 0, and E(BB') = w 
which is the vector market model and includes the Troskie Innovation model. The model is 
also a special case of the Kalman Filter (i.e. including a time subscript tin ~I) and M?) 
and the parameters). All the above models play a fundamental role in portfolio theory. 
--------------------~~~--
i 
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2.4.2 The Conditional Multivariate Normal Distribution 





into q and r = p- q components respectively. Partition J.L and :E conformably, that is 
Consider the non-singular linear transformation 
y(l) (1) 
y(z) x(z) 
choosing M so that the components ofY(l) are uncorrelated with the components ofY(2). 
The matrix M must satisfy the equation 
Thus 
M 
y(l) X (l) _ ~ ~-lx(z) .L..!2.L..22 . 







I -:E12 :E22 ) ( X(l) ) 
0 I X(2) 
- ex 
is a non-singular linear transformation of X and therefor has distribution 





Thus y(I) and Y(2) are independently distributed with marginal distributions 
------------------.......... 
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Using the same transformation of ( 1) to transform back from Y to X the Jacobian of trans-
formation being one The joint density of 
n(xj J-l, :E). 
The conditional distribution of X(l) given X(2) = xC2) is then 
f(x(l) /x(2) n(xj J-l, :E) 
n(x(Z) / J-t(z), :Ezz) 
n(x(l)- (J-t(l) + :Elz:E2l(x(Z)- J-t(2)), :En.z) 
. which is a multivariate normal density with conditional mean 
and conditional covariance matrix 
Note that the conditional mean E(X(l) jx(2)) depends on x(2) but the conditional covariance 
matrix cov(X(l) jx(
2
)) does not depend on x(2). This extremely important result plays a 
vital role in Modem Portfolio Analysis. The matrix :E12:E2l is the matrix of regression 
............ __________________ _ 
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coefficients. The elements of 
- [o-ij.q+1, ... ,p], i, j = 1, ... 'q 
are the conditional variances and covariances also referred to as partial variances and co-
variances. The conditional or partial correlations are then 
O"ij.q+1, ... ,p ] . . 
[Pij.q=1, ... ,p] = [ , z, J = 1, ... , q . 
.;a- . +1 a-.. 1 n.q , ... ,p JJ.q+ , ... ,p 
If the correlation matrix 
P = [Pij], i,j = 1, ... ,p 
is partitioned conformably to :E, as 
p = ( Pn P12 ) 
p21 p22 
yields the matrix 
[Pij.q+l, ... ,p], i, j = 1, ... , q. 
is called the partial correlation matrix. (Troskie (2002)) 
2.5 The Correlation and Autocorrelation Functions. 




E(X- E(X))(Y- E(Y)) 
JE(X- E(X))2E(Y- E(Y))2 
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and if a sample (xi, Yi, i = 1, ... , T) is available then the consistent estimator of Pxy is 
~ I:J=I (xi- x)(Yi- y) 
Pxy = {'"'T ( -) '"'T ( -) } 1 . 
L...ti=I Xi - X 2 L...ti=I Yi - y 2 I 2 
(1) 
Consider now a weakly stationary return series Tt. The linear dependence between Tt and 
Tt-l is now of interest. The correlation coefficient between Tt and Tt-l is defined as 
Pl 
cov(Tt, Tt-l) 
(2) - J vaT(Tt)vaT(Tt-l) 





and is called the lag-l autocorrelation. The Autocorrelation Function (ACF) provides a 
useful measure of the degree of dependence between the values of a time series at different 
times and for this reason play an important role when we consider the prediction of future 
values of the series in terms ofthe past and present values. From the definition 
Po - 1 
Pl - P-l 
-1 < Pl ::; 1. 
A weakly stationary series is not correlated if and only if Pl = 0 for alll > 0. For a given 
sample of returns {Tt}f=I the lag-1 sample autocorrelation ofTt is 
~ L:i=2(Tt- r)(Tt-I - r) 
PI= T 
Lt=I (Tt- r)2 
(3) 
Under some general conditions PI is a consistent estimator of PI· If { Tt} is an independent 
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequence and E(Tt? < oo then 
PI ~ N(O, 1/T) (4) 
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which can be used to test the hypotheses 
Ho : PI = 0 vs HI : PI =/:- 0. 
The lag-l sample autocorrelation is defined as 
A L~=l+I (rt- r)(rt-l - r) 
P - O~l<T-1. l - ..._..r ( -)2 ' L...,t=I Tt- r 
(5) 
Under the same conditions stated above 
Pl ~ N(O, 1/T) 
for any fixed positive integer l. More generally, if { rt}f=I is a weakly stationary time series 
satisfying 
q 
Tt = f-l + L 7/Jjet-i , where 7/Jo = 1 
i=O 
and { et} is a Gaussian white noise series (i.e. et ,...., N(O, 1)) then 
q 
Pl ~ N(O, (1 + 2 L p;)/T) for l > q. (6) 
i=O 
The formula (6) is referred to as Bartlett's formula. In finite samples Pl is a biased estimator 
of Pl· The bias is of the order 1/T, which can be substantial ifT is small. In most financial 
calculations T is relatively large so that the bias is not serious. 
2.5.1 The Partial Autocorrelation Function 
The AR(p) has an autocorrelation function which is infinite in extent, but it can be de-
scribed by p non-zero functions of the autocorrelations. Denote by ¢ki' the jth coefficient 
in an autoregressive process of order k, so that ¢kk is the last coefficient we can obtain from 
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the Yule- Walker equations given below by equation ( 1) 
(1) 
which is generalised as 
which may be written since Po = 1 
Pk-1 ) ( ¢k1 ) ( P1 ) k-2 ¢k2 P2 
-. . . . . . . . . 
1 ¢kk Pk 
(3) 
Pk-2 Pk-3 
or in matrix notation as 
(4) 
Solving these equations successfully for k = 1, 2, 3 ... we obtain 
¢n P1 (5) 
I ;1 
P1 
I P2 2 ¢22 P2- P1 
I ;1 
P1 1- 1- PI 1 
1 P1 P1 
P1 1 P2 
¢33 
P2 P1 P3 
1 P1 P2 
P1 1 P1 
P2 P1 1 
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Alternatively 
PI - cP2I + cP22PI or 
¢2I - (1 - cP22)PI 
P2 - cP2IPI + cP22 





In general, for cPkk' the determinant in the numerator has the same elements as that in the 
denominator, but with the last column replaced by Pk· The quantity cPkk' regarded as a 
function of the lag k is called the partial autocorrelation coefficient. For an autoregressive 
process of order p, the partial autocorrelation function cPkk will be nonzero for k less or 
equal to p and zero for k greater than p. In other words, the partial autocorrelation function 
of the pth order autoregressive process has a cut -off after lag p. 
2.5.2 Portmanteau Test. 
Financial applications often require to test jointly that several autocorrelations of Tt are 
zero. Box and Pierce(l970) proposed the Portmanteau statistic 
m 
Q*(m) = TLPt (1) 
I=I 
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as a test for 
Ho P1 = · · · = Pm = 0 
vs 
Ha : Pi =f. Oforsomei E {l, ... ,m}. 
Under the assumption that {rt} is an i.i.d. sequence with certain moment conditions 
(2) 
Ljung and Box(1978) modify the Q*(m) statistic as follows 
m 
Q(m) = T(T + 2) L iJ? /(T -l). (3) 
l=l 
This increases the power in finite samples. Simulation studies suggest that the choice of 
m ~ log(T) provides better power performance. The function 
(4) 
is called the sample autocorrelation function (ACF) of the log return rt. It plays an im-
portant role in linear time series analysis. The sample AC F captures the dynamic time and 
stochastic structure of the time series process. (Troskie (2002)) 
2.6 White Noise and Linear Time Series. 
Ifthe series {rt}f=1 is a sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random 
variables with finite mean and variance 
(1) 
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as a test for 
Ho P1 = · · · = Pm = 0 
vs 
Ha : Pi =j:. 0 for some i E {1, ... , m}. 
Under the assumption that {rt} is an i.i.d. sequence with certain moment conditions 
Q*(m) ~X~· (2) 
Ljung and Box(1978) modify the Q*(m) statistic as follows 
m 
Q(m) = T(T + 2) L pf /(T -l). (3) 
1=1 
This increases the power in finite samples. Simulation studies suggest that the choice of 
m ~ log(T) provides better power performance. The function 
(4) 
is called the sample autocorrelationfunction (ACF) of the log return Tt. It plays an im-
portant role in linear time series analysis. The sample AC F captures the dynamic time and 
stochastic structure of the time series process. (Troskie (2002)) 
2.6 White Noise and Linear Time Series. 
Ifthe series {rt}f=1 is a sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random 
variables with finite mean and variance 
(1) 
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then the series is called white noise. For a white noise series all the AC F' s are zero. If in 
addition, 
(2) 
then the series is called Gaussian white noise. A time series {rt}f=1 is said to be linear if it 
can be written as 
00 
rt = f.-l + L '!f;iet-i, (3) 
i=O 
where '1/Jo = 1, E(rt) = f.-l and { et}f=1 is a white noise series with 
E(et) - 0 and (4) 
The dynamic structure of {rt}f=1 is governed by the coefficients '!j;i which are called the 
'!j;-weights. If { rt}f=1 is weakly stationary then 
E(rt) - J-l and 
00 
var(rt) - (};2: '1/J;. 
i~O 
The lag-l autocovariance of rt is 
ll - cov(rt, rt-z) (5) 
- E [ ( t..p ,e,_,) ( t. 1j; et-t-;)] 
- E [t. t..P,.P;e,_,e,_,_;] 
00 
- L '1/Ji+z'l/JjE(ei_z_j) 
j=O 
00 
- (}; 2::: '1/Jj'l/Jj+l· 
j=O 
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Thus, the '1/J-weights are related to the autocorrelations of Tt by 
(6) 
In general, econometric and times series models are described by these '1/J-weights. (Troskie 
(2002)) 
2. 7 Validity of the Normal Assumption for forthcoming 
Analysis·. 
Before performing any empirical investigation, a preliminary data analysis is undertaken to 
justify the basic premise on which maximum likelihood estimation and portfolio optimisa-
tion relies on. The fundamental assumption of normality for shares' log return is a crucial 
requirement for the portfolio mean-variance optimisation. Since the normal distribution is 
solely described by its mean and variance this is consistent with the mean-variance analy-
sis and proves to be a convenient assumption. Fama (1976) stated that the assumption of 
normally distributed stock returns was an acceptable working approximation to returns on 
the NYSE, although Mandelbrot (1963) and Fama (1965) reported that stock returns were 
more leptokurtic than the normal distribution. 
The data used in all the empirical analysis are monthly returns for all shares for 
the period July 1988 to February 2005, since they serve to compress the scale and hence 
converge to normality to a certain extent. Figure 2.4 below illustrates the monthly log 
return of the JSE stock Anglos. 
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Figure 2.4: Monthly log Return of Anglo 
From a graphical stand point, at first glance it seems that the distribution is bell shaped and 
is quite close to normality and thus can be considered approximately normal. The skewness 
is positive and the kurtosis is greater than 3. The slight positive skewness, however is 
attributed to the positive returns over the period. The Jaque-Bera statistic compares and 
measures the difference in skewness and kurtosis of the series with that of a perfect normal 
distribution. The high significance of the statistic at the significance level suggests the 
rejection of the null hypothesis of normality. The assumption of normality is however 
reasonable for the purpose of this study. The reader is referred to appendix! in the list of 
appendices section for histograms of the monthly log returns for the remaining 8 shares. 
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2.8 List Of Appendices 
2.8.1 Appendix 1: Histogram of Monthly Log Returns of the remaining 
Eight Shares 
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Chapter3 
Applied Regression Analysis and Model 
Selection 
3.1 Introduction 
Applications where several quantities are to be predicted using a common set of predictor 
variables are becoming increasingly important in various disciplines (Breiman & Fried-
man, 1997; Bilodeau & Brenner, 1999). For instance, in a manufacturing process one may 
want to predict various quality aspects of a product from the parameter setting used in the 
manufacturing. Or, given the mass spectra of a sample, the goal may be to predict the con-
centrations of several chemical constituents in the sample (Breiman & Friedman, 1997). 
Or as the case is in this study the object is to project the future prices of selected stocks 
on the JSE using two specific modelling approaches. A natural class of models that ac-
commodate this would be a generalization of a univariate multiple regression model, called 
multivariate multiple regression (MMR). 
In the model selection problem, the main objective is to choose the true model from 
a manageable set of candidate models. Information criterion gauges the validity of a sta-
tistical model and judges the balance between goodness-of-fit and parsimony; how well 
observed values can approximate to the true values and how much information can be 
explained by the lower dimensional model. Information criteria such as: the Akaike Infor-
mation Criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) will be introduced in 
57 
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the following sections. Also, we present various improved criteria and intensive computing 
model selection criteria. 
As mentioned above, the main objective is to choose the true model from a man-
ageable set of competing models. Since statisticians devoted their attention to this prob-
lem, they have addressed two different approaches as follows: One way is to adapt the 
hypothesis testing methods to select the true model. For instance, Forward selection, Back-
ward elimination, and Stepwise selection are included in this category. Forward selection 
and Backward elimination compute the F -statistic that reflects a variables contribution to 
the model based on no variables and all of the variables, respectively. Stepwise selection 
also computes the F -statistic for a model, but differs from the two methods above in the 
sense that variables already contained in the particular model do not necessarily stay there. 
However, the level of significance for hypothesis testing could be arbitrarily chosen by re-
searchers and different models could be easily selected with the same data by different 
researchers. These disadvantages result from testing the sequential hypothesis in different 
order, and from assigning different choices ofthe level of significance. (Chatfield (1994)) 
This Chapter is organized as follows. In the next section we present the background 
to Applied regression analysis. In section 3, we present the earlier information criteria. 
Various improved versions of information criteria, model selection methods and other in-
tensive model selection criteria are classified in section 4. In section 5, we present the 
Model Building process. We present an empirical study in the final section 6. 
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3.2 Applied Regression Analysis 
When fitting a multiple linear regression model, a researcher will likely include indepen-
dent variables that are not important in predicting the dependent variable Y. In the analysis 
he will try to eliminate these variable from the final equation. The objective in trying to 
find the best equation will be to find the simplest model that adequately fits the data. This 
will not necessarily be the model the explains the most variance in the dependent variable 
Y (the equation with the highest value of R2 ). This equation will be the equation with all 
of the independent variables in the equation. Our objective will be to find the equation 
with the least number of variables that still explain a percentage of variance in the depen-
dent variable that is comparable to the percentage explained with all the variables in the 
equation. 
In multivariate multiple regression (MMR) q dependent variables (y1 , y2 , ., yq) are to 
be predicted by linear relationships with k independent variables (xb x2, ., xk)· In prac-
tice, MMR includes a large number of predictors where some of them might be slightly 
correlated with the y's or they may be redundant because of high correlations with other 
x's (Spark et al., 1985). The use of poor or redundant predictors can be harmful because 
the potential gain in accuracy attributable to their inclusion is outweighed by inaccuracies 
associated with estimating their proper contribution to the prediction (Spark et al., 1985). 
The problem of determining the "best" subset of independent variables in multiple 
linear regression has long been of interest to applied statisticians, and it continues to re-
ceive considerable attention in recent statistical literature (McQuarrie & Tsai, 1998). Two 
approaches are suggested in the statistical literature to deal with this problem. The first ap-
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proach is to find the ''best" set of predictors for each individual response variable using one 
(or more) of the multiple model selection criteria that are available in most of statistical 
packages such as EVIEWS 3.1, Ox etc. 
Sparks et al. (1985) criticized univariate model selection methodology as compared 
to multivariate techniques and stated two reasons for dealing with target variables jointly 
rather than separately. One reason is simply that it is computationally more efficient be-
cause the number of times required doing necessary computations for model selection 
would be reduced from q to one. A second reason is that researchers sometimes need to es-
tablish which subset of predictors can be expected to perform well for all target variables, 
especially if there are costs associated with sampling the predictors. 
3.2.1 Assumptions underlying the Multiple Linear Regression Model. 
The set of assumptions placed on the model and data in order for the multiple regression 
model to work is similar to that for the simple regression model. The only modifications 
involve taking into account the existence of more than one independent variable in the 
relationship 
1. Linearity of the Model: The regression model is linear in the unknown coeffi-
cients, i.e. 
Yt = /30 + /31Xlt + f3 2X2t + ... + f3kXkt + et ={30 + 2:7=1 f3iXit + et for all 
t = 1,2, ... ,N. 
2. Errors average to Zero: The error term et is a random variable with mean zero, 
i.e. E[et] = 0. 
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3. Variability in the X's: Not all the observations on each Xi are identical for all 
i = 1, 2, ... , k, at least one is different 
for each xi. 
4. Non-stochastic Regressors: Xt is given and non-random, it is therefore uncorre-
lated with the error term, i.e. 
cov(Xit, et) = 0 for all i = 1, 2,, k. 
5. Homoskedasticity: et has constant variance for all t, i.e. Var(et) = E(e;) = 0"2 
6. Serial Independence: et andes are independently distributed for all t =J s, so that 
Cov(et, es) = 0. 
7. Normality of Errors: et is normally distributed so that et rv N(O, 0"2), which 
implies that 
yt rv N ( 2..::7=1 (3iXit, 0"2 ) for given independent variables { Xit}7=1 . 
3.2.2 Method of Moments and Least Squares 
Suppose that the assumptions 1-7 made above hold and that we observe a sample {Yi, Xi} 
fori = 1, ... , n. Consider the problem of estimating the parameters (3 and 0"2 of the linear 
model: 
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The method of least squares determines the estimates of f3 by minimizing the sum of 
squares residuals (SSR) given by: 
n 
SSR(/3) L E:; 
i=l 
n 
- L (Yi - x~,B? 
i=l 
- (y- x,B)'(y- x,B) 
where ,6 is an arbitrary value of /3. Let~ denote the least squares estimate of /3. Then~ is 
defined as: 
/3 = arg m_in SSR(,B) 
f3 
to determine b, note that 
- - _, -
SSR(/3) = y'y- 2y' X/3 + /3 X' X/3 
then 
&SSR@) - . 
---=--"""""·-'- = -2X'y + 2X'Xf3 (normal equatiOns) 
&/3 
setting this derivative equal to zero (solving the normal equations) and solving for~ gives: 
Remark 
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· ~ may be expressed in terms of sample moments of the data 
The least squares fitted values are 
if= X/3 
or 
The least squares residuals are defined as 
e - y-X~ 
- y-y 
or 
Notice that the least squares residuals solve the normal equations 
X'(y- X~) X'e = 0 
=:;. X is orthogonal to e 
Method of Moments Interpretation of Least Squares 
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There is a simple method of moments interpretation of least squares. Assumption 2 
gives the population moment restriction 
which may be expressed as 
E[X'c] = 0 
or 
E [X' (y- X;3)] = 0 
The method of moments estimator determines the estimate of ;3 by making the appropriate 
sample moment satisfy the population moment restriction: 
1 A 
-X(y- X;3) Sxy- Bxxb = 0 
n 
====> j3 = (X' X)-1 X'y 
3.2.3 Properties of the OLS Estimators in the Multiple Regression 
Model 
Properties of estimators in the multiple regression model are similar to those derived for 
simple regression. It is possible to prove that the estimates {!3}7=1 have the following 
properties: 
· OLS Estimators {j3}7=1 are Unbiased. 
· OLS Estimators {!3}7=1 are Consistent so long as Cov(Xit, Ei) = E(Xit, ci) = 0, 
and in addition 
0 < Var(Xi) < oo (Xi is stationary). 
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· OLS Estimators {~}7=1 are Best Linear Unbiased Estimators (BLUE), that is, the 
OLS estimators have the 
lowest variance among any other estimators that are linear functions of the data. 
one can show that an unbiased estimator of the variance of the stochastic error term 
is: 
which is the sum of squared fitted errors divided by n - k because k degrees of freedom 
are lost estimating {~}7=1 
3.2.4 Properties of the OLS Estimators in the Simple Regression Model 
Assumption 7. states that the stochastic error term is distributed normally, and it can be 
shown that the distributions for the OLS estimators are: 
from the standpoint of how precisely {~}7=1 estimate the true parameters, it can again be 
shown that the larger is the sample size and the larger the variation in the X's, the smaller 
will be the variance of the coefficient estimates. Hence the OLS estimates are more precise 
given a larger number of observations and the higher the variability in the explanatory 
variable X. It should be made aware of the fact that it is not possible to estimate the model 
if the number of observations is less than the number of coefficients. (Chatfield (1994)) 
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3.2.5 All Subsets Regression 
Consider the linear model 
(1) 
In variable selection procedures we simply want to select important or relevant variables, 
and discard unimportant or irrelevant variables. One of the best procedures is the all sub-
sets procedure. When mainframe computers were very expensive this method was very 
seldom used since it was prohibitively expensive, especially for models with a large set of 
X_variables. With computer time freely available on PC's and inexpensive, even for very 
large models, the method has become very popular and is the recommended procedure. 
As the procedure suggests we simply fit all subsets, which includes the full set. We 
need to find a criterion on which to base our selection. Two measures immediately sug-
gest themselves, namely the multiple correlation coefficient R2 , and the adjusted multiple 
correlation coefficient R~dj. Thus we have 
R2 = L~=l (}i- Y)2 Explained variation 
"'~ (Y: - Y)2 Total variation L. .. n=l ~ 
where 100R2 explains the amount of variation in the model. Thus we select models with 
large R2 • The adjusted R~dj is 
. SSE 
R2 . = 1 _ SSE/(n- k) = 1 _ (n-k) 
adj SST j(n- 1) (~~I)' 
and is similar to R2 except that it adjusts for the degrees of freedom. Thus it is ideally 
suited to compare different models. This is the measure recommended for the all subsets 
selection procedure. The algorithm is as follows. 
Algorithm for All Subsets Regression. 
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a F _statistic which is well-known to us. Consider again our model 
For any of the estimates of f3i we can compute the statistic ti = he;;. In variable selection 
procedures we rather use the Fi_ statistic which is given by 
(1) 
As mentioned before these Fi or ti statistics are dependent, and it is difficult to control the 
Type 1 error if several such tests are performed. In stepwise procedures we do not perform 
tests, but rather use the Fi statistics as diagnostics or selection criteria for building the 
models. 
We usually choose two values for the F _statistics called F- to- enter or Fin and F 
-to- delete or Fout· For Fin we usually choose a value between 1 and 4, since the value 
4 roughly corresponds to a I t I -value of 2 (that is t 2 = 4). The larger the F _value 
the fewer variables are selected. Choosing a very small F _value virtually brings in all 
variables in the equation. For the Fout we usually choose a value slightly less than the Fin· 
The reason being that the Fout discards variables after they have been selected, and one is 
reluctant to do this, if a variable has been selected at a previous step. We will discuss this 
rational in more detail below. 
We now discuss separately the forward and backward selection procedures. 
3.3.2 Forward Selection Procedure. 
The forward selection procedure proceeds in the following steps. 
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Step 0. 
In this first step the Fi statistics are computed for all the variables in the equation. 
This step is the same as the first step of the all subsets procedure. The largest of these Fi 
statistics is selected. If this largest Fi is larger than Fin then it is the first variable entered in 
the equation. If the largest Fi value is less than Fin then even the most important variable 
is not selected and the procedure stops. That is, we have no model and the best estimate for 
YisY. 
Assume that the largest Fi is larger than Fin , and for convenience sake say it is 
F1 so that variableX1 is selected in the model. This largest Fi is also the largest simple 
correlation with Y. In other words since we have selected X 1 the correlation between Y and 
xl given by Tyx1 is the largest. The relationship between the F statistic and the correlation 
coefficient r yx1 is 
(2) 
Clearly the largest F is also the largest correlation r. 
Step 1. 
In this step the first variable, -in our case - X 1 , is brought in the model and the Fi 
statistics for all the variables not in the model are computed. The largest Fi is chosen. Say, 
for convenience sake, it is X 2 . If this largest Fi statistic( now it is F2) is larger than Fin , 
then it is selected in the model. If not, then the process is stopped, and only X 1 is selected 
for the model. 
This largest Fi statistic is also the one with the largest partial correlation. Since we 
have assumed that it is X 2 , what we are saying is that the partial correlation between Y 
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and X 2 , given that X 1 is in the equation, is the largest. What is the partial correlation? If 
we have the conditional distribution of the pair of random variables (Y, X2) given XI =xi 
then the conditional correlation between (Y, X 2) given XI is called the partial correlation. 
lfthis partial correlation is called ryx2 .x1 then the relation with F is 
Clearly the largest F is also the largest partial correlation coefficient. At this point we 
would just like to say that the partial correlation is very popular amongst Psychologists and 
Psychometricians and often used for selection procedures. It is therefor useful to know the 
relationship with the F statistic, which is normally used for selection procedures. 
Step 2. 
The process is repeated. The variables XI and X2 is in the model. Choose as next 
variable the one with the largest Fi. If this largest Fi is larger than Fin then select the 
variable and continue. Otherwise stop and only the two variables (XI, X2) is in the model. 
Thus we select the variables of the previous step. 
Step 3. 
This step is very important in the forward selection procedure. At first it proceeds 
exactly as the previous steps and selects the next important variable provided that the F 
statistic(being the largest) is larger than Fin· Suppose it is X 3 . We now have in the equation 
(XI, x2, X3) and the estimated model is 
(3) 
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The forward procedure now looks back. It compares the Fi statistics with Fout. If it is found 
that one of the Fi -which will now be the smallest- is less than F out then this variable is 
now deleted. Say, for convenience sake, it is F2, that is F2 < Fout, then the variable X2 is 
deleted and the model is 
We now continue with further stepping. Why do we look back. Simply our variables 
(X1 , X2 , ... , Xp) themselves are correlated(not orthogonal) and variables which appear to 
be important in the beginning stages may become redundant as more variables are added. 
Partial correlations play an important part here. 
Step 4. 
All further steps now proceed as in Step 3. We look forward and backward. Vari-
ables are added if the Fi statistics are larger than Fin and they are deleted if they are less 
than Fout· 
The model finally selected is when at a new step none of the remaining variables 
meets the F- to- enter (Fi,;,) criterion and the model of the previous step is chosen. 
Once variables have been selected at some stage in the model, then one is reluctant 
to discard them. For this reason the F out is chosen slightly less than Fin· For example if 
Fin= 2 then select Fout = 1.5. 
Comment. 
The forward selection procedure is a very good procedure. Choosing a large F to 
enter a decision could be reached very soon. On the other hand if the experimenter wants 
to see as many variables in the equation, together with the importance in which they enter, 
I 
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then a small value ofF -to-enter can be chosen. The forward selection's final step can also 
be compared with the all subsets approach. The final forward selection model must be one 
of the sub models of the all subsets models. Comparing the different adjusted R~dj one may 
well choose a model that is satisfactory from an economic point of view, but not optimal. 
3.3.3 Backward Selection Procedure. 
The backward selection starts with all variables in the equation. Only an F out is chosen or 
Step 0. 
All variables are in the equation. The F statistics (and partial correlations) are com-
puted. Each variable is considered as if it is the last variable entering the equation. The 
smallest Fi statistic is compared with the F out· If the smallest Fi is larger than F out then all 
variables are important and the method stops. If the smallest Fi is less than F out then this 
variable is discarded and we go to step 1. 
Step 1. 
The process is the same. All variables except the one discarded is in the model. The 
method either stops if the new smallest Fi is larger than F out or continues with the next step 
if the smallest Fi is less than F out in which case this last variable is discarded. 
Stepping thus continues until at the final step no more Fi statistics are less than F out· 
Comment. 
This is a bad procedure and not to be recommended. A problem that we have not 
tackled in this course is the problem of collinearity. Simply stated we assume there is 
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a linear relationship between Y and the X' s. There may well be, and more often than 
not, there are linear relationships between the X variables. Such linear relationships are 
called collinearities. Such collinearities can have disastrous effects on the OLS and MLE 
estimates. A sure indication of collinearities are large confidence intervals for some of the 
j3i compared to others. 
It is well known, that because of collinearities, that the backward procedure can give 
entirely different results from the forward selection procedure. There are remedies but 
they are beyond the scope of this course. However, there are two obvious solutions. The all 
subsets procedure, where we start with a few variables and build up the model. The chances 
are very good that we will select a model early with few X variables in the equation to avoid 
the bad effect of collinearity. The forward selection procedure is also very good to combat 
the effect of collinearity, especially if the F- to enter is chosen large, say between 3 and 4. 
3.3.4 The Cp criterion of Mallows 
Another criterion which is often used for variable selection is the Cp criterion of Mallows( a 
past UCT statistics student). The Cp criterion is especially popular amongst the Ivy League 
Universities in the U.S.A. The Cp statistics is 
C = SSE(p) - (n- 2p) 
P s2 
(4) 
where SSE(p) is the error or residual sums of squares containing p_ parameters j3i in-
eluding the constant term. The estimate s2 is the estimate of a 2 from the largest equation 
postulated containing all the variables, which is k in our case. The Cp statistic is closely 
related to R~dj and may be preferred to R~dj • Now if an equation with p parameters is 
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adequate, that is, it represents a good fit then 
E(SSE(p)) ~ (n- p)a2 
Because we are also assuming that E(s2) = a 2 , it is true approximately, that 








for an adequate model. It follows that the plot of CP versus p will show up the 'adequate 
models' as points fairly close to the CP = p line. In general we would look for models with 
low p where Cp is close to p. 
3.3.5 Information Criteria and Complexity. 
There are several information criteria available to determine the order p of a model(p )of a 
regression model or times series process. All of them are likelihood based. For example 
the well-known Akaike Information Criterion (Akaike (1973)) is defined as 
2l 2 
AIC =-T + T x (number of parameters) 
where the likelihood is evaluated at the maximum likelihood estimates (m.l.e.) and Tis the 
sample size, that is 
l - log(likelihood) 
- - ~ (1 +log 21r + log(e'e/T)). 
For a Gaussian AR(k) model, the AIC reduces to 
AIC(k) =log 8-f + ~ 
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where 8-~ is the maximum likelihood estimate of a 2 which is the variance of et. In practice 
one computes the AI C ( k) for k = 1, ... , p and selects the one that has the minimum 
AICvalue. The term 2k/T is called the penalty function because it penalizes a candidate 
model by the number of parameters used. Different penalty functions result in different 
information criteria. The Schwarz Criterion (SC) is an alternative to the AIC that imposes 
a larger penalty for additional coefficients 
-2l 
SC = T + (klogT)/T 
The Schwarz Criterion has been shown to select the best models in a Regression and Times 
Series environment by A.E Clark (2003). 
3.3.6 The Model Building Process 
There a number of steps in building an adequate regression model. 
1. Collect the data. 
(a) Controlled Experiment or Observed Study? 
The collection of data depends very much on whether you (the statistician) planned 
it out (controlled experiment) or whether this data was given to you and you are trying to 
make the best of it (observed study). Typically, more information can be derived from a 
controlled experiment, rather than an observed study, because you can set key quantities, 
related to multi-collinearity or nonlinearity or non-normality, for example. 
(b) Data diagnostics. 
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However the data is collected, diagnostic procedures such as scatter plots and corre-
lation matrices should be applied to the data to find out not only if there are problems such 
as outliers, non {constant variance or multicollinearity in the data, but also to provide di-
rection, if necessary (in observed studies), as to what model (what explanatory variables) 
to use to tit the data. 
(c) Data remedial measures. 
Remedial measures such as transforming the data or (carefully) eliminating outliers 
should be used to try and fix any problems identified in the previous data diagnostic stage. 
Another round of data diagnostics should then be il-O)Jlie.d.tnJhr..r?xi2.9&1at>.R?t. 
2. Develop a model to fit the data. 
(a) Reduction of explanatory variables. 
In observed studies, it is often necessary to reduce the number of explanatory vari-
ables to a more manageable (three of four, say) number. After this is done, there is often 
several models with different explanatory variables to choose from. 
(b) Model/Data diagnostics. 
Diagnostic procedures such as residual plots, scatter plots and correlation matrices 
should be used to determine not only how well the model(s) fit(s) the data but also, if 
necessary (in observed studies), to choose a "best" model. 
(c) Model/Data remedial measures. 
Remedial measures such as introducing curvature or interaction effects, or transform-
ing the data should be used to try and fix any problems identified in the previous model/data 
diagnostic stage. Another round of model/data diagnostics should then be applied to the 
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Figure 3.1: The Model Building Process 
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How do we find a suitable model? As illustrated above, by figure 3.1 , the answer depends 
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on various considerations, including the properties of the series as assessed by a visual ex-
amination of the data, the number of observations available, the context and the way the 
model is to be used. 
It is important to understand that model building has three main stages, which can be 
described as: 
(1) Model Formulation (or model specification) 
(2) Model estimation (or model fitting) 
(3) Model checking (or model verification). 
Most literature often concentrate on estimation, but barely focus about the more im-
portant topic of forecasting the model. This is unfortunate because modem time series 
software makes model fitting straightforward for numerous types of models, so the real 
problem is knowing which model to fit in the first place. 
Model checking is also of vital importance, and the assessment of residuals is an 
essential step in the analysis. Once again modem software makes this relatively painless 
and may result in an initial model being discredited. Then alternative models are tested. 
Usually there are several cycles of model fitting as a model is modified and improved in 
response to residual checks or in response to additional data. Thus model building is an 
iterative and interactive process. 
With regards to model formulation, the analyst should consult appropriate 'experts' 
about the given problem, ask questions to get relevant background knowledge, look at a 
time plot of the data to assess their more important features, and make sure that a proposed 
model is consistent with empirical, theoretical and with the objectives of the investigation. 
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In many areas, especially with economics and finance, non-stationary series often 
arise and in addition may be fairly short. This problem is quickly overcome by differencing 
the observed time series until it becomes stationary and then fitting an appropriate model 
to the differenced series. 
Sometimes the analyst may have several competing models in mind then it may help 
to look at a model-selection statistic such as the Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC). 
These statistics try to strike a balance between the need for a 'parsimonious' model, which 
uses as few parameters as possible, and a model that is too simple and overlooks important 
effects. A useful reference on model building, in general, and model selection statistics and 
the Principle of Parsimony, in particular, is Burnham and Anderson (2002). 
Whatever model is fitted, it is important to realise that it is only an approximation 
to the 'truth', and the analyst should always be prepared to modify a model in light of 
new evidence. When searching for a model, it is common to try many different models. 
Although statistics, like the AI C and B I C, penalize more complex models, it should be 
realised that there is still a danger that fitting many models to the same data may give a 
spuriously complex model that appears to give a good fit, but which nevertheless gives 
poor out-of-sample predictions/forecasts. 
When a model is selected using the data, the analyst needs to remember that: 
(1) the true model may not have been selected, 
(2) the model may be changing through time, or 
(3) there may not be a true model anyway. 
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It is indeed strange that we often implicitly admit that there is uncertainty about the 
underlying model by searching for a 'best fit' model, but then ignore this uncertainty when 
making predictions. In fact it can readily be shown that, when the same data are used to 
formulate and fit a model, as is typically the case in time series analysis, then least squares 
theory does not apply. Parameter estimates will typically be biased. In other words, the 
properties of an estimator may depend not only on the selected model but also on the 
selection process. 
It has been found in practice and by this study, as we shall see later, that out-of-
sample forecast accuracy is generally (much) worse than would be expected from the 
within-sample fit of time-series models. As a result, prediction intervals tend to be too 
narrow in that 95% prediction intervals will typically contain fewer than 95% of future 
observations. Many analysts think that a narrow interval is somehow 'good', but theory 
suggests that it is safer to construct a wider interval that properly reflects model uncertainty 
as well as other sources of variation. 
How then may we begin to cope with model uncertainty? Perhaps the most important 
step is to realise that the fitted model should be thought of as a useful approximation, and 
that our assessment of uncertainty is likely to be an underestimate. If we restrict ourselves 
to using a single best-fit model, then bear in mind that: 
(1) a local model which changes through time may be preferred to a global model 
with constant parameters; 
(2) a simple model may be preferred to a complicated model, even if the latter appears 
to fit better; 
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(3) a robust model may be preferred to a model that is optimal for one set of condi-
tions only. 
However, instead of identifying a single model to utilise, it is often worth considering 
the use of more than one model, especially when several different models appear to fit a 
set of data about equally well. When it comes to the issue of forecasting, an approach is 
to combine forecasts from several different methods and models by taking some sort of 
weighted average. An alternative to this is conducting a scenario analysis which produces 
a range of forecasts based on different, clearly stated model assumptions. (Mills (1999)) 
3.4 Empirical Study: Single Index 
3.4.1 Introduction 
When fitting a multiple linear regression model, a researcher will most likely include in-
dependent variables that are not important in predicting the dependent variable Y. In the 
analysis one will try to eliminate these variables from the final equation. The objective in 
trying to find the "best" equation will be to find the simplest model that adequately fits the 
data. This will not necessarily be the model that explains the most variance in the depen-
dent variable Y (the equation with the highest value of R2). Obviously this model will be 
the equation with all of the independent variables in the model. Our objective will be to 
find the equation with the least number of variables that still explain a percentage of vari-
ance in the dependent variable that is comparable to the percentage explained with all the 
variables in the equation. 
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In the mean-variance frontier build up for the Sharpe Single Index model, this section 
presents the regression models for our financial portfolio of nine stocks for the single index 
scenario. The index used for this case will be the JSE All Share Index which will be referred 
to as JSE in the remainder of this section. 
3.4.2 The data 
All of the empirical studies relate to financial stock market data. For this empirical analysis, 
the data used were the monthly log returns for the stocks Anglos, Jdgroup, Pick and Pay, 
Remgro, SA-Eagle, Sappi, Sasol, Tigerbrands and Tongaat. The modelling was done over 
the period Julyl988-February 2005. Since the focus of this study is on the single index 
model, we have only one explanatory variable for each of our nine stocks, namely JSE. 
The data for JSE also spans over the same period. 
The data was graciously obtained from Professor Cas Troskie (Supervisor) at the 
University of Cape Town, Department of Statistical Sciences. The returns used were non-
overlapping returns due to two reasons: 
· Investors usually deal with non-overlapping returns 
· And secondly to avoid autocorrelation in the data. 
It was decided to concentrate on real returns, exclusive of dividends. It seemed more 
realistic and logical to focus on these type of returns, considering that in the financial world 
dividend payouts are usually irregular and rare. Also most financial professionals tend to 
deal with real returns rather than nominal. It should be noted to the reader that the data 
pertaining to this study will also be applicable to the forthcoming single index empirical 
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studies performed in the remaining other chapters. Continuous reference will be made to 
this data as the Single Index Data Set (SIDS) 
3.4.3 Study Objectives 
The purpose of the study in this section is to build single index regression models for the 
stocks Anglos, Jdgroup, Pick and Pay, Remgro, SA-Eagle, Sappi, Sasol, Tigerbrands and 
Tongaat (represented as R1, R2 , R3 , R4 ,R5 , R6 , R7 , R8 and R9 respectively). using JSE as 
the explanatory variable defined in the 'The data' sub-section. Our overall objective will 
be to build a mean-variance frontier using parameters from the single index regression 
equation, which will be established in later chapters. 
There is no significant reason for choosing these nine specific stocks for our portfolio, 
only with the overall objective in mind of showing the predominant frontier of the methods 
to follow. In the subsequent time series, state space and Garch chapters, we develop similar 
models for our portfolio in order construct efficient frontiers of these models. Thus the 
objective of this empirical study is to construct simple single index regression models for 
all nine stocks in our portfolio. 
3.4.4 Methodology 
The response variables Anglos, Jdgroup, Pick and Pay, Remgro, SA-Eagle, Sappi, Sasol, 
Tigerbrands and Tongaat., shall be represented as R1, R2, R3 , R4,R5 , R6 , R7 , R8 and R9 
respectively. The explanatory variable is the JSE All Share Index which we shall represent 
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as JSE. The programming language utilised to employ the computations and model building 
processes is the Time Series Package "EVIEWS 5". 
The model building method adopted in this study for all four responses is the Forward 
Selection process. For each of the nine stocks, JSE will be fitted as an explanatory variable. 
P-values in the range of0.05 to approximately 0.12 will be regarded as an acceptable range 
of significance (i.e. 5% - 12%). 
The principal criteria involved in deciding on these models are the R 2 , Adj-R 2 , AI C , B I C, 
the F-statistic and it's corresponding Probability(P-value). The following sub-section dis-
closes the results realised from adopting the Forward Selection process and the application 
of the principal selection criteria. 
3.4.5 Primary Findings 
Implementing the methodology outlined in the preceding section, table 3.1 below sum-
marises the results from fitting the JSE as a market proxy in the nine single index regres-
sion models 
Model Selection Criteria 
ReQression Models Adj-R: S.E. ofreQ O-W stat AIC BIC F-stat Problf-st.lt) 
Anglos= Const+fl 1'JSE+e 1 0.6853 0.0559 2.0439 -2 .9201 -2 .8870 432 .1429 0.0000 
Jdgrou1) = Const+(l0 JSE+e: 0.1955 0.1230 2.1197 -1.3440 -1.3109 49.1156 0.0000 
Pick and Pay: Const+(J, ' JSE+e, 0.1514 0.0940 2.5776 -1 .8817 -1 .8487 36 .3130 0.0000 
Remgro= Const+ll.'JSE+e4 0.4043 0.0613 2.2773 -2.7365 -2 .7034 135.3852 0.0000 
SA-Eagle= Const+(l_-'JSE+e, 0.0434 0.0820 1 .9712 -2 .1549 -2.1218 9.9893 0.0018 
Sap1)i= Const+fls'JSE+e0 0.3276 0.0908 1.8826 -1 .9503 -1.9172 97.4576 0.0000 
S.lsol= Const+fll JSE+e~ 0.3661 0.0785 1.8729 -2 .2403 -2 .2072 115.3412 0.0000 
Tigerbr.mds= Const+j),'JSE+e, 0.2640 0.0670 2.1437 -2.5587 -2 .5256 72.0310 0.0000 
Tongaat= Const+j)8' JSE+e, 0.2129 0.0812 2.0225 -2 .1747 -2.1416 54 .5664 0.0000 
Table 3.1: Summary of Results for the 9 single index regression models 
Investigating the results in table 3.1 above, it is immediately clear that all nine regression 
models fitted are exceptionally significant at the 5% level of significance. Secondly it is 
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also observed that Anglos has the highest R2, 68.53% followed by Remgro with 40.43% 
right up to SA-Eagle which exhibits the lowest of the nine. This can be attributed to the fact 
that the JSE all share index is comprised of all nine of the above shares and more. Since 
this index is value weighted and is constructed in terms of market capitalisation, it is ob-
vious that Anglos would have the largest R2, as it has the highest market capitalisation on 
the JSE. Thus of the nine, SA-Eagle has the smallest market capitalisation. 
The R2 statistic is an indication of the amount of variation in the dependant explained 
by the model's explanatory variables. From above, it can be concluded that the JSE explains 
most of the variation in all nine shares except for SA-Eagle, where it only explains a mere 
4%. 
Furthermore, the Durbin-Watson (D-W) statistic is especially greater than 2 for R1 , 
R2, R3 , R4 , R8 and R9 • This means that there might be a strong presence of negative 
autocorrelation present. As a consequence time series components will be required to be 
investigated in the subsequent chapter for these stocks. The converse is true for the remain-
ing three. 
Nearly all nine stocks have relatively stable standard error (SE) of regression except 
for R2 , which is the only stock that exhibits quite a large SE when compared with the rest. 
Table 3.2 below provides a summary of the beta coefficient statistics of JSE for all nine 
models fitted. 
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Coefficient of JSE 
Regression Models Coefficient (fl1) std. Error t-St.rtistic Prob. 
Anglos=const+P 1' JSE+e 1 1.3973 0.0672 20.7880 0.0000 
Jdgroup=const+jl, 'JSE+e, 1.0359 0.1478 7.0083 0.0000 
Pick and Pay=const+P3 ' JSE+e3 0.6807 0.1130 6.0260 0.0000 
Remgro=eonst+P1 JSE+e • 0.8573 0.0737 11.6355 0.0000 
SA-Eagle=const+ll;' JSE+e, 0.3115 0.0985 3.1606 0.0018 
S;ll>l>i=const+ll•' JSE+e• 1.0776 0.1092 9.8721 0.0000 
; SolSOI=const+jl7 ' JSE+e7 1.0141 0.0944 10.7397 0.0000 
1: Tigerbrands=const+Pa'JSE+e• 0.6835 0.0805 8.4871 0.0000 
Tongaat=const+P. 'JSE+e• 0.7208 0.0976 7.3869 0.0000 
Table 3.2: Coefficient Statistics 
Observing Table 3.2 above, the t-statistics and p-values for each of the regressions /3 esti-
mates are highly significant. The stocks that hold the highest t-stats are the ones with the 
considerably lower standard errors. Namely Anglos, Remgro and Sasol have exceptionally 
high t-statistics. 
3.4.6 Conclusions 
Having concluded the model selection process for the regression method, it can be con-
eluded that significant models have been found for all nine stocks of our portfolio. Fur-
thermore the regression models acquired appear to provide sufficient explanatory power in 
terms of high R2 values and low error variances of the regression. Also the beta estimates 
acquired seem to be stable as well. The betas and regression SE's computed for the nine 
stocks will be used as inputs for the computation of the efficient frontier for the single in-
dex regression model. The variance of JSE and the mean log returns of the nine stocks will 
also be required as inputs for the computation of the regression method's mean-variance 
frontier. 
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3.5 Empirical Study: Multiple Index 
3.5.1 The data 
All of the empirical studies relate to financial stock market data. For this empirical analysis, 
the data used were the monthly log returns for the stocks Anglos, Jdgroup, Pick and Pay, 
Remgro, SA-Eagle, Sappi, Sasol, Tigerbrands and Tongaat. The modelling was done over 
the period July1988-February 2005. Since the focus of this study is on the multiple index 
model, we have a basket of eight explanatory variables (indices) to choose from for each 
of our nine stocks, namely: Anglo Gold, DJ Tran, FT Gold, Gold R, lmplats, JSE all share, 
Paladium and Richemont. These indices will be represented as X 1 , X 2 , X3, X4 , X 5 , X 6 , X 7 
and X 9 respectively. The data for these 8 indices also spans over the same period. It should 
be noted to the reader that the data pertaining to this study will also be applicable to the 
forthcoming multiple index empirical studies performed in the remaining other chapters. 
Continuous reference will be made to this data as the Multiple Index Data Set (MIDS) 
3.5.2 Study Objectives 
The purpose of the study in this section is to build multiple index regression models for the 
stocks R1, R2 , R3, R4,R5 , R6 , R7 , R8 and R9 using the aforementioned basket of indices 
defined in the 'The data' sub-section. The objective in trying to find the "best" equation will 
be to find the simplest model that adequately fits the data. Overall our objective will be to 
find regression equations with a common set of least number of variables that still explain 
a percentage of variance in the dependent variables that is comparable to the percentage 
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explained with all the variables in the equation. We aim to find a common subset of indices 
that will be significant for all nine stocks in our portfolio. 
In the subsequent time series and state space chapters, we expand on these obtained 
regression models in order for the purpose of constructing the mean-variance frontiers in a 
multiple index setting. 
3.5.3 Methodology 
The response variables Anglos, Jdgroup, Pick and Pay, Remgro, SA-Eagle, Sappi, Sasol, 
Tigerbrands and Tongaat (represented as R 1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , R5 , R6 , R7 , R8 and R9 respec-
tively). The explanatory variables concerned are Anglo Gold, DJ Tran, FT Gold, Gold R, 
Implats, JSE all share, Paladium and Richemont which we shall represent by Xb X 2 , X 3 , 
X 4 , X 5 , X 6 , X 7 and X 8 respectively. The programming language utilised to employ the 
computations and model building processes is the Time Series Package "EVIEWS 5". 
The model building method adopted in this study for all four responses is the Back-
ward Elimination process. For each response all eight explanatory variables will be fitted, 
(i.e. the complete model), then a process of elimination will commence by deleting those 
variables that exhibit an insignificant p-value (a small t-statistic i.e. t < 1.5 or p-value 
> 0.05). This rule will not be adhered to in the strictest sense. Variables that demonstrate 
p-values in the range of0.05 to approximately 0.12 will be regarded as an acceptable range 
of significance (i.e. 5% - 12%). 
This process is repeated recursively until the only variables remaining are those of 
a significant p-value. This process is observed for all 9 responses. Ultimately this will 
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result in nine models with a common subset of indices that explain a larger percentage of 
variation in the dependent variables opposed to the percentage explained with all 8 indices 
in the equation. 
The principal criteria involved in deciding on these models are the R2 , Adj - R2 , 
AIC, BIG, the F-statistic and it's corresponding Probability/P-value. The following sub-
section discloses the results realised from adopting the backward elimination process and 
the application of the principal selection criteria. 
3.5.4 Primary Findings 
The Initial Step 
Implementing the methodology outlined in the preceding section, complete models 
of the eight indices were fit to the monthly log returns data of R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , R5 , R6 , R7 , 
R8 and R9 • As the Backward elimination process algorithm suggests, we initially com-
mence by fitting the complete model for all 9 response variables, i.e. fitting all 8 indices to 
each of the 9 responses (the complete model). 
Model Selection Criteria 
Multil>le Regression Models Adj-R' S.E. of reg D-Wst.lt AIC BIC f-stat Prob(f-stat) 
Model for R1 (Model1) 0.7208 0 .0527 2 .0674 -3.0056 -2.8566 64 .8847 0 .0000 
Model for R2 (Model 2) 0.2110 0 .1218 2 .2356 -1 .3293 -1 .1804 7.6200 0.0000 
Model for R3 (Model 3} 0.2775 0.0867 2 .5358 -2.0085 -1 .8595 10.5048 0.0000 
Model for R~ (Model ~) 0.4438 0.0592 2.2961 -2.7709 -2.6219 20.7451 0.0000 
Model for R5 (Model 5) 0.0673 0.0809 2.0284 -2.1460 -1.9971 2 .7851 0 .0062 
Model for R6 (Model 6) 0.3728 0.0877 1 .8884 -1.9857 -1 .8368 15.7099 0.0000 
Model for R7 (Moclel 7} 0 .3816 0.0776 1 .8637 -2.2309 -2.0820 16.2721 0.0000 
Model for R3 (Model 3) 0.3243 0.0642 2.2130 -2.6099 -2.4609 12.8765 0.0000 
Model for R9 (Model 9l 0.2527 0.0791 2.0451 -2.1924 -2.0434 9 .3703 0.0000 
Table 3.3: Summary of Results: the 9 multiple index regression models 
Table3 .3 above represents a summary of the model selection criteria stats for the complete 
models for all 9 response variables. it is immediately clear that all nine regression models 
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fitted are exceptionally significant at the 5% level of significance. Secondly it is also ob-
served that Anglos has the highest R2 , 72.08% followed by Remgro with 44.38% right up 
to SA-Eagle which exhibits the lowest ofthe nine. 
From above, it can be concluded that the 8 indices explains most of the variation in 
all nine shares except for SA-Eagle, where it only explains a mere 6.73%. Compared with 
the single index setting, it is clear that fitting another 7 extra indices as explanatories, has 
increased the R2 stat for all 9 responses. 
Furthermore, the Durbin-Watson (D-W) statistic is especially greater than 2 for R1 , 
R2 , R3 , R4 , R5 , R8 and R9 • This means that there might be a strong presence of nega-
tive autocorrelation present. As a consequence time series components will be required 
to be investigated in the subsequent chapter for these stocks. The converse is true for the 
remaining two. 
Nearly all nine stocks have relatively stable standard error (SE) of regression except 
for R2 , which is the only stock that exhibits quite a large SE when compared with the rest. 
The reader is referred to Appendix lA for the summary statistics of the beta coefficients 
of the 8 indices for all nine complete models. Examining the significance of the beta 
coefficients very carefully, it is clear that most of the time variables X 6 and X 7 are highly 
significant for nearly all 9 models. The closest variable after them in terms of significance 
is X 5 • A subset selection procedure based on highest R2 , Adj - R2 , low Cp values resulted 
in choice of (X5 , X 6, X 7 ). indices as explanatory variables in the Multiple index models. It 
is therefore established that a significant subset of indices to use is (X5 , X 6 , X 7 ). Thus, the 
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Multiple Index Regression model that is to be fitted next to our portfolio of 9 responses is 
~ = {30 + {31 * Implats + {3 2 * JSEALS + {33 * Paladium + Ei 
fori= 1, ... , 9. 
Table 3.4 below highlights the selection criteria obtained from fitting the new Multi-
ple Index Regression Models for all 9 responses· 
Model Selection Cr·iter·ia 
'Multil>le Regression Models Adj-R' S.E. of reg D-Wstat AIC BIC F-stat Proh(F-stat) 
Modelfor R1 (Model1) 0.7061 0.0540 2.0318 -2.9787 -2.9125 159.5874 0.0000 
Model for R2 (Model 2) 0.2111 0.1218 2.1906 -1 .3537 -1 .2875 18.6621 0.0000 
Model for R3 (Modell) 0.2482 0.0884 2.5517 -1.9930 -1 .9268 22.7913 0.0000 
Model for R4 (Model 4) 0.4068 0 .0612 2.2866 -2 .7308 -2.6646 46.2554 0.0000 
Model for R5 (Model 5) 0.0554 0.0815 2.0528 -2.1577 -2.0915 4.8720 0 .0027 
Model for RG (Model 6) 0.3774 0.0874 1 .9198 -2.0174 -1.9512 41.0095 0.0000 
Model for R7 (Model 1:1 0.3798 0.0777 1.8304 -2 .2523 -2.1861 41.4142 0 .0000 
Model for R3 (Model 3) 0.3048 0.0651 2.1224 -2.6058 -2.5396 29.9351 0.0000 
Model for R9 (Model 9) 0.2358 0.0800 2.0224 -2 .1943 -2.1281 21 .3642 0.0000 
Table 3.4: Suumary of model Selection Criteria for new Multiple Index Model 
The first thing that one should notice is that all nine Adj- R 2 'shave decreased very slightly. 
This is obvious since we have excluded 5 explanatory variables from our initial model, thus 
we have less explaining power than before. Secondly that all 9 F -statistics are even higher 
than before, thus we have more significant models than before for all 9 cases. The SE of 
regression are worse, while the AIC and BIC have worsened slightly as well. Overall, it 
is clear that we have a much simpler model, whilst still retaining much of the explanatory 
power with the penalty ?f incurring slightly higher SE's ofregression. 
Next we analyse the significance of the beta coefficients, where the reader is referred 
to appendix lB. In most cases it was found that at least 2 of the 3 indices were significant, 
whilst most of the time the 3rd variable proved to be highly insignificant, but still producing 
a non-zero beta coefficient. Since a subset of at least 3 indices was required we were forced 
to include x5 as our 3rd index. 
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3.5.5 Conclusions 
Having concluded the elimination process, the newly found models are presented below in 
their linear regression forms: 
Multiple Reg Models Definition Of Multiple Reg structure 
Model for R1 (Model1) Anglos = eonst+P ,'lmplats+P/ JSE+I13'Palam+e 1 
Model for R2 (Model 2) JdgroUI) = eonst+P 1'1mplats+IJ:' JSE+Pt 'Palam+e! 
Model for R3 (Model 3) Pick and Pay= co.nst+l} ,'lmplats+jJ2 'JSE+IJ1'Palam+e1 
Model for R4 (Model 4) Remgro= eonst+P 1'1mplats+P:' JSE+P, 'Palam+e4 
Model for R5 (Model 5) SA-Eagle= eonst+P 1'1mplats+P:" JSE+Pa 'Palam+e;; 
Model for RG (Model 6) Sappi= const+P ,'lmplats+P~ • JSE+P1'Pahlm+e, 
Model for R7 (Model 7) Sasol= const+P 1'1mplats+P: • JSE+P1 'Palam+er 
Model for R8 (Model 8) Tigerbrands= eonst+P ,'lmpl;lts+P2 'JSE+P1'Palam+e1 
Model for R9 (Model 9) T ongaat= eonst+P ,'lmplats+IJ1'JSE+P1'Palam+e8 
Table 3.5: Final Multiple Index Regression Models 
where ei is normally distributed so that ei rv N(O, a 2) for i = 1, ... , 9. Also et and e8 
are independently distributed for all t =f. s, so that Cov(et, e8 ) = 0. The error term et is 
a random variable with mean zero, i.e. E[et] = 0. The above simplified multiple index 
regression models are to be extended in time series and state space forms in the multiple 
index empirical studies of subsequent chapters. The multiple regression models established 
here shall be used to construct the relevant mean-variance frontier later on for comparison 
purposes. 
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3.6.1 Appendix lA: The Complete Models: Summary of Beta 
coefficients 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. Variable Coefficient Std. Error 
c -0.000589 0.003866 -0.152423 0.8790 c 0.005490 0.008938 
X1 0.101782 0.044409 2.291910 0.0230 X1 -0.090778 0.102673 
X2 0.083774 0.060246 1.390525 0.1660 X2 0.053136 0.139288 
X3 0.035325 0.046673 0.756865 0.4501 X3 0.049342 0.107907 
X4 0.042498 0.085096 0.499411 0.6181 X4 -0.268062 0.196741 
X5 0.099177 0.037906 2.616425 0.0096 X5 -0.135206 0.087637 
.>S 1.132629 0.100587 11.26016 O.OOOJ X6 1.429260 0.232556 
X7 0.069716 0.035928 1.940405 0.0538 X7 -0.052600 0.083066 
)Q3 -0.077823 0.063698 -1.221743 0.2233 )Q3 -0.170356 0.147269 
I-ll- Morfel Kl-
Variable Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. Variable Coefficient Std. Error 
c 0.006061 0.006365 0.952342 0.3421 c 0.007617 0.004347 
X1 0.006345 0.073112 0.086778 0.9309 X1 0.011564 0.049939 
X2 0.104771 0.099185 1.056325 0.2922 X2 -0.091349 0.067747 
X3 -0.184873 0.076839 -2.405985 0.0171 X3 -0.007367 0.052484 
X4 -0.123804 0.140096 -0.883711 0.3780 X4 -0.221345 0.095691 
X5 -0.245012 0.062405 -3.926161 0.0001 X5 -0.056897 0.042625 
.>S 1.200789 0.165600 7.251163 0.0000 X6 0.795218 0.113111 
X7 0.044936 0.059150 0.759694 0.4484 X7 -0.008861 0.040402 
>03 -0.140022 0.104868 -1.335217 0.1834 )Q3 0.244193 0.071629 
K~-Morfel W4-Model 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. Variable Coefficient Std. Error 
c 0.012439 0.005942 2.093445 0.0376 c -0.004382 0.006438 
X1 0.106225 0.068253 1.556343 0.1213 X1 -0.030853 0.073948 
X2 -0.134505 0.092593 -1.452653 0.1480 X2 -0.093354 0.100319 
X3 0.036085 0.071732 0.503054 0.6155 X3 -0.064112 0.077718 
X4 -0.135393 0.130785 -1.035235 0.3019 X4 -0.106857 0.141699 
X5 -0.142241 0.058257 -2.441598 0.0155 X5 0.019913 0.063119 
.>S 0.377876 0.154593 2.444329 0.0154 X6 1.117483 0.167494 
X7 0.020957 0.055219 0.379527 0.7047 X7 0.235016 0.059827 
>03 0.021254 0.097898 0.217099 0.8284 X8 -0.080177 0.106068 
U5-Morfel 1{6-Model 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. Variable Coefficient Std. Error 
c 0.005636 0.005695 0.989684 0.3236 c 0.004861 0.004712 
X1 0.026083 0.065417 0.398720 0.6905 X1 -0.039877 0.054124 
X2 -0.141481 0.088745 -1.594236 0.1125 X2 0.041954 0.073426 
X3 -0.017314 0.068751 -0.251831 0.8014 X3 0.007588 0.056883 
X4 0.153618 0.125350 1.225511 0.2219 X4 -0.259538 0.103712 
X5 -0.077377 0.055837 -1.385786 0.1674 X5 -0.111051 0.046198 
.>S 1.059186 0.148169 7.148494 00000 .>S 0.960030 0.122592 
X7 0.126334 0.052924 2.387080 0.0180 X7 -0.034925 0.043788 
X8 -0.007360 0.093830 -0.078436 0.9376 >03 -0.087256 0.077633 
W7-Moctel KH-Model 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. 
c -0.000273 0.005806 -0.047107 0.9625 
X1 -0.062528 0.066689 -0.937607 0.3496 
X2 0.104560 0.090471 1.155731 0.2492 
X3 -0.095300 0.070088 -1.359714 0.1755 
X4 0.097019 0.127788 0.759219 0.4487 
X5 0.028600 0.056922 0.502442 0.6159 
.>S 0.870227 0.151051 5.761158 0.0000 
X7 0.115886 0.053953 2.147891 0.0330 
)Q3 -0.189693 0.095655 -1.983101 0.0488 
K~-Model 
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3.6.2 Appendix lB: The Final Models: Summary of Beta coefficients 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. Variable Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. 
c -0.002278 0.003893 -0.585275 0.5590 c 0.004717 0.008772 0.537719 0.5914 
X5 0.131949 0.036450 3.620050 0.0004 X5 -0.190363 0.082141 -2.317520 0.0215 
~ 1.207564 0.080458 15.00861 0.0000 ~ 1.294221 0.181317 7.137908 0.0000 
X1 0.051472 0.035794 1.437992 0.1520 X1 -0.045490 0.080664 -0.563949 0.5734 
Ul-lfimll MoriPI U'Z-~'imll MoriPI 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. Variable Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Prob. 
c 0.007335 0.006372 1.151079 0.2511 c 0.007789 0.004406 1.767547 0.0787 
X5 -0.307985 0.059667 -5.161740 0.0000 X5 -0.063865 0.041261 -1.547821 0.1233 
~ 1.021138 0.131708 7.753055 0.0000 ~ 0.947516 0.091079 10.40321 0.0000 
X1 0.071212 0.058594 1.215350 0.2257 X1 -0.021930 0.040519 -0.541231 0.5890 
R3-Final JVIodel K4-lflnal Model 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Prob. Variable Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. 
c 0.009710 0.005869 1.654546 0.0996 c -0.004430 0.006295 -0.703691 0.4825 
X5 -0.114n2 0.054953 -2.088559 0.0380 X5 -0.014977 0.058945 -0.254081 0.7997 
~ 0.459024 0.121301 3.784160 0.0002 ~ 0.965444 0.130113 7.420021 0.0000 
X1 -0.012172 0.053964 -0.225565 0.8218 X1 0.243997 0.057885 4.215231 0.0000 
U~-lfinal Morlel Kb-~'inal Model 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. Variable Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Prob. 
c 0.005252 0.005598 0.938197 0.3493 c 0.004271 0.004691 0.910480 0.3637 
X5 -0.051944 0.052414 -0.991039 0.3229 X5 -0.155539 0.043922 -3.541241 0.0005 
~ 1.012362 0.115698 8.750051 0.0000 ~ 0.892107 0.096953 9.201410 0.0000 
X1 0.122534 0.051471 2.380623 0.0182 X1 -0.032662 0.043132 -0.757257 0.4498 
_R7_-I<'inal Mndel KH-~·mal Model 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. 
c 0.001350 0.005762 0.234298 0.8150 
X5 -0.011782 0.053956 -0.218366 0.8274 
~ 0.655586 0.119102 5.504392 0.0000 
X1 0.148862 0.052986 2.809467 0.0055 
K~-Jfmal Model 
Chapter 4 
Linear Time Series Models and Empirical 
Studies 
4.1 Introduction 
Why do we concentrate exclusively on time series techniques when, for example, cross 
sectional modelling plays an important role in empirical investigations of the Capital Asset 
Pricing Model (CAPM). As an influential and early example the reader is referred to Fama 
and MacBeth (1973)? The answer is that, apart from the usual considerations of personal 
expertise and interest, it is because time series analysis, in both its theoretical and empirical 
aspects, has been for many years an integral part of the study of financial markets, with 
empirical research commencing with papers by Working (1934), Cowles (1933, 1944) and 
Cowles and Jones (1937). 
Working focused attention on a previously noted characteristic of commodity and 
stock prices: namely, that they resemble cumulations of purely random changes. Cowles 
investigated the ability of market analysts and financial services to predict future price 
changes, finding that there was little evidence that they could. Cowles and Jones reported 
evidence of positive correlation between successive price changes but, as Cowles (1960) 
was later to remark, this probably due to their taking monthly averages of daily or weekly 
prices before computing changes. 
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The predictability of price changes has since become a major theme of financial re-
search but, surprisingly, little more was published until Kendall's (1953) study, in which 
he found that the weekly changes in a wide variety of financial prices could not be pre-
dicted from either past changes in the series or from past changes in other price series. This 
seems to have been the first explicit reporting of this oft-quoted property of financial prices, 
although further impetus research on price predictability was only provided by the publica-
tion ofthe papers by Roberts (1959) and Osbourne (1959). The former presents a largely 
heuristic argument for why successive price changes should be independent, while the lat-
ter develops the proposition that it is not absolute price changes but the logarithmic price 
changes which are independent of each other. 
The stimulation provided by these papers was such that numerous articles appeared 
over the next few years investigating the hypothesis that price changes are independent, a 
hypothesis that came to be termed the random walk model, in recognition of the similarity 
of the evolution of a price series to the random stagger of a drunk man. The most formal 
way to state formally the random walk model is as 
(1) 
where Pt is the price observed at the beginning of time t and at is the error term which 
has zero mean and whose values are independent of each other. The price change, 6Ft = 
Pt- Pt-1, is thus simply at and hence is independent of past price changes. Note that, by 
successive backward substitution in (1 ), we can write the current price as the cumulation 
~-~----~--____:_~----------~--
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of all past errors, i.e. 
i=l 
so that the random walk model implies that prices are indeed generated by Working's cu-
mulation of purely random changes. 
This chapter is organised as follows: In the subsequent section we introduce Autore-
gressive Models in the time series context, where we present the estimation, identification 
and definitions of such models. Again their estimation, identification and important de-
finitions regarding these models are introduced. Examples are provided in most of the 
literature sections of this chapter in order to familiarise the reader with the concepts and 
models regarding time series. Finally the last section presents an empirical study involving 
the literature discussed in this chapter. (Mills(1999)) 
4.2 Objectives of Time Series analysis 
Time series analysis typically involve setting up a hypothetical probability model to en-
hance our understanding of the data. Many of the ideas such as model selection, parameter 
estimation and goodness of fit checks, extend to time series analysis. Once we have identi-
fied a satisfactory model, it can be used in a variety of ways depending on the application. 
There are several possible objectives in analysing a time series. These objectives may be 
classified as: 
1. Description: When presented with a time series, the first step in the analysis is 
usually to plot the observations against time to give what is called a time plot, and then to 
obtain simple descriptive measures of the main properties of the series. The time plot is a 
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powerful descriptive tool which can illustrate graphical effects like seasonality and depict 
the trend type (i.e. multiplicative or linear etc.). One is asking for trouble when trying to 
analyses a time series without plotting it first. not only does the plot help illustrate season-
ality and trend, but it will also reveal any 'wild' observations or outliers that do not appear 
to be consistent with the data. Other features to look for in a time plot include sudden or 
gradual changes in the properties of the series. For example, a step change in the level of 
the series would be very important to notice if it existed. Also any changes in the seasonal 
pattern should be noted. Turning points and discontinuities in the series should be checked 
for, then different models may need to be fitted to different parts of the series. Figure 4.1 
below illustrates the time plot for the stock Anglos, which clearly shows that there is a mul-
tiplicative trend, hence the prices are increasing in an exponential manner. It also confirms 
that there is no seasonality present, otherwise we would become millionaires. 
Anglos: RAW prices 
1! 15000 +--:::----'--...::---+t-:;.~ ~-Series1 I 
A. 10000 - Expon. (Series1) 
1 20 39 58 77 96 115 134 153 172 
Obsenrations 
Figure 4.1: Time Plot of Raw prices for ANGLOS 
2. Modelling: When observations are taken on two or more variables, it may be 
possible to use the variation in one time series to explain the variation in another series. 
Such a technique may lead to deeper understanding of the mechanism that generated a 
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given time series. Occasionally multiple regression models are helpful here but they are 
not designed to handle time series data with all the correlations inherent therein, hence 
another class of models will be considered. 
3. Forecasting:Given an observed time series, it is usually the case that one wishes 
to predict the forthcoming values of the series. This is especially typical in the analysis of 
economic and financial data. In our case the focus is on stock exchange data. 
4. Control: Time series are sometimes collected and analysed so as to improve con-
trol over some physical or economic system. Control problems are closely associated with 
forecasting in some sense. For instance if one was to accurately predict some unfortunate 
circumstance, appropriate measure can be put into place prior to the unfavourable action 
occurring. Control procedures vary considerably in style and sophistication. In statistical 
quality control, the observations are plotted on control charts and the controller takes action 
as a result of studying the charts. 
With regards to this dissertation, we will only consider objectives one to three, since 
four is out of the scope of the current study. 
4.3 Autoregressive Models 
Autoregressive series are important because: 
1. They have a natural interpretation the next value observed is a slight 
perturbation of the most recent observation. 
2. It is easy to estimate their parameters. It can be done with standard 
regression software. 
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3. They are easy to forecast. Again standard regression software will do the 
job. 
The First-Order Autoregressive Model. 
The AR( 1) process is given by 
(1) 
with et assumed to be white noise with 
Assuming that the process is weakly stationary, we have 
where J.L and 'Yo are constant and "Yj is a function of j and not t. Since E(et) = 0, then the 
mean 1s, 
Under the stationarity condition E(rt) = E(rt_1 ) = J.L and hence 
This result has two implications. First the mean of rt exists if ¢1 =1- 1. Second, the mean 
ofrt is zero if and only if ¢0 = 0. Thus for a stationary AR(1) process, the constant term 
¢0 is related to the mean ofrt and ¢0 = 0 implies E(rt) = 0. Next using ¢0 = (1- ¢1 )J.L 
the AR( 1) model can be rewritten as 
(2) 
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By repeated substitutions we get 




Thus Tt- J.L is a linear function of et-i fori 2: 0. Using this property and the independence 
ofthe series {et}, we obtain E(rt- J.L)et+l = 0. By the stationarity assumption 
This result can also be seen from the result that Tt-l occurred before timet and et does not 
depend on: any past information. Taking the square, then the expectation of (2), we obtain 
Thus, under stationarity var(rt) = var(rt_1) so that (note that var(et) = a 2) 
provided that ¢i < 1. The requirement of ¢i < 1 results from the fact that the variance of 
the random variable Tt is bounded and non-negative. Consequently the weak stationarity 
of an AR( 1) process implies that -1 < ¢1 < 1. But, if -1 < ¢1 < 1 then by (2) and the 
independence of et, we can show that the mean and variance of Tt are finite. In addition, by 
the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, all the covariances of Tt are finite. Therefore, the AR(1) 
model is weakly stationary. Thus, in summary, the necessary and sufficient condition for 
the AR( 1) process to be stationary is I ¢1 1 < 1. 
Autocorrelation Function of an AR( 1) Model. 
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Multiplying equation (2) above by et, using the independence between et and Tt-l 
and taking expectation, we obtain 
E[et(rt- J.L)] - E[et(rt-I- ~t)] + E(e;) 
- E(e;) = (]"2·• 
Thus multiplying (2) by (rt-l -~t) and taking expectations, we have 
E[(rt- ~t)(rt-l- ~t)] - E[¢1 (rt-I - ~t)(rt-t- J.l) + E[et(Tt-t- ~t)] 
- </>11 1 + (]"2 for l = 0 
- ¢11 1_ 1 for l > 0, 
where we use It= 1-t· Consequently, for a weak stationary AR(1) model in equation (2) 
var(rt) = 1 0 , and 11 = <PI!t-I for l > 0. 
Thus the AC F of pz satisfies 
p1 = ¢1pz_1 for l ~ 0. 
Because p0 = 1 we have 
(4) 
thus the AC F of a weakly stationary AR( 1) series decays exponentially with rate ¢1 and 
starting at p0 = 1. Alternative Derivation of the ACF for the AR(1) Model. Now since 
from (3) 
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The variance is 
while the lth autocovariance is 
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By repeated substitutions we get 




Thus rt- J-t is a linear function of et-i fori 2: 0. Using this property and the independence 
ofthe series {et}, we obtain E(rt- J-t)et+1 = 0. By the stationarity assumption 
cov(rt-I, et) = E[(rt-1 - J-t)et] = 0. 
This result can also be seen from the result that rt-I occurred before timet and et does not 
depend on: any past information. Taking the square, then the expectation of (2), we obtain 
var(rt) = ¢~var(rt-I) + CJ2, since cov(rt-b et) = 0. 
Thus, under stationarity var(rt) = var(rt_1 ) so that (note that var(et) = CI2) 
(J2 
var(rt) = 1 _ ¢~ 
provided that ¢~ < 1. The requirement of¢~ < 1 results from the fact that the variance of 
the random variable rt is bounded and non-negative. Consequently the weak stationarity 
of an AR( 1) process implies that -1 < ¢1 < 1. But, if -1 < ¢1 < 1 then by (2) and the 
independence of et, we can show that the mean and variance of rt are finite. In addition, by 
the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, all the covariances of rt are finite. Therefore, the AR(1) 
model is weakly stationary. Thus, in summary, the necessary and sufficient condition for 
the AR( 1) process to be stationary is I ¢11 < 1. 
Autocorrelation Function of an AR(1) Model. 
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Multiplying equation (2) above by et, using the independence between et and Tt-l 
and taking expectation, we obtain 
Thus multiplying (2) by (rt-l - J.L) and taking expectations, we have 
- ¢1 r 1 + a2 for l = 0 
¢1[ 1_ 1 for l > 0, 
where we use rz = r-z· Consequently, for a weak stationary AR(l) model in equation (2) 
Thus the AC F of p1 satisfies 
p1 = ¢1p1_ 1 for l 2: 0. 
Because p0 = 1 we have 
(4) 
thus the ACF of a weakly stationary AR(l) series decays exponentially with rate ¢1 and 
starting at p0 = 1. Alternative Derivation of the ACF for the AR(l) Model. Now since 
from (3) 
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The variance is 
while the lth autocovariance is 
The autocorrelation function is therefore 
T 




By using the Lag operator Lrt = Tt-l and Lqrt = Tt-q we get from (2) 
(6) 
q>(L)(rt- JL) 
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Let x = 1/ L then we get the characteristic equation <I>(~) = 0 of the AR(1) model. The 
characteristic equation plays an important role in identifying Linear Time Series Processes. 
The characteristic equation is 
1 
<!>(-) = X - cp1 = 0 
X 
(7) 
and the only solution of the characteristic equation is 
(8) 
But for the process to be stationary l¢11 < 1. Thus the solution of the characteristic equation 
requires l¢1 1 < 1 for the process to be stationary, or, the solution must be within the unit 
circle. Note that some writers use as characteristic equation, with z = L, 
(9) 
with solution z = 1/¢1 and lzl = 11/¢11 > 1, requires I ¢ 1 I< 1 for the process to be 
stationary. Thus the solutions to the characteristic equation <!>1 (z) = 0, must all lie outside 
the unit circle. 
Examples. 
We give below an example. For the AR(1)series 
rt = 2 + 0.5rt-1 + et 
where et is Gaussian white noise. The autocorrelation function (called the Correlogram) 
is also displayed (below in figure 4.2) of the typical realization of the AR(1) time series 
process and clearly shows exponential decay. The AR(1) can be identified by a single 
spike for the partial autocorrelation function. This will be discussed later. The realization 
of the AR(1) time series process is illustrated below in figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.2 : ACF of AR(l) 
Typical Realhatio• of an ARt proce5s 
Figure 4.3: typical realization of the AR(l) 
The pth-order Autoregressive Model. 
The AR(p) model is given by 
(10) 
with E(et) = 0 and var(et) = (J2 • Under the stationarity condition E(rt) = E(rt-i) = p, , 
so that 
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or 
(11) 
provided the denominator is not zero. Using (11) in (10) we get 
(12) 
In lag operator form 
(13) 
where 
ci>(L) = (1- L- L 2 - ••• - LP), 
and (13) is the difference equation form of the AR(p) model. If x = 1/ L then the equation 
is the characteristic equation of the AR(p) process. This equation plays an important role 
in the study of the invertibility and stationarity of an AR(p) process. We now prove a 
general theorem which will have important applications for the linear and general time 
series processes that follow later. For convenience sake we assume that f.-£ = 0. 
Theorem The Wold Decomposition Theorem. If x1, x2, ... , xp denote the roots of the 
p'th order equation ci>(~) = 0, then the AR(p) model 
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can be written as a convergent series in et, et_1 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 such that 
00 
- L '1/Jiet-r, '1/Jo = 1 
r=O 
only if lxil < 1 for all roots Xi, i = 1, 2, ooo,p where 
Lemma If x 1 , x 2 , 000, Xp are the roots ofap'th order equation in x such that 









II Xi= ( -1)Papfa0 0 
i=l 
Proof (Wold Decomposition Theorem) 
If X1, x 2 , 000, Xp are the roots of the equation <P(;) = 0 
then 
p 
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So if Z1, z2, ... , zp are the roots of the equation 1>(z) = 0 then Zi = 1/xi and from (15) 
follows 





Since Z1, z2, ... , zp are the roots of the equation 1>(z) = 0 one can factorize the left hand 
side of<I>(z) = 0 such that 
p 
1>(z) = k x 11 (z- zi) = 0 (18) 
i=l 
where k is a constant. Now 
and thus 
(19) 
Now dividing equation (19) by c/Jp one has 
1>(z)/¢P - (1- ¢ 1z- ¢2z
2
- · • ·- ¢PzP)f¢P = O/¢p = 0 
- ( _.!._ - ¢1 z - ¢2 z2 - ... - zP) = 0 
c/Jp c/Jp c/Jp 
-(t ¢rzr- _.!._) = 0 
r=O cpp cpp 
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So if Z1, z2 , ... , Zp are the roots of the equation ci> ( z) = 0 then Zi = 1/ Xi and from ( 15) 
follows 






Since z1 , z2 , •.. , zp are the roots of the equation ci>(z) = 0 one can factorize the left hand 
side of ci> ( z) = 0 such that 
p 
ci>(z) = k x IT(z- zi) = 0 
i=l 
where k is a constant. Now 
and thus 
Now dividing equation (19) by ¢Pone has 
ci>(z)/¢P - (1- ¢1z- ¢2z
2
- • • ·- ¢PzP)f¢P = O/¢P = 0 
- ( ~ - ¢I z - ¢2 z2 - ... - zP) = 0 
c/Jp c/Jp c/Jp 
p 
-(L ¢r Zr- ~) = 0 
r=O c/Jp c/Jp 
(18) 
(19) 
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or 
(20) 
Equation (20) is now in the form given in equation ( 18) and from (17) follows k 
(21) 
Substituting (21) in (20) one has 
p 
<I>(z) = -¢PIT (z- zi)· (22) 
i=l 
Thus 
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[<!>(z)t1 [ -¢p ll(z- z;)r 
[ -¢p ll(-z,) ll(l- ~r 
[(-l)'*'¢pn Z; n(l <f 
[




- II(l- ~)-1 
i=1 Zi 
p 
- II (1- zxi)-1 since Xi= 1/ zi. 
i=1 
p 00 




which is an infinite power series in z. If lxil < 1 the power series will converge absolute] 
for any such z such that lzl < min I;; I for all i = 1, ... , p. Then we can write 
00 
(<I>(L))-1 = w(L) = ~'1/JrLr 
r=O 
so that 




w(L) =II 2)Lxir 
i=l r=O 
from (24) with L = z we get 
i=l r=O 
+······ 
we see that the '1/Ji-weights can be calculated from the roots of the characteristic equation 
~(~) = 0 as follows 
p 




and in general 
1/Jr - ( L x,,x~ ... x,.) (25) 
i1Si2S ... Sir 
These '1/Jr-weights can also be computed as follows. The model can be written as 
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which implies that 
(<P(L))-1 - w(L) or 
<P(L)w(L) 1 
that is 
Thus comparing powers of L we get 
and so on. In general we get for j 2: 2 
(2) Wold has proved that any stationary process can be expressed in the form 
Thus in this sense it follows that the condition for stationarity for an AR(p) process is that 
jxil < 1 for all the roots of<P(~) = 0. This is also the condition ofinvertibility of an AR(p) 
process. 
4.3.1 Identifying AR(p) Models in Practice. 
In applications the order p of an AR(p) process is not known. It must be specified em-
pirically. This is referred as the order determination of an AR(p) process and has been 
r 
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extensively studied in the time series literature. Two general approaches are available. The 
first approach is to use the partial autocorrelation function (PACF) and the second approach 
uses the information criterion function. In this study we focus on the first approach, via ob-
servation of the PACF and also the Autocorrelation Function (ACF). Now if the autocorre-
lation does not die of rapidly (i.e. it tapers off) and the partial autocorrelations, 1/Jkk = 0 for 
k > p then the process is identified as an AR(p) process. 
4.3.2 The AR(p) Process and Regression Analysis. 
Assuming that our series (r1, ... , rr) is indeed generated by an AR process, we need to 
find its order p and the values of the parameters ¢1 , ... , <PP to describe the process. If we 
know the order p then we can use regression analysis to estimate the parameters ¢1 , ... , <PP 
since the equation 
has precisely the form of a linear statistical regression model. Note, however the regressors 
(explanatory variables) (rt_1, ... , rt-p) are stochastic variables. If the et are white noise, 
or even Gaussian white noise, then individual et represents random shock, which is added 
to the process at time t, and is independent of random variables at previous time points. 
Hence the regressors in a particular equation are independent of the error term. Thus we 
may estimate 
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by the least squares (LS) method. Replacing the random variables by there observed values 
we get 




rp+1 ) ( ep+1 ) rp+2 ep+2 




rr-1 rr-2 r~iJ 
rp-1 
If the et and thus the rt are normally distributed, the LS estimator of ¢,with estimate 
is consistent and asymptotically normally distributed. That is, 
with the variance - covariance matrix 
:E = ( a20jT 0 ) 
:E· cPp 
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and 
[ 
"Yo "Y1 "Y2 · · · "Yp-1 l 
2 "Y1 "Yo "Y1 · · · "Yp-2 
~- = (]" . . . . 
¢p . • . • 
"Yp.-1 "Yp.-2 "Y;-3 .. ~ ~0 
The variance - covariance matrix :E can be consistently estimated by 
:E = 8-2(X~Xp)-1 
where 
8-2 = (rp- XP¢p)'(rp- Xp¢p) 
T- (2p+ 1) ' 
is the LS estimate of the variance 0"2 of the white noise process et. Note that we use 
T- (2p + 1) rather than T- (p + 1) since there are only T- p complete observations 
with which to estimate the (p + 1) parameters in ¢. Note that ¢0 is not the mean of the 
process Tt. Rather 
<Po 
Jl = 1 - ¢1 - ... - <Pp 
Thus two possible estimates of the process mean Jl are 
and 





1-¢1- ... - <Pp 
where ¢0 , ¢1 , ... , ¢P are the least squares estimates. Under general conditions (e.g. the 
Tt are normally distributed) the corresponding estimates are consistent and have identical 
asymptotic normal distributions .. For instance 
VT(ft- J.L) -+d N[O, 0"2(1- ¢1- ... - </Yp)-2]. 
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Furthermore the estimators f and ft are asymptotically independent of the estimators 
¢1 , ... , ¢P. This property is one reason why the estimation of ¢P is often discussed in 
terms of zero mean processes. In practice the sample mean may be subtracted from the data 
prior to estimating the other parameters. In this case the asymptotic distribution theory is 
not affected. 
4.3.3 Estimation. 
For a specified AR(p) model the conditional least squares method starting with the (p+ 1 )th 
observation as discussed above is often used to estimate the parameters. Let 
(28) 
then the estimates are obtained by minimizing 
giving the least squares estimates ( ¢0 , ¢1 , ... , ¢p) (see also (26) and (27)). The fitted 
model is 
(29) 
and the estimated residual 
The series {et}f=p+l is called the residual series from which we obtain 
T 
~2 1 I: ~2 
<J = et. 
T- 2p -1 
t=p+1 
(30) 
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4.3.4 Model Checking. 
A fitted model must be examined carefully to check for possible model inadequacy. If the 
model is adequate then the residual series should behave as a white noise. The AC F and 
the Ljung-Box statistics of the residuals can be used to check the closeness of { et) to a 
white noise. The Akaike AIC and Schwarz SC must also be examined. 
For an AR(p) process the Ljung-Box statistic Q(m) follows asymptotically a chi-
squared distribution with m-p degrees of freedom. Here the number of degrees of freedom 
is modified to signify that, p, AR coefficients have been estimated. (Troskie (2002)) 
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4.4 Empirical Study: Single Index 
4.4.1 Introduction 
Data in economics are frequently collected in form of time series. The intrinsic nature of 
a time series is that its observations are ordered in time and the modelling strategies of 
time series must take into account this property. This does not occur with cross-section 
data where the sequence of data points does not matter. Due to this order in time, it is 
likely that the value of a variable y at moment t reflects the past history of the series, that 
is, the observations of a time series are likely to be correlated. Since the observations are 
measurements of the same variable, it is usually said that y is correlated with itself, that is, 
it is autocorrelated. 
Time Series Analysis is the set of statistical methodologies that analyze this kind of 
data. The main tool in Time Series Analysis is a model that should reproduce the past be-
havior ofthe series, exploiting its autocorrelation structure. The objectives of Time Series 
Analysis are basically to describe the regularity patterns present in the data and to forecast 
future observations. Since a pure time series model does not include explanatory variables, 
these forecasts of future observations are simply extrapolations of the observed series at the 
end of the sample. If we consider a single variable in our study, we shall construct what is 
called a univariate time series model. But if two or more variables are available, the possi-
bility of dynamic interactions among them may be important. We can think, for instance, in 
economic variables such as consumption, investment and income that influence each other. 
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In this case, multivariate time series models can be constructed to take into account these 
relations among variables (Lutkepohl, 1991). 
4.4.2 The Data 
For this empirical analysis, the data set used is the SIDS batch. 
4.4.3 Study Objectives 
As mentioned in the introduction earlier, one of the objectives of time series analysis is to 
describe the regularity patterns present in the data. The objective in mind for this empirical 
study relates to this whereby we attempt to formulate single index time series models for 
our basket of 9 stocks. Previously, in the initial empirical study we had established regres-
sion models for the 9 stocks: R1, R2 , R3 , R4 ,R5 , R6, R7 , R8 and Rg. Having observed the 
Durbin Watson (DW) statistic for all nine response variables, it was apparent that for most 
of them some form of autocorrelation was present. Hence the objective for this study is 
to improve on the found regression models by introducing time series components, if any 
found, to the existing nine regression models. The Box and Jenkins methodology will be 
adopted with some adjustments made with regards to time series modelling. A diagram-
matic representation of this process in presented in the "Model Building Process" section 
of the previous chapter of "Multivariate Regression and Model Selection", the reader is 
referred to this to get an idea of the overall process. 
The results obtained from this section will then be used as inputs in a later empirical 
study that constructs efficient frontiers of the single index time series models to be built. 
.•: 
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4.4.4 Methodology 
Box and Jenkins methodology is supported by Wold's Theorem, which states that any sta-
tionary stochastic process can be decomposed into a linearly deterministic part, E (Yt I Yt-l, ... , Yt-
and a linearly indeterministic part, L::o 1riEt-i· Choosing the correct ARMA process us-
ing the Box-Jenkins approach is as much art as science. The Box-Jenkins methodology for 
fitting an ARMA model to a time series consists of four steps: 
1. Decide on the order of differencing that is needed to produce a stationary series 
{Yt}, i.e. Check for stationarity, if not, induce. 
2. By inspecting the sample autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations, determine 
tentative values for p and q., i.e. Identify the AR and MA orders from the sample ACF and 
sample PACF by comparing them to the theoretical ACF and PACF. 
3. Estimate the lag coefficients by maximum likelihood. 
4. Using various diagnostics, check if the tentative model was indeed appropriate i.e. 
diagnostic testing. The adequacy of the model can be tested by examining the residuals or 
by over-fitting the obtained model. 
5. Forecast (to be studied and explored another time, not to be investigated in this 
thesis) 
In addition to this we will select a set of models based on prior considerations of 
maximum possible settings of p and q, estimate each possible model which minimises and 
maximises the chosen selection criteria based on goodness of fit considerations. Ultimately 
this should result in nine improved models that explain a larger percentage of variation 
in the dependent variables opposed to the percentage explained before by the ordinary 
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regression models. Again the principal criteria involved in deciding on the significance of 
these models are the R 2, Adjusted R 2 , AIC, BIG, the F-statistic and it's corresponding 
Probability/P-value. The following sub-section discloses the results realised from adopting 
the Box and Jenkins methodology and the application of the selection criteria. The time 
series package (TSP) used is EVIEWS 5 to implement the above outlined methodology. 
4.4.5 Primary Findings 
From the previous empirical study regression models were established for the nine financial 
stocks in our portfolio. The above outlined methodology will be applied for each of the 
regression models acquired from the previous chapter. We highlight the results from the 
above procedure for only one stock, namely Anglos. The results for the remaining eight 
stocks can be referred to at the end of this study in the List of Appendices section. 
The first property to establish is that of stationarity. This is can clearly be estab-
lished from viewing the residuals from the regression model or by implementing a simple 
Augmented Dickey Fuller test. We opt for the first option. Figure 4.4 below graphs the 
residuals. 
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
I-RES I 
Figure 4.4: Graph of Residuals for Anglos 
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It is clear that the series is stationary about the mean. Towards the end ofthe series there is 
a clear indication of increased volatility, hence a presence ofheteroskedasticity. Having es-
tablished the stationarity property, next an examination of the autocorrelations (ACF) and 
partial autocorrelations (PACF) is required in order to establish whether any autoregressive 
(AR) or moving average (MA) components are required to be fit. Figure 4.5 below presents 
the correlogram constructed in Eviews5 of the residuals from the regression model. Explor-
ing the correlogram below and paying attention to the spikes at the various lags for the ACF 
and PACF, it is clear that at lags 2 and 6 the spikes are significant at those points for both 
the PACF and ACF. 
ACF PACF AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 
I I I I 1 0.054 0.054 0.2982 0.585 
II] I II\ I 2 -0.165 -0.168 3.1555 0.206 
I I I 3 I 3 0.041 0.063 3.3373 0.342 
I Bl I 9 I 4 0.094 0.061 4.2856 0.369 
I I I I 5 -0.044 -0.039 4.4926 0.481 
IE I I(! I 6 -0.174 -0.151 7.8095 0.252 
I I I I 7 0.032 0.036 7.9249 0.339 
I I I I 8 0.038 -0.019 8.0860 0.425 
I I I I I 9 -0.079 -0.053 8.7894 0.457 
I I I I I 10 -0.075 -0.049 9.4330 0.492 
Figure 4.5: Correlogram for Anglos 
At first one would assume from the theory presented above that we would fit the regres-
sion model with components: AR(2), AR(6), MA(2) and MA(6). This is not the case if one 
of the objectives is to maintain simplicity in model structure. The solution is quite simple, 
as mentioned before in "Methodology", we will select a set of models based on prior con-
siderations of maximum possible settings of p and q, estimate each possible model which 
minimises or maximises the chosen selection criteria based on goodness of fit considera-
tions. 
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The reader is also referred to the correlograms constructed from the residuals from the 
regressions of the remaining eight stocks in the List of Appendices section under Appendix 
2A. Having observed all the correlograms, the following components are fitted: 
We fit an AR(2) component to regression model 1. The correlogram of the residu-
als from Regression model 2 illustrate random scatter, thus no time series component is 
required. We fit an AR(1) component to both regression models 3 and 4, since both are 
very significant at lag 1 for the 5% significance level. Regression models 5, 6 and 7 exhibit 
random scatter in the illustration of their residuals. In the correlogram for the residuals of 
regression model 8, the Q-statistic becomes really significant at lag 6, thus we fit an AR(6) 
component. Finally for model 9 we fit an AR(2) component. Table 4.1 below illustrates a 
summary of the model selection criteria from fitting the new models 
Model Selection Criteria 
Time Series Models Adj-R' S.E. of reg D-Wstat AIC BIC F-stat Prob{F-statl 
R1 = const+P 1'JSE+ q>/R1-.+ e., 0.6877 0.0558 2.0342 -2.9187 -2.8687 216.7925 0.0000 
R2 = const+P:' JSE+e2 0.1955 0.1230 2.1197 -1.3440 -1.3109 49.1156 0.0000 
R3= const+P1' JSE+ q>,'R301 +e .. 0.2182 0.0903 1.9724 -1.9555 -1.9057 28.4901 0.0000 
R4= const+j)/JSE+ q>!'R-'It-1 + e,.. 0.4133 0.0609 1.9546 -2.7434 -2.6936 70.3988 0.0000 
RS= const+p,• JSE+e, 0.0434 0.0820 1.9712 -2.1549 -2.1218 9.9893 0.0018 
R6= const+P. 'JSE+e• 0.3276 0.0908 1.8826 -1.9503 -1.9172 97.4576 0.0000 
R7 = const+P,' JSE+e, 0.3661 0.0785 1.8729 -2.2403 -2.2072 115.3412 0.0000 
Rll= const+P1'JSE+ q>1'Rll .. +e .. 0.2940 0.0653 2.1354 -2.6030 -2.5522 40.9743 0.0000 
R9= const+P0'JSE+ q>0'R9., +e .. 0.2336 0.0804 2.0377 -2.1890 -2.1390 30.8703 0.0000 
Table 4.1: Summary Stats for time series Models 
Examining the above table it is clear that once again all the models are highly significant. 
The Adj-R2 statistic has increased for stocks R1 , R3, R4 , R8 and R9• This is expected due 
to the addition of an extra significant explanatory variable to each of the models, hence we 
are explaining more variation than before. For these same 5 models, a vast improvement in 
the D-W statistic is observed from before, thus is a probable indication of the extreme re-
duction in autocorrelation in the models. The other 4 models have remained the same from 
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before due to the absence of significant autocorrelation in the residuals of their regression 
models. In the new models for R 1, R3 , R4 , R8 and R9 , improvements in all five's SE ofre-
gression is also noted. The AIC and BIC's have remained relatively the same. Next we 
examine the significance of the new updated coefficients, presented in table 4.2 below. 
Coefficient of JSE 03 i) 
Time Series Models Coefficient (13;) Std. Error t-Statistic Pro b. 
R1 = consto{3tJSE •qiz"R1,.,. ht 1.4200 0.0679 20.9161 0.0000 
R2 = const -{3, • JSE •e, 1.0359 ' 0.1478 7.0083 0.0000 
RJ= const -{3 • • JSE • q1 • "RJ •·• • ea. 0.7029 0.1047 6.7127 0.0000 
R4= const-{3. • JSE• 'll• "R4, .• • ea. 0.8262 0.0727 11.3654 0.0000 
R5= const -{3, • JSE •e, 0.3115 0.0985 3.1606 0.0018 
Rli= consto{3,"JSE•e, 1.0776 0.1092 9.8721 0.0000 
R7 = consto{3,"JSE•e, 1.0141 0.0944 10.7397 0.0000 
R8= const -{3 1 • JSE • q~."R8,., • e a1 0.7327 0.0773 9.4758 0.0000 
R9= const-{3 1 "JSE· 'liz "R9 1.1 • l!a1 0.7450 0.0365 7.7202 0.0000 
Coefficient of AR(p) ('ll.l 
Time Series Models Coefficient 03; I Std. Error t -Statistic Pro b. 
R1= consto{3tJSE •qiz"Rh.z• ht -0.1386 0.0722 -1.3200 0.0563 
R2 = const -{3 z • JSE •e z 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
RJ= consto{3,"JSE• qltR3, .• • I! a• -0.2923 0.0686 -4.2597 0.0000 
R4= consto{3."JSE•qltRh. • ea. ·0.1516 0.0712 ·2.1297 0.0345 
R5= consto{3,"JSE•e, 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Rli= consto{3,"JSE•e, 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
R7 = const-{3, • JSE•e. 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
R8= const -{3 1 • JSE • 'll• "R8,., • h1 ·0.2374 O.o?OS ·3.3511 0.0010 
R9= consto{3,"JSE•q~z"R9,.z • l!a• -0.1862 0.0715 -2.6047 0.0093 
Table 4.2: Summary of Coefficients /3 and ¢ 
All the above coefficients are significant at the 5% level of significance. Since the mod-
els for R2 , R5 , R6 and R7 have remain unchanged, we only have to confirm the absence of 
autocorrelation from the other 5 new models. This is achieved by examining the residu-
als of the new time series models of these variables. The correlogram for Anglos, R1 , is 
illustrated below in figure 4.6. The remainder of the four correlograms can be found in Ap-
pendix 2B. 
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ACF PACF AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 
I p I I P I 1 0.072 0.072 0.5362 0.464 
I I I I 2 -0 .018 -0 .024 0.5713 0.752 
I I I I 3 0.041 0.044 0.7469 0.862 
I I I I 4 0.050 0.044 1.0199 0.907 
I I I I 5 -0.037 -0.042 1.1662 0.948 
IC I IC I 6 -0.163 -0.159 4.0739 0.667 
I I I I 7 0.011 0.029 4.0870 0.770 
I I I I 8 0.013 0.006 4.1063 0.847 
I [ I I [ I 9 -0.078 -0.064 4.7880 0.852 
I [ I I I 10 -0.062 -0.041 5.2215 0.876 
Figure 4.6: Residuals for Anglos 
Scrutinizing the above correlogram and the remaining four in appendix 2B, it is clear that 
all five portray a situation of random scatter, that the Q-statistic is insignificant at all lags. 
This implies that we accept the null H 0 : p = 0, which is interpreted as no autocorrelation 
present. Therefore we can terminate our model building phase here. 
4.4.6 Conclusions 
Having completed the Box and Jenkins methodology, the following is concluded: that sig-
nificant time series models have been found for five out of the nine stocks of our portfolio. 
Furthermore the time series models acquired appear to provide better explanatory power 
in terms of higher R2 values and lower error variances of the regression than the regres-
sion models for stocks R1, R3 , R4 , R8 and R9 . Also the beta estimates acquired seem to be 
more stable for the five stocks as well. The betas and regression SEs computed for the nine 
stocks will be used as inputs for the computation of the efficient frontier for the single in-
dex time series model. The variance of JSE and the mean log returns of the nine stocks will 
also be required as inputs for the computation of the regression method's mean-variance 
frontier. 
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The next empirical study conducts a similar investigation, but in a multiple index 
setting. 
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4.5 List of Appendices 
4.5.1 Appendix 2A: Correlograms for the residuals from the regression 
models for the remaining eight stocks 
ACF PACF AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 
I I I I 1 -0.049 -0.049 0.2533 0.615 
I I I I 2 0.041 0.039 0.4342 0.805 
I iD li]JI 3 0.171 0.175 3.5313 0.317 
I I I I 4 -0.066 -0.051 3.9928 0.407 
I I I I 5 0.021 -0.000 4.0410 0.544 
I I I I 6 -0.032 -0.058 4.1556 0.656 
I I I I 7 -0.076 -0.064 4.7990 0.684 
I I I I 8 0.005 -0.004 4.8021 0.779 
I I I I 9 -0.012 0.012 4.8181 0.850 
I I I I 10 O.D35 0.056 4.9551 0.894 
Lorrelogram ot JU l.roup 
ACF PACF AC PAC 0-Stat Prob 
I I I I .1 0.074 ll074 0.5710 0.450 
I I I I 2 0.006 0.001 0.5752 0.750 
II I II I 3 -0.077 -0.078 1.2098 0.751 
I [ I II I 4 -0.100 -0.000 2.2857 0.683 
I ~I I ~I 5 0.127 0.144 4.0376 0.544 
I ~I I ~I 6 0.122 0.102 5.6690 0.461 
I PI I I 7 0.086 0.054 6.4798 0.485 
I I I I 8 0.014 0.010 6.5014 0.591 
I[· I II I 9 -0.136 -0.104 8.5995 0.475 
I I I I 10 -0.078 -0.053 9.2869 0.505 
Lorrelogram ot ~A-l!:agle 
ACF PACF AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 
I I II I 1 -0.079 -0.079 0.6572 0.418 
I PI I .I 2 0.110 0.104 1.9176 0.383 
I I I I 3 -0.044 -0.029 2.1272 0.546 
II! I 1!11 I 4 -0.172 -0.192 5.3004 0.258 
: I Ill I 5 -0.170 -0.199 8.4323 0.134 I I!Z I 6 -0.172 -0.183 11.683 0.069 
I I I I 7 0.058 0.049 12.057 0.099 
II I I(! I 8 -0.105 -0.117 13.294 0.102 
I I I Ill I 9 -0.008 -0.146 13.302 0.149 
I !11 I I 10 0.137 0.046 15.459 0.116 
~orrelo g ram otTI ~Hrands g 
ACF PACF AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 
ACF PACF 
I II I I I 
I I I I 
I ~I I PI 
I PI I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I( I I( I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
1 -0.319 -0.319 10.582 0.001 
I 2 0.006 -0.107 10.586 0.005 
I 3 0.031 -0.001 10.689 0.014 
I 4 0.059 0.080 11.066 O.D26 
5 -0.188 -0.158 14.903 0.011 
6 0.059 -0.058 15.286 0.018 
I 7 -0.080 -0.112 15.996 O.D25 
I 8 0.077 0.033 16.661 0.034 
9 -0.119 -0.086 18.252 0.032 
10 0.093 0.010 19.250 0.037 
AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 
1 0.059 0.059 0.3624 0.547 
2 -0.017 -0.020 0.3926 0.822 
3 0.110 0.112 1.6666 0.644 
4 0.063 0.050 2.0884 0.720 
5 -0.043 -0.046 2.2925 0.807 
6 -0.033 -0.038 2.4137 0.878 
7 -0.093 -0.105 3.3718 0.849 
8 0.061 0.079 3.7817 0.876 
9 0.066 0.070 4.2709 0.893 
10 -0.057 -0.039 4.6369 0.914 
Lorrel~ram ot~app1 
ACF PACF AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 
I I I I 1 0.002 0.002 O.OilJ6 0.98( 
lEW II• I 2 -0.328 -0.328 11.302 0.004 
I I I I 3 0.049 0.057 11.559 0.00: 
I ~I I I 4 0.118 0.010 13.043 0.011 
II I II I 5 -0.113 -0.091 14.432 0.01 
I I I I 6 -0.035 0.009 14.568 0.02 
I ~~I I II 7 0.152 0.094 17.128 0.011 
I I I I 8 0.069 0.070 17.665 0.024 
I I I I I 9 -0.114 -0.033 19.131 0.024 
I I I I 10 -0.027 0.001 19.214 0.~ 
Lorrelo g ram olTon g a at 
ACF PACF AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 
I! I ~:ill I 1 -0.244 -0.244 6.1825 0.013 
I I I I 2 0.056 -0.003 6.5174 0.038 
IE I I£ I 3 -0.116 -0.110 7.9489 0.047 
I I I I 4 0.040 -0.014 8.1228 0.087 
I I I I 5 -0.019 -0.010 8.1617 0.148 
I I I I 6 0.032 0.015 8.2725 0.219 
l[l I II I 7 -0.135 -0.131 10.292 0.173 
II I m I 8 -0.111 -0.193 11.678 0.166 
I ~I I I 9 0.128 0.005 13.522 0.140 
I I I I 10 0.016 0.043 13.552 0.194 
Lorrelo g ram otRem g ro 
ACF PACF AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 
I I I I 1 -0.006 -0.006 0.0036 0.952 
I I I I 2 -0.041 -0.041 0.1814 0.913 
q I I( I 3 -0.096 -0.096 1.1554 0.764 
I I I I 4 0.042 0.039 1.3412 0.854 
I I I I 5 -0.034 -0.042 1.4670 0.917 
I I I I 6 -0.029 -0.036 1.5615 0.955 
I I I I 7 -0.030 -0.027 1.6643 0.976 
I I I I 8 0.009 -0.003 1.6740 0.989 
I I I I 9 -0.009 -0.016 1.6841 0.996 
I I I I 10 -0.019 -0.024 1.7266 0.998 
Lorr elo g ram ofSasol 
4.5 List of Appendices 
4.5.2 Appendix 2B: Correlograms for the residuals from the Time 
Series models for R3, R4, Rs and Rg stocks 
Correl ograms: 
ACF PACF AC PAC Q-Stat Prob ACF PACF AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 
I I I I 1 -0.067 -0.067 0.4617 0.497 II I I [ I 1 -0.107 -0.107 1.1867 0.276 
I I II I 2 -0.084 -0.089 1.2049 0.547 I I I I 2 0.007 -0.005 1.1914 0.551 
I I I I 3 0.064 0.052 1.6369 0.651 II I IE I 3 -0.110 -0.111 2.4682 0.481 
I I I I 4 0.023 0.024 1.6947 0.792 I I I I 4 0.022 -0.002 2.5201 0.641 
Ill I II[ I 5 -0.186 -0.176 5.4534 0.363 I I I I 5 -0.011 -0.010 2.5332 0.771 
I I I I 6 -0.013 -0.039 5.4727 0.485 I I I I 6 0.028 0015 2.6210 0.855 
I I I[ I 7 -0.049 -0.086 5.7338 0.571 I[ I IE[ I 7-0.161 -0.158 5.4794 0.602 
I I I I 8 0.031 0.037 5.8380 0.665 
I I I[ I 9 -0.082 -0.083 6.5928 0.679 
I I I I 10 0.067 O.D38 7.1070 0.715 
II I IE:] I 8 -0.117 -0.160 7.0041 0.536 
I ~I I ~I 9 0.120 0.096 8.6410 0.471 
I I I I 10 0.018 0.006 8.6767 0.563 
~esiduajs _tor _fick an_d l'~ .H esic uals tor Kemero 
ACF PACF AC PAC Q-Stat Prob ACF PACF AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 
I I I I 1 -0.006 -0.006 0.0036 0.952 I I I I 1 O.D11 0.011 0.0121 0.912 
I I I I 2 -0.041 -0.041 0.1814 0.913 IE I IC I 2 -0.147 -0.148 2.2946 0.317 
II I I I 3 -0.096 -0.096 1.1554 0. 764 I I I I 3 0.032 0.036 2.4017 0.493 
I I I I 4 0.042 0.039 1.3412 0854 I I I I 4 0.063 0.041 2.8312 0.586 
I I I I 5 -0.034 -0.042 1.4670 0917 II I I I 5 -0.091 -0.085 3.7305 0.589 
I I I I 6 -0.029 -0.036 1.5615 0.955 I I I I 6 0.001 0018 3.7305 0.713 
I I I I 7 -0.030 -0.027 1.6643 0.976 I g) I I [11 7 0.127 0.101 5.5015 0.599 
I I I I 8 0.009 -0.003 1.6740 0.989 I I I I 8 0.063 0.066 5.9463 0.653 
I I I I 9 -0.009 -0.016 1.6841 0.996 I I I I 9 -0.078 -0.042 6.6282 0.676 
I I I I 10 -0.019 -0.024 1.7266 0.998 I I I I 10 -0.027 -0.023 6.7108 0.752 
Kesidua s torn g erbrands 1 esu uals tor ·ton g aat 
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4.6 Empirical Study: Multiple Index 
4.6.1 The Data 
For this empirical analysis, the data used is the MIDS batch. 
4.6.2 Study Objectives 
Similar to the objective in the preceding empirical investigation, once again we aim to de-
scribe the regularity patterns present in the data. As shown previously, we had established 
time series models for 5 of the 9 response variables in the single index environ. The ob-
jective for this study is to improve on the multiple index regression models by introducing 
time series components, if any exist, to the currently 9 multiple regression models. Once 
again the Box and Jenkins methodology will be adopted with some adjustments made with 
regards to time series modelling. A diagrammatic representation of this process in pre-
sented in the "Model Building Process" section of the previous chapter of "Multivariate 
Regression and Model Selection", the reader is again referred to this to get an idea of the 
overall process. 
4.6.3 Methodology -
The methodology adopted in the single index scenario will also be adopted for the multiple 
index setting. Recall that the Box-Jenkins methodology for fitting an ARMA model to a 
time series consists of four steps: 
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Exploring all 9 correlograms, it turns out once again like in the single index case that 
response variables R 1 , R3 , R4 , R8 and R9 all have time series components. What is even 
more coincidental is that they all exhibit the same time series components as in the single 
index setting. In other words, the Q-statistic is significant at lags that were found significant 
in the single index environ Hence for these 5 MIR models we fit the same respective time 
series components which were fit before for the single index models, which are: 
• an AR(2) component for R 1 
• an AR(l) component for R3 
• an AR( 1) component for R4 
• an AR( 6) component for R8 
• and an AR(2) component for R9 . 
The remaining 4 responses remain in their MIR model form, due to their correlo-
grams expressing random scatter, such that the Q-statistic is insignificant at all lags. This 
means that we accept the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation, hence no time series com-
ponents for these 4 responses. We now refit new models for R 1 , R3 , R4 , R8 and R9 with 
their respective time series components and observe the updated model selection criterion, 
which is illustrated in table 4.4 below: 
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Model Selection Criteria 
Multiple Time Series Models Adj-R2 S.E. of r!tl[ D-Wstat AIC BIC f-stat Prol!{f-statj 
Model for R1 (Model1) 0.7112 0.0537 2.0385 -2.9871 -2.9038 121.6846 0.0000 
Model for R2 (Model 2) 0.2111 0.1218 2.1906 -1.3537 -1.2875 18.6621 0.0000 
Model for Rl (Model 3) 0.3027 0.0853 1.9841 -2.0600 -1.9770 22.3765 0.0000 
Model for R4 (Model 4) 0.4168 0.0607 1.9555 -2.7395 -2.6564 36.2008 0.0000 
Model for R5 (Model 5) 0.0554 0.0815 2.0528 -2.1577 -2.0915 4.8720 0.0027 
Model for R6 (Model 6) 0.3774 0.0874 1.9198 -2.0174 -1.9512 41.0095 0.0000 
Model for R7 (Model7) 0.3798 0.0777 1.8304 -2.2523 -2.1861 41.4142 0.0000 
Model for R8 (Model 8} 0.3364 0.0633 2.0863 -2.6548 -2.5702 25.3316 0.0000 
Model for Rt (Model 9) 0.2565 0.0792 2.0565 -2.2094 -2.1260 17.9048 0.0000 
Table 4.4: Summary Stats for MIR time series models 
Before any further analysis of the above results, table 4.5 below presents the model repre-
sentations adopted for each of the response variables R 1 through to R9 . 
Multil)le Re~1 Models Definition Of Multi..J!Ie R~ Structure 
Model for R1 (Model1) R1 = eonst+jJ 1'1mplats+P~'JSE+jJ3'Palam+ q~2'R1t.:: + e 1 
Model for R2 (Model 2) R2 = const+jJ 1'1mplats+P2' JSE+P1'Palam+e2 
Model for Rl (Model 3) RJ= const+P 1'1mplats+P2'JSE+P3 'Palam+ q~1'R3~ 1 +e1 
Model for R4 (Model 4) R4= eonst+P 1'1mplats+P2' JSE+P1 'Palam+q~1'R4r. 1+e4 
Model for R5 (Model 5) R5 = const+Ptlmplats+ll~' JSE+Pa'Palam+e, 
Model for R6 (Model 6) R6 = const+P t'lml)lats+P2 • JSE+P/Palam+e6 
Model for R7 (Model7) R7 = const+P 1'1mplats+IJ2'JSE+IJlPalam+e7 
Model for R8 (Model 8) R8 = eonst+P.'Implats+jJ2'JSE+jJ3 'Palam+ q~6'R8u + e8 
Model for R9 (Model 9) R9 = eonst+Ptlmpl;lts+P~'JSE+IJ/Palam+ q~2'R9t.:: + et 
Table 4.5: MIR Time Series model representations 
Exploring table 4.4 above, it clear that once again all the models are highly significant. The 
Adj-R2 statistic has increased for stocks R1 , R3 , R4 , R8 and R9 , compared with their MIR 
models. This is expected due to the addition of an extra significant explanatory variable to 
each of the models, hence we are explaining more variation than before. With regards to 
the D-W statistic for these 5 responses, a very interesting scenario has emerged. It seems 
that the D-W stat has improved for response variables R3 , R4 and R8 , implying less auto-
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correlation, while worsening for the other two, implying even more autocorrelation. For 
the multiple index case, the AICs of all 5 responses have improved. The BIC like the D-
W statistic, also produced similar results. The other 4 models, namely R2 , R5 , R6 and R7 
have remained the same from before due to the absence of significant autocorrelation in the 
residuals of their regression models. 
Next we confirm the significance of the new updated coefficients. The reader is 
referred to appendix 2D for the computational results for the beta coefficients of the 5 
new time series models constructed for R1 , R3 , R4 , R8 and R9 . Observing the 5 tables in 
appendix 2D, it is clear that all 5 time series component's betas are significant at the 5% 
level of significance. The beta coefficients of the explanatory variables remain adequate 
from before. Since the models for R2 , R5 , R6 and R7 have remain unchanged, we only have 
to confirm the absence of autocorrelation from the other 5 new models. This is achieved 
by examining the residuals of the new MIR time series models of these variables. The 
correlogram for Anglos, R1, is illustrated below in figure 4.7. The remainder ofthe four 
correlograms can be found in A d" 2E "ppen IX 
AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 
1 0.089 0.089 0.8273 0.363 
2 -0.047 -0.055 1.0578 0.589 
3 -0.058 -0.049 1.4181 0.701 
4 0.027 0.035 1.4946 0.828 
5 -0.076 -0.088 2.1156 0.833 
6 -0.120 -0.107 3.6979 0.717 
7 0.036 0.054 3.8376 0.798 
8 -0.066 -0.098 4.3221 0.827 
9 -0.101 -0.095 5.4750 0.791 
10 -0.045 -0.029 5.7100 0.839 
Fig 4. 7: Residuals of Rl 
Examining figure 4.7 above and the remaining four correlograms in appendix 2e, it is clear 
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that all five portray a situation of random scatter, that the Q-statistic is insignificant at 
all lags. This implies that we accept the null H0 : p = 0, which is interpreted as no 
autocorrelation present. Therefore we can terminate our Box - Jenkins model building 
phase here. 
4.6.5 Conclusions 
Having completed the Box and Jenkins methodology, the following conclusion is arrived 
at: that it can be concluded that significant MIR time series models have been found for 
5 out of the 9 stocks of our portfolio. Furthermore the MIR time series models acquired 
appear to provide better explanatory power in terms of higher R2 values and lower error 
variances of the regression than their regression counterparts for stocks R1 , R3 , R4 , R8 and 
R9 • In addition the beta estimates acquired seem to be more stable for the five responses. 
The betas and regression SEs computed for the nine stocks will be used as inputs for the 
computation of the efficient frontier for the multiple index time series model. The variance 
of JSE and the mean log returns of the nine stocks will also be required as inputs for the 
computation of the method's mean-variance frontier. 
The next chapter looks at State Space Modelling, a fairly new form of modelling. 
The previously found regression and time series models are now to be re-fitted, but in 
State Space form. This will be explored in the Empirical Study sections of the subsequent 
chapter. 
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4. 7 List of Appendices 
4.7.1 Appendix 2C: Correlograms for the residuals from the 9 MIR 
time series models 
Correlogram 
AC PAC Q-Stat Prob AC PAC Q-Stat Prob AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 
1 0.075 0.075 0.5874 0.443 0.9527 0.329 1 -0.288 -0.288 8.6406 0.003 
2 -0.220 -0.227 5.6847 0.058 1.4540 0.483 2 -0.047 -0.141 8.8688 0.012 
3 -0.045 -0.009 5.9042 0.116 4.5423 0.209 3 0.093 0.041 9.7874 0.020 
4 0.082 0.039 6.6222 0.157 6.1169 0.191 4 0.044 0.089 9.9904 0.041 
5 -0.071 -0.100 7.1718 0.208 6.5253 0.258 5-0.148-0.105 12.350 0.030 
6 -0.122 -0.087 8.8022 0.185 6.5657 0.363 6 0.102 0.031 13.495 0.036 
7 0.066 0.056 9.2907 0.232 6.8079 0.449 7 -0.091 -0.089 14.412 0.044 
8-0.039-0.113 9.4602 0.305 6.9560 0.541 8 -0.006 -0.036 14.416 0.072 
9 -0.101 -0.067 10.611 0.303 7.0525 0.632 9 -0.050 -0.080 14.699 0.100 
10 -0.050 -0.060 10.897 0.366 7.2316 0.703 10 0.041 -0.008 14.889 0.136 
AC PAC Q-Stat Prob AC PAC Q-Stat Prob AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 
1 -0.245 -0.245 6.2327 0.01 1 O.D36 0.036 0.1324 0.716 1 0.042 0.042 0.1794 0.672 
2 0.066 0.006 6.6869 0.03 2 -0.012 -0.013 0.1475 0.929 2 -0.041 -0.043 0.3538 0.838 
3-0.132-0.122 8.5330 0.03 3 -0.084 -0.083 0.8912 0.828 3 0.150 0.154 2.7291 0.435 
4 0.071 0.012 9.0772 0.05 4 -0.122 -0.117 2.4930 0.646 4 -0.011 -0.028 2.7 428 0.602 
5 0.026 0.055 9.1507 0.10 5 0.116 0.124 3.9526 0.556 5 -0.102 -0.089 3.8751 0.568 
6 0.038 0.046 9.3119 0.15 6 0.095 0.081 4.9430 0.551 6 -0.028 -0.044 3.9580 0.682 
7 -0.143 -0.125 11.580 0.11 7 0.068 0.046 5.4587 0.604 7 -0.105 -0.107 5.1670 0.640 
8 -0.099 -0.170 12.681 0.12 8 0.048 0.051 5.7140 0.679 8 0.018 0.056 5.2040 0.736 
9 0.118 0.071 14.248 0.11 9 -0.165 -0.132 8.7899 0.457 9 0.028 0.024 5.2898 0.808 
10 0.013 0.036 14.268 0.161 10 -0.076 -0.057 9.4544 0.490 10 -0.010 0.014 5.3008 0.870 
AC PAC Q-Stat Prob AC PAC Q-Stat Prob AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 
1 0.010 0.010 0.0104 0.919 0.578 1 0.010 0.010 0.916 
2 -0.075 -0.075 0.6033 0.740 0.798 2 -0.325 -0.325 0.004 
3 -0.109 -0.108 1.8590 0.602 0.838 3 0.024 0.036 0.011 
4 0.003 -0.002 1.8597 0.762 0.523 4 0.077 -0.033 
5 -0.050 -0.067 2.1310 0.831 0.332 5 -0.105 -0.097 
6 -0.035 -0.047 2.2635 0.894 0.148 6 0.001 0.023 
7 -0.009 -0.018 2.2721 0.943 0.158 7 0.178 0.126 
8 0.035 0.016 2.4107 0.966 0.107 8 0.032 0.043 
9 -0.041 -0.054 2.6032 0.978 0.155 9 -0.097 0.001 
10 -0.008 -0.010 2.6100 0.989 0.116 10 0.008 0.024 
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4.7.2 Appendix 2D: The MIR time series Models: Summary of Beta 
coefficients 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. Variable Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic 
c -0.002518 0.003337 -0.754742 0.4513 c 0.007288 0.004852 1.502010 
X5 0.136887 0.035997 3.802772 0.0002 X5 -0.282798 0.056668 -4.990389 
~ 1.225833 0.080131 15.29779 0.0(()() )33 1.004090 0.123250 8.146755 
Xl 0.054991 0.034606 1.589043 0.1137 Xl 0.057354 0.054256 1.057109 
AR(2) -0.171341 0.072166 -2.374250 0.0186 AR(1) -0.283265 0.069782 -4.059266 
MIW Time Series- I-ll MIKTime - Ki 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. Variable Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic 
c 0.008191 0.003812 2.148700 0.0329 c 0.002977 0.003773 0.789075 
X5 -0.068638 0.041185 -1.666589 0.0972 X5 -0.154592 0.042193 -3.663912 
~ 0.918577 0.089979 10.20876 0.0000 XE 0.927717 0.091886 10.09635 
Xl -0.017588 0.039720 -0.442790 0.6584 Xl -0.029512 0.041345 -0.713804 
AR(1) -0.158388 0.072198 -2.193817 0.0294 AR(6) -0.234603 0.071266 -3.291930 
M I U. Time ....: .. ..-;; .. ., - U.4 MIK Time Senes - KH 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. 
c 0.001149 0.004833 0.237756 0.8123 
X5 -0.043950 0.052890 -0.830981 0.4070 
)33 0.721689 0.117413 6.146598 0.0000 
Xl 0.139824 0.050738 2.755779 0.0064 
AR(2) -0.194171 0.072013 -2.696321 0.0076 
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4.7.3 Appendix 2E: Correlograms of the Final MIR- time series Models 
for R3, R4, Rs and Rg 
AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 
1 -0.057 -0.057 0.3339 0.563 
2 -0.111 -0.114 1.6248 0.444 
3 0.105 0.093 2.7974 0.424 
4 0.037 0.037 2.9454 0.567 
5 -0.136 -0.113 4.9403 0.423 
6 0.042 0.027 5.1304 0.527 
7 -0.075 -0.108 5.7613 0.568 
8 -0.040 -0.021 5.9411 0.654 
9 -0.052 -0.074 6.2453 0.715 
AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 
AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 
1 -0.102 -0.102 1.0750 0.300 
2 0.011 0.001 1.0877 0.581 
3 -0.125 -0.125 2.7336 0.435 
4 0.066 0.042 3.1962 0.526 
5 0.044 0.056 3.4062 0.638 
6 0.040 O.D36 3.5776 0.734 
7 -0.169 -0.153 6.7305 0.457 
8 -0.107 -0.136 8.0145 0.432 
9 0.111 0.097 9.4110 0.400 
4 7 
AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 
Chapter 5 
State Space Modelling and Empirical Studies 
5.1 Introduction 
Dynamic systems can be represented in a general form known as the state space form. 
Many time series models, including the classical linear regression model and ARIMA mod-
els, can be written and estimated as special cases of a state space specification. There are 
two main benefits to representing a dynamic system in state space form. First, the state 
S\)ace allows unobserved variables (known as the state variables) to be inCOI\)Orated into, 
and estimated along with, the observable model. Second, state space models can be esti-
mated using a powerful recursive algorithm known as the Kalman filter. The Kalman filter 
is used both to evaluate the likelihood function and to forecast and smooth the unobserved 
state variables. 
State space models have been applied in the econometrics literature to model unob-
served variables such as (rational) expectations, measurement errors, missing observations, 
permanent income, unobserved components (cycles and trends), and the natural rate ofun-
employment. The Kalman filter algorithm has been used to compute exact, finite sample 
forecasts for Gaussian ARMA models, multivariate (vector) ARMA models, MIMIC (mul-
tiple indicators and multiple causes), Markov switching models, and time varying (random) 
coefficient models. Extensive surveys of applications of state space models in economet-
rics can be found in Hamilton (1994a, chapter 13; 1994b) and Harvey (1989, chapters 3, 
139 
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4 ). Many time-series models used in econometrics are special cases of the class of linear 
state space models developed by engineers to describe physical systems. The Kalman fil-
ter, an efficient recursive method for computing optimal linear forecasts in such models, 
can be exploited to compute the exact Gaussian likelihood function. 
Eviews estimates both single and multiple equation dynamic models using a state 
space object. The state space object provides you with tools for specifYing, estimating, and 
working with the results of your dynamic system. This Chapter is organized as follows. In 
the next section we present different forms of representation and estimation of state space 
models. In section 3, we present the Kalman Filter. Finally the empirical investigation is 
presented in section 4. 
5.2 Representation and Estimation 
We present here a brief discussion of the specification and estimation of a state space model. 
Those desiring greater detail are directed to Hamilton (1994a, chapter 13) and Harvey 
(1993, chapter 4). The state space representation ofthe dynamics of ann x 1 vector Y is 
given by the following system of equations: 
(1) 
(2) 
for where A',F', G are matrices of dimension n x q, n x k, and k x k, respectively. xis a 
q x 1 vector of exogenous or predetermined variables and () is a k x 1 vector of possibly 
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unobserved state variables. The first equation is known as the observation (or measurement) 
equation and the second is known as the state (or transition) equation. The disturbance 
vectors Vt and Wt are assumed to be independent ~hite noise with 
for all s and t. Given observations (yt, xt) fort = 1, 2, ... , T, our goal is to estimate the 
parameters A, F, G, R, Q, and make inferences about the state vector 0. The following 
broad classes of state space models are estimated with regards to this study: 
• Recursive Coefficient Models. 
• ARMA Models 
Recursive Coefficient Models. 
The class of models that can be estimated with this option have the following form: 
where the state vector is the recursive coefficient vector f3t· Recursive estimation restricts 
the state equation to have zero variance and unit coefficient. While the parameters in time-
varying estimation are stochastic, the parameters in recursive estimation are deterministic. 
ARMAModels 
The class of models that can be estimated with this option have the following form: 
yt - A'xt + F'et 
et+l cet + Vt+l 
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ARMAX models (ARMA models with exogenous variables) are written in state space form 
by restricting the observation equation to have no error term. The state vector is part of the 
disturbance term and the shocks v in the state equation are the innovations. The coefficient 
matrix F in the observation equation are the MA parameters, while the coefficient matrix 
Gin the state equation are the AR parameters. (Troskie (2001)) 
5.3 The Kalman Filter 
5.3.1 Introduction 
The Kalman filter is a recursive algorithm for sequentially updating the state vector given 
past information. More technically, it is an algorithm for calculating linear least squares 
forecasts of the state vector given data observed up to date t. The state vector () and its 
mean squared error Pt = E [ ( Bt - Bt) ( Bt - Bt) '] are recursively estimated by: 
where Bt-l = FPt-Iit- 1F' + Q, and Bslv is the forecast of the state vector at time period 
s, given information available at time v. Note that the recursion for P does not depend 
on the forecasted state vector Bt-Iit-b or on the observed data (Yt, Xt)· To implement the 
Kalman filter, we must specify the starting values and replace the unknown matrices by 
their estimates. By default, Eviews obtains starting values by treating these matrices as 
fixed coefficients and estimating them using ordinary least squares (OLS). 
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the vector of interest to be estimated and the vector x is a ( q x 1) vector of exogenous or 
predetermined variables. The equation (1) is called the observation or signal equation and 
is more often written as 
(5) 
and equation (2) is called the state space (SS) equation. The error terms Vt and Wt are often 
assumed to be uncorrelated with respect to timet and also mutually uncorrelated (Ht = 0). 
In the case of normality this implies independence and mutually independence. To derive 
the estimation algorithms called the Kalman Filter we assume, for convenience sake, 
(6) 
5.3.3 Recursive Estimation of the Model. 
Let the model be 
(23) 
where the error components are serially independent and mutually independent. The prior 
information given at t = 0 is given by D0 with a guess 00 for the mean vector and a guess 
:E0 for the covariance matrix with a multivariate distribution for 00 given by 
(24) 
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and independent of Vt, Wt. The information set available at timet is then simply Dt = 
{Yt, Dt-1}. The recursive procedure, starting at timet = 0 is then as follows. At each 
point t in time there are two stages 
Stage 1: Before Yt is observed and 
Stage II After Yt is observed. 
Stage I. 
At time t - 1 the distribution of 
for some Bt-l and ~t-l· Before Yt is observed the best estimate ofthe value of Ot can be 
obtained from the state space system of equations 
so that at timet- 1 given Yt-l the expected value of Ot is given by 
E(Ot/Yt-1) - E(GtOt-I/Yt-1) + E(wt/Yt-1) 
GtOt-1 
and covariance matrix 
var(Ot/Yt-1) - var[(GtOt-1 + Wt)/Yt-1) 
- var(GtOt-dYt-I) + var(wt/Yt-1) 
- Gt~t-1 G~ + Wt = Rt (say). 
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The distribution (29) is the prior distribution of Bt given Yt_1 . Thus before Yt is observed, 
the estimate of Bt is the expected value of ( OtfYt-1), that is 
(30) 
and the (prior) prediction or forecast ofYt (before it is observed) is then 
(31) 
Stage II 
After Yt is observed we need to derive the posterior distribution of (Ot/Yt, Dt_1). 
Lemma3.1 
Let X be distributed like a multivariate normal distribution XV"\ N(JL, ~) and let X 








) ) ( ~11 ~12 ) 
JL = JL(2) and~= ~21 ~22 · 
The conditional distribution ofX(1) given X(2) = x(2) is then 
. which is a multivariate normal density with conditional mean 
and conditional covariance matrix 
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Note that the conditional mean E(X(l) jx(2)) depends on x(2) but the conditional covariance 
matrix cov(X(l) jx(2)) does not depend on x(2). From the conditional covariance matrix, 
also called the partial covariance matrix (Fisher), 
[D"ij.q+l, ... ,p]' i,j = 1, ... 'q 
we can also compute the partial (conditional) covariance matrix 
[ ] [ 
D"ij.q+l, ... ,p ] . . 
Pij.q=l, ... ,P = 0" ' z, J = 1, ... 'q. 
yfD"ii.q+l, ... ,p jj.q+l, ... ,p 
If the correlation matrix 
P = [pii], i,j = 1, ... ,p 
is partitioned conformably to :E, as 
then the matrix 
[Pij.q=l, ... ,PJ, i,j = 1, · · · 'q. 
is called the partial correlation matrix. 
Stage II (continued) 
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We have observed Yt and want to compute posterior distribution of (()t/Y)t, Dt_1). 
Let et be the error in the prediction of Y t at time t - 1, that is 
(31) 
Since Vt V'l N(O, Vt) independently from ()t the conditional distribution of et given ()t and 
of course Yt-1 is 
(32) 
Note that F~, Gt and Vt are known, it follows that to observe et is the same as to observe 
Yt. Suppose now in Lemma 3.1 
where we wish to determine J.L(1) and :E11 and 
Then J.L(2) = G/Jt_1 and :E22 = Rt. Now consider (32) in terms of Lemma 3.1. 
so that 
Le. 
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Thus 





Consequently from Lemma 3.1 
yields the posterior distribution of 
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For computing et given by (39) we have assumed that all the other parameters ( Ct, dt, A, Gt, Vt 
and Wt are deterministic. In practice they have to be estimated from the data {Yt,Xt, t = 
1, ... ,T}. 
5.3.4 The Kalman Filtering Process. 
The filtering process begins at time t = 0 where we have prior knowledge about 
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which is independent of Vt and Wt. At times t = 1, 2, ... , t we use the filtering equations 
(35) to (38) to obtain at timet 
5.3.5 Residuals and Maximum Likelihood Estimates. 
Assuming that the signal (observation) model and state space model are given by equations 
(1) and (2) (in a modified, but more convenient, form) 
(40) 
(41) 
the data observed at timet is given by (Yt, Xt)· The residuals are computed from the signal 
(observation) equation as 
(42) 
see also (31) and are the one-step ahead residuals. Observing et is the same as observing 
Yt. The distribution of et is given by (34) as 
(43) 
that is 
f(etfxt, Yt-1) - (27r)-n/2 1Vt + F~RtFt~-112 (44) 
, -1 
x exp[-1/2{et(Vt + FtRtFt) et}], 
fort = 1, 2, ... , T. The log likelihood is therefore 
T 
Llogf(et/xt, Yt-1)· (45) 
t=1 
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Expression ( 45) can then be maximized numerically with respect to the unknown parame-
ters in 
A,F,G,VandW 
This usually involves complicated non-linear numerical optimization. The computation is 
simplified when only ARM A(p, q) parameters are involved. We now complete this study 
with an empirical investigation. (Troskie (200 1)) 
5.4 Empirical Investigation: Single Index 
5.4.1 Introduction 
The early development of state space methodology took place in the field of engineering 
rather than statistics, starting with the breaking paper of Kalman (1960). In this paper 
Kalman did two crucially important things. He showed that very wide class of problems 
could be encapsulated in a simple linear model, essentially the state space model. Secondly 
he showed how, due to Markovian nature of the model, the calculations needed for practical 
application of the model could be set up in recursive form in a way that was particularly 
convenient for computers. 
A colossal load of work was achieved in the development of these ideas in the engi-
neering field subsequently. In the 1960s to early 1980's contributions to state space method-
ology from statisticians and econometricians were isolated and sporadic. In recent years 
however there has been rapid growth of interest in the field of both statistics and econo-
metrics as is indicated by the empirical studies conducted thus far. We now commence the 
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next study, which is to establish single and multiple index state space models for the nine 
financial stocks in our portfolio. 
5.4.2 The data 
For this empirical analysis, the data used is the SIDS batch. 
5.4.3 Study Objectives 
Having established single index time series and regression models for R1, R 2, R3 , R4 , R5 , 
R6 , R7 , R8 and R9, our next objective is to produce state space models for each of these 
nine response variables. Furthermore by means of an empirical check, comparisons will 
be conducted in order to establish that state space modelling is far superior to time series 
modelling. The superiority objective will be further explored in the portfolio theory chapter 
to follow with regards to mean-variance frontiers. For now we shall construct state space 
models for the 9 responses and compare the models' efficiencies with that of their time 
series counterpart. 
5.4.4 Methodology 
Referring to section 5.3.3 of this chapter, 'Representation and Estimation', it was men-
tioned there, that the following broad classes of state space models are estimated with 
regards to this study: 
• Recursive Coefficient Models 
• and ARMA (autoregressive moving average) models. 
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The ARMA state space model is only going to be fitted to those responses that exhib-
ited ARMA components from the chapter 4, namely for responses variables R 1, R3 , R4 , R8 
and R9 . Thus the Recursive Coefficient Model will be fitted to the remaining 4. The time 
series package Eviews 3.1 is implemented for all model formulations and model selection 
criteria calculations. 
Once fitting the respective models for all 9 responses, the model selection procedure 
is based on the R 2 , Adjusted R2 , SE of Regression and the Durbin Watson (D-W) Statis-
tic. Unfortunately, Eviews 3.1 does not facilitate for the calculation for the AIC and BIC 
of state space objects. Once the appropriate state space models are fit for the respective 
responses, the most efficient model is opted for based on the aforementioned selection cri-
teria. Accompanying the selection procedure we will continuously provide a comparison 
between state space and time series modelling in terms of model fit. 
5.4.5 Primary Findings 
From the previous empirical study, time series models were established for the nine finan-
cial stocks in our portfolio. The above outlined methodology was applied for each of the 
time series models acquired from the previous chapter in the appropriate state space form. 
We highlight the results from applying the state space estimation procedures for our port-
folio. Table 5.1 below illustrates a summary of the model selection criteria from fitting the 
new models 
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Model Selection Criteria 
State Space Models Adj-Rt S.E. ofre_g D-Wstat 
Model for R1 (Model1) 0£893 0.0557 2.0343 
Model for R2 (Model 2) 0.2016 0.1214 2.1542 
Model for R3 (Model 3) 02222 0.0901 1.9716 
Model for R4 (Model 4) 0.4163 0.0608 1.9548 
Model for R5 (Model 5) 0.0540 0.0819 1.9696 
Model for R6 (Model 6) 0.3338 0.0907 1.8827 
Model for R7 (Model 7) 0.3716 0.0779 1.8905 
Model for R8 (Model 3) 0.2977 0.0652 2.1353 
Model for R9 (Modelll) 0.2375 0.0802 2.0382 
table 5.1: summary ofthe model selection criteria 
Before any further analysis of the results, table 5.2 below presents the state space forms 
adopted for each of the responses variables R 1 through to R9 • 
State Space Models Definition Of State Space Structure 
Model for R1 tModel1) R1 = C(1) +C(2)*JSE +SV1 
SV1 = C(3)'SV1 ( -2) 
R2 = SV1 +SV2*JSE 
Model for R2 <Model 2) SV1= SV1(-1) 
SV2= SV2( -1) 
Model for R3 (Model 3) R3 = C(1) +C(2)*JSE +SV1 
SV1 = C(3)*SV1 ( -1 ) 
Model for R4 (Model 4) R4 = C(1) +C(2)*JSE +SV1 
SV1 = C(3)'SV1 ( -1 ) 
RS = SV1 +SV2*JSE 
Model for R5 (Model 5) SV1= SV1(-1) 
SV2= SV2(-1) 
R6 = SV1 +SV2*JSE 
Model for R6 (Model 6) SV1= SV1(-1) 
SV2= SV2( -1) 
R7 = SV1 +SV2*JSE 
Model for R7 (Model 7) SV1= SV1(-1) 
SV2= SV2( -1) 
Model for R3 (Model 8) R8 = C(1) +C(2)*JSE +SV1 
SV1 = C(3)*SV1 ( -ID 
Model for R9 (Model 9) R9 = C(1) +C(2)*JSE +SV1 
SV1 = C(3)*SV1 ( -~) 
Table 5.2: State Space form of Stocks 
Examining the results from table 5.1 above, it is blatantly clear that all nine Adj- R 2 sta-
tistics have increased thus explaining more variation than their time series counterparts. 
Accompanying the higher achieved Adj - R 2 , the state space models have also success-
fully reduced the SE of Regression for all nine responses. Thus the state space models 
provide better explanatory power in terms ofhigher R2 and lower error variances ofregres-
sion. This implies that the variation in the security returns that is explained by the variation 
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in the JSE-all share index is increased in the state space scenario. The lower error vari-
ances are directly the result of the filtering technique, which serves to smooth noise and 
strike out variability. The effect of lower error variances is going to contribute to the vari-
ance and covariance structure of the stocks during the portfolio optimisation and efficient 
frontier construction phases. Next we examine the significance of the new updated coef-
ficients. First we examine the coefficients of the ARMA state space models presented in 
table 5.3 below. 
''1iq%f,. ·~;£ ''' · ARMA StAte Space Model Codficients <.· .•.• · •. /.cJ:: .... ··. 
Codficient of JSE C 2) 
ARMA State S1Jace Models C(2) Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
Model for R1 (Model1) 1.4199 0.0346 41.0482 0.0000 
Model for Rl (Modell) 0.7044 0.1169 6.0248 0.0000 
Model for R4 (Model 4) 0.8199 0.0821 9.9883 0.0000 
Model for R8 (Model 8) 0.7340 0.0740 9.9242 0.0000 
Model for R9 fModel9) 0.7460 0.1059 7.0460 0.0000 
Coefficient of AR(p} C(l) 
ARMA State SI>Ue Models C(l) Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
Model for R1 (Model1) -0.1386 0.0605 -2.2897 0.0231 
Model for Rl (Modell) -0.2927 0.0593 -4.9363 0.0000 
Model for R4 {Model 4) -0.1527 0.0621 -2.4575 0.0149 
Model for R8 (Modell) -0.2360 0.0658 -3.5886 0.0004 
Model for R9 (Model91 -0.1864 0.0572 -3.2601 0.0013 
Table 5.3: ARMA state space model coefficients 
It is clear from table 5.3 above that the coefficients are all significant at the 5% level of 
significance. Thus the ARMA state space models are all significant. Table 5.4 below sum-
marises the coefficients of the recursive coefficient state space models. A similar scenario 
is observed for the coefficients of the recursive state space method. All coefficients are sig-
nificant at the 5% level of significance. 
Recursive Coefficient state spac• Model Coefficients r. •(·> ,: · .. ;:" 
Coefficient of JSE SV2 
Recursive Coefficient Models Final SV2 std. Error t-statistic Prob. 
Model for R2 (Model 2) 1.0359 0.1478 7.0083 0.0000 
Model for R5 (Model 5) 0.3115 0.0985 3.1606 0.0018 
Model for R6 (Model 6) 1.0776 0.1092 9.8721 0.0000 
Model for R7 (Model 'I) 1.0141 0.0944 10.7397 0.0000 
Table 5.4: Recursive state space model coefficients 
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Model Selection Criteria 
State Space Models Adj-R~ S.E. of reg D-Wstat 
Model for R1 (Model1) 0.6893 0.0557 2.0343 
Model for R2 (Model 2) 0.2016 0.1214 2.1542 
Model for R3 (Modell) 0.2222 0.0901 1.9716 
Model for R4 (Model 4) 0.4163 0.0608 1.9548 
Model for R5 (Model 5) 0.0540 0.0819 1.9696 
Model for RG (Model 6) 0.3338 0.0907 1.8827 
Model for R7 {Model 7) 0.3716 0.0779 1.8905 
Model for R8 (Model3) 0.2977 0.0652 2.1353 
Model for R9 (Model 9) 0.2375 0.0802 2.0382 
table 5.1: summary of the model selection criteria 
Before any further analysis of the results, table 5.2 below presents the state space forms 
adopted for each ofthe responses variables R 1 through to R9 . 
State Spaee Models Definition Of State Space Strueture 
Model for R1 (Model1) R1 = C(1) +C(2)"JSE +SV1 
SV1 = C(3)"SV1 ( -2) 
R2 = SV1 +SV2"JSE 
Model for R2 (Model 2) SV1= SV1(-1) 
SV2= SV2( -1) 
Model for R3 (Model 3) R3 = C(1) +C(2)"JSE +SV1 
SV1 = C(3)"SV1 ( -1 ) 
Model for R4 (Model 4) R4 = C(1) +C(2)"JSE +SV1 
SV1 = C(3)"SV1 ( -1 ) 
RS = SV1 +SV2"JSE 
Model for R5 (Model 5) SV1= SV1(-1) 
SV2= SV2(-1) 
RB = SV1 +SV2"JSE 
Model for R6 (Model 6) SV1= SV1(-1) 
SV2= SV2( -1) 
R7 = SV1 +SV2"JSE 
Model for R7 (fv1odel 7) SV1=SV1(-1) 
SV2= SV2( -1) 
Model for R3 (Model8) R8 = C(1) +C(2)"JSE +SV1 
SV1 = ~Q)"SV1_(-6) 
Model for R9 (Model 9) R9 = C(1) +C(2)"JSE +SV1 
SV1 = CQ)"SV1_( -2)_ 
Table 5.2: State Space form of Stocks 
Examining the results from table 5.1 above, it is blatantly clear that all nine Adj- R 2 sta-
tistics have increased thus explaining more variation than their time series counterparts. 
Accompanying the higher achieved Adj - R2 , the state space models have also success-
fully reduced the SE of Regression for all nine responses. Thus the state space models 
provide better explanatory power in terms of higher R2 and lower error variances of regres-
sion. This implies that the variation in the security returns that is explained by the variation 
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in the JSE-all share index is increased in the state space scenario. The lower error vari-
ances are directly the result of the filtering technique, which serves to smooth noise and 
strike out variability. The effect of lower error variances is going to contribute to the vari-
ance and covariance structure of the stocks during the portfolio optimisation and efficient 
frontier construction phases. Next we examine the significance of the new updated coef-
ficients. First we examine the coefficients of the ARMA state space models presented in 
table 5.3 below. 
· r: ' · ARMA state Space Model Coeffieientilf'**" 
Coefficient of JSE C 2) 
ARMA State Space Models em Std. Error t-Stmistic Prob. 
Model for R1 (Model1) 1.4199 0.0346 41.0482 0.0000 
Model for R3 (Model 3) 0.7044 0.1169 6.0248 0.0000 
Model for R4 (Model 4) 0.8199 0.0821 9.9883 0.0000 
Model for R8 (Model 8) 0.7340 0.0740 9.9242 0.0000 
Model for R9 {Model 91 0.7460 0.1059 7.0460 0.0000 
Coefficient of AR(p) C 3) 
ARMA State Space Models C(3) Std. Error t-Stmstic Prob. 
Model for R1 (Model1) -0.1386 0.0605 -2.2897 0.0231 
Model for R3 (Model 3) -0.2927 0.0593 -4.9363 0.0000 
Model for R4 {Model 4) -0.1527 0.0621 -2.4575 0.0149 
Model for R8 {Modell) -0.2360 0.0658 -3.5886 0.0004 
Model for R9 {Model !I) -0.1864 0.0572 -3.2601 0.0013 
Table 5.3: ARMA state space model coefficients 
It is clear from table 5.3 above that the coefficients are all significant at the 5% level of 
significance. Thus the ARMA state space models are all significant. Table 5.4 below sum-
marises the coefficients of the recursive coefficient state space models. A similar scenario 
is observed for the coefficients of the recursive state space method. All coefficients are sig-
nificant at the 5% level of significance. 
,,;?;:;,,.•:./ Recumwe Coefficient State sPace Model C'Ciefflifents · < • • 
Coefficient of JSE SV2 
Recursive Coefficient Models Final SV2 Std. Error t -statistic Prob. 
Model for R2 (Model 2) 1.0359 0.1478 7.0083 0.0000 
Model for R5 (Model S) 0.3115 0.0985 3.1606 0.0018 
Model for R6 (Model 6) 1.0776 0.1092 9.8721 0.0000 
Model for R7 (Modell) 1.0141 0.0944 10.7397 0.0000 
Table 5.4: Recursive state space model coefficients 
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The conclusions follow regarding the above findings in the subsequent section. 
5.4.6 Conclusions 
Having completed implementing the state space methodologies on the respective responses, 
the following is concluded: that significant state space models have been found for all nine 
stocks of our portfolio. Furthermore the state space models acquired appear to provide 
better explanatory power in terms of high R2 values and low error variances ofthe models 
than the time series models for the stocks. Furthermore we conclude that State Space 
models are by far the most superior to both Time series and Regression Models as was 
illustrated by the findings section above. The betas and regression SE's computed for the 
nine stocks will be used as inputs for the computation of the efficient frontier for the single 
index state space model. The variance JSE and the mean log returns of the nine stocks will 
also be required as inputs for the computation of the state space (Kalman filter) method's 
mean-variance frontier. 
The next empirical investigation considers the construction of state space models for 
the same 9 responses in a multiple index context. 
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5.5 Empirical Investigation: Multiple Index 
5.5.1 The data 
For this empirical analysis, the data used was the MIDS batch. 
5.5.2 Study Objectives 
Previously, we established single index state space (SISS) models for the 9 responses. We 
also showed that state space modelling is superior to time series and regression modelling 
in a single index environment. We try to achieve the same objectives in the multiple index 
setting. 
5.5.3 Methodology 
Recall the following broad classes of state space models: 
• Recursive Coefficient Models 
• and ARMA (autoregressive moving average) models. 
In chapter 4, the response variables R1, R3 , R4 , R8 and R9 exhibited the same time 
series components in both the single index (SI) and multiple index (MI) settings, hence the 
ARMA state space model is only going to be fitted again to these responses for the MI 
setting. Thus the Recursive Coefficient Model will be fitted to the remaining 4. The time 
series package Eviews 3.1 is implemented for all model formulations and model selection 
criteria calculations. 
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Once fitting the respective models for all 9 responses, the model selection procedure 
is based on the R2 , Adjusted R 2 , SE of Regression and the Durbin Watson (D-W) Statis-
tic. Unfortunately, Eviews 3.1 does not facilitate for the calculation for the AIC and BIC 
of state space objects. Once the appropriate state space models are fit for the respective 
responses, the most efficient model is opted for based on the aforementioned selection cri-
teria. Accompanying the selection procedure we will continuously provide a comparison 
between MI state space and MI- time series modelling in terms of model fit. 
5.5.4 Primary Findings 
Implementing the above methodology to the respective responses, the following results are 
summarised in table 5.5 below· 
Model Selection Criteria 
State S1>aee Models Adj-R2 S.E. of reg O-W stat 
Model for R1 (Model1) 0.7127 0.0535 2.0380 
Model for R2 (Model 2) 0.2244 0.1194 2.2267 
Model for R3 (Model 3) 0.3063 0.0851 1.9833 
Model for R4 (Model 4) 0.4198 0.0606 1.9545 
Model for R5 (Model 5) 0.0753 0.0814 2.0503 
Model for R6 (Model 6) 0.3899 0.0872 1.9141 
Model for R7 (Model 7) 0.3908 0.0770 1.8511 
Model for R8 (Model 8) 0.3399 0.0632 2.0864 
Model for R9 (Model ~ 0.2604 0.0790 2.0564 
Table 5.5: Summary of Selection criteria 
Once again, the MI-state space models have consistently achieved higher Adj - R2 and 
lower SEs of regression. Thus the state space techniques attained better explanatory power 
than their time series and regression complements. Furthermore the State space techniques 
provide better fit of the data than the other two modelling paradigms. The representations 
of the MI-state space models are given below in table 5.6: 
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State Space Models Definition Of State Space Structure 
Model for R1 (Model1) R1 = C(1) +C(2)•XS +C(3)"X6 +C(4)"X7 +SV1 
SV1 = C{5)"SV1( ·2) 
R2 = SV1_R2 +SV2_R2"XS +SV3_R2"X6 +SV4_R2"X7 
Model for R2 (Model 2) SV1_R2= SV1_R2(-1), SV2_R2= SV2_R2(-1) 
SV3 R2= SV3 R2(-1) SV4 R2= SV4 R2(-1) 
Model for R3 (Model 3) R3 = C(1) +C(2)"XS +C(3)"X6 +C(4)"X7 +SV1 
SV1 = C(5)"SV1 ( -1 ) 
Model for R4 (Model 4) R4 = C(1) +C(2)"X5 +C(3)"X6 +C(4)"X7 +SV1 
SV1 = C(S)"SV1 ( -n 
RS = SV1_RS +SV2_RS"XS +SV3_RS"X6 +SV4_RS"X7 
Model for R5 (Model 5) SV1_RS= SV1_RS( -1) , SV2_RS= SV2_RS( -1) 
SV3 RS=SV3 RS(-1) SV4 RS=SV4 RS(-1) 
R6 = SV1_R6 +SV2_R6"XS +SV3_R6"X6 +SV4_R6"X7 
Model for RG (Model 6) SV1_R6= SV1_R6(-1), SV2_R6= SV2_R6(-1) 
SV3 R6= SV3 R6(-1) SV4 R6= SV4 R6(-1) 
R7 = SV1_R7 +SV2_R7"X5 +SV3_R7"X6 +SV4_R7"X7 
Model for R7 (Model7) SV1_R7= SV1_R7(-1), SV2_R7= SV2_R7(-1) 
SV3 R7=SV3 R7(-1) SV4 R7=SV4 R7(-1) 
Model for R8 (Model 8) R8 = C(1) +C(2)•XS +C(3)"X6 +C(4)"X7 +SV1 
SV1 = C(S)•SV1 ( -6) 
Model for R9 (Model 9) R9 = C(1) +C(2)"XS +C(3)"X6 +C(4)"X7 +SV1 
SV1 = C(S)"SV1 ( -2) 
Table 5.6: MI-state space representations 
Next we examine the significance of the new updated coefficients. The reader is referred 
to appendix 3A for the relevant statistics regarding the MI-state space coefficients. Scru-
tinising the time series coefficients for R1 , R3 , R4 , R8 and R9 , it is clear that they are all 
significant at the 5% level of significance. As seen before with our MI-time series andre-
gression models, the subset of explanatory variables (X5 , X 6 , X 7 ) is not always significant 
due to the problem of fitting on a common platform. Thus again it is clear in the state space 
scenario, that all the models do not always exhibit highly significant coefficients for this 
subset all the time. Nonetheless, the coefficients attained for this subset is non-zero, which 
is important for our mean-variance construction. 
5.5.5 Conclusions 
Firstly, significant MI -state space models were found for all 9 responses. In addition it 
can be concluded with confidence that the MI-State Space models more superior, in a mod-
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elling context, to both Time series and Regression Models as was illustrated by the findings 
section above. The scenario is now set for the construction of State Space efficient frontiers 
for both the single and multiple index frameworks. 
The next chapter looks at Volatility Modelling of stock returns by implementing 
GARCH models, a fairly new form of modelling. The previously found regression and 
time series models' volatilities will now be modelled using GARCH methods. This will be 
explored in the Empirical Study section of the subsequent chapter. 
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5.6 List of Appendices 
5.6.1 Appendix 3A: MI-state space coefficients 
Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. 
Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. 
C(1) -0.002439 0.003367 -0.724337 0.4697 
C(2) 0.137862 0.035064 3.931721 0.0001 
C(3) 1.225730 0.047584 25.75949 O.OOOC 
C(4) 0.055358 0.030105 1.838812 0.067~ 
C(5) -0.171551 0.068877 -2.490663 0.0136 
Final SV1 R2 0.004717 0.008772 0.537719 0.5914 
Final SV2-R2 -0.190363 0.082141 -2.317520 0.0215 
Final SV3-R2 1.294221 0.181317 7.137908 0.0000 
Final SV4=R2 -0.045490 0.(6)664 -0.563949 0.5735 
I{] n.n.nf"fic>tent SllaliSiiCS R7 c>oPffic>iPnt d!;ltidil'~ 
Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. 
C(1) 0.007389 0.005396 1.369245 0.1725 C(1) 0.007869 0.004338 1.813817 0.071 
C(2) -0.282562 0.052512 -5.380067 0.0000 C(2) -0.069103 0.038502 -1.794801 0.074 
C(3) 1.004987 0.124478 8.073602 0.0000 C(3) 0.913789 0.094988 9.620035 0.000: 
C(4) 0.058011 0.061200 0.947895 0.3444 C(4) -0.019330 0.034170 -0.565690 0.572: 
C(5) -0.283611 0.061888 -4.582627 00000 C(5) -0.159944 0.062526 -2.558031 0.011 
u~ ic>" R4 c>oPflic>iPnt '" 
Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. 
Final SV1 R5 0.009710 0.005869 1.654546 0.0997 Final SV1 R6 -0.004430 0.006295 -0.703691 0.4825 
Final SV2-R5 -0.114772 0.054953 -2.088559 0.0381 Final SV2-R6 -0.014977 0.058945 -0.254081 0.7997 
Final SV3-R5 0.459024 0.121301 3.784160 00002 Final SV3-R6 0.965444 0.130113 7.420021 0.0000 
Final SV4=R5 -0.012172 0.053964 -0.225565 0.8218 Final SV(R6 0.243997 0.057885 4.215231 0.0000 
K5 coetnc1ent statistics ~
Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Prob. 
Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. 
C(1) 0.003108 0.003745 0.829943 0.4076 
Final SV1 R7 0.005252 0.005598 0.938197 0.3493 
Final SV2-R7 -0.051944 0.052414 -0.991039 0.3229 
Final SV3-R7 1.012362 0.115698 8.750051 0.0000 
Final SV4=R7 0.122534 0.051471 2.380623 0.0183 
C(2) -0.154493 0.039544 -3.906871 0.0001 
C(3) 0.928886 0.081325 11.42189 0.0000 
C(4) -0.029631 0.042468 -0.697729 0.4862 
C(5) -0.232860 0.069758 -3.338092 0.0010 
u C'OPftiC'iPnt iC'~ ~ coellfc1ent statistics 
Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic Pro b. 
C(1) 0.001216 0.005049 0.240803 0.8100 
C(2) -0.043129 0.048452 -0.890139 0.3745 
C(3) 0.721498 0.127869 5.642400 0.0000 
C(4) 0.140128 0.042877 3.268151 0.0013 
C(5) -0.194176 0.059412 -3.268290 0.0013 
K9 coefficient statistics 
Chapter 6 
Conditional Heteroskedastic Models-Volatility 
Models 
6.1 Introduction 
Risk as measured by variance plays a major role in_ many financial applications. The CAPM 
or Market Model (Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965), Mossin(1966) and Merton(1973)) for ex-
ample posits a positive relationship between the expected returns of a share and the market 
portfolio. This hypothesis relies on the assumption of a constant market variance. Portfolio 
managers as well as traders thus require an estimate of the level of future market uncer-
tainty (variance) if they believe in the validity of the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). 
Volatility Models, first developed by Engle (1982), model the conditional volatility ( condi-
tional variance) of time series. 
Volatility models have become increasingly important since asset return variances as 
well as the covariances of asset returns were found not to be constant over time (Boller-
slev (1986)) but rather that they evolve over time. Many researchers have used volatility 
models in order to model share returns, exchange rate movements as well as interest rate 
movements. Both univariate time series models as well as their multivariate extensions 
are important to portfolio managers. For example, since covariances are time varying one 
could use a multivariate volatility model in order to solve the asset allocation problem of 
Markowitz (1952). Volatility models have also been used in order to test certain economic 
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theories. Bollerslev, Engle and Wooldridge (1988) used a trivariate CAPM in order to test 
the CAPM and the assumption of constant covariances and variances amongst the three as-
sets used (treasury bills, bonds and stocks). They found that the conditional covariances 
between the three assets were varied over time. It was also shown that this movement could 
be forecasted. 
Currently volatility models are most often used by derivatives analysts since they rely 
on estimates of the variance (vols) of certain financial instruments in order to use these es-
timates as inputs into their asset pricing models. Banks and large corporates however also 
use volatility models in order to estimate their daily value at risk (VAR). From a statisti-
cal point of view volatility models are important since many commonly used tools are no 
longer valid in the presence of non-constant variances. For example, standard regression 
type models assume that the residuals from the regression model is homoskedastic (con-
stant over time). If this assumption is violated the analyst should adjust any results from 
such a model in order to compensate for heteroskedastic errors. ARCH in itself does not 
invalidate standard OLS inference. However, ignoring ARCH effects may result in the loss 
of efficiency of the estimated beta coefficients. 
From the above discussion it can be seen that volatility models are important to both 
the financial practitioner as well as to the practicing statistician. In what follows is a dis-
cussion on both the theory and the use of volatility models in the financial markets. Most of 
the references pertain to the American stock market however some South African examples 
will also be supplied. 
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6.2 The Characteristics of Volatility 
As mentioned previously variance has an important role to play in financial applications. 
Note however, that the variance of an asset return is not directly observable and thus one 
has to use statistical models in order to estimate daily, monthly as well as annual volatility. 
There are however a few characteristics associated with volatility that is commonly seen in 
asset returns. They are as follows: 
1. There exists volatility clusters. i.e. volatility may be high for certain periods and low 
during other periods. Mandelbrot (1963) was the first to document this and stated 
that "... large changes tend to be followed by large changes-of either sign- and small 
changes by small changes ... ". 
2. Volatility evolves over time in a continuous manner (Bollerslev (1986))-that is, 
volatility jumps are rare. This can be seen by investigating the implied volatility of 
option pricing models. The Black Scholes model can be used in order to determine 
the price of options and futures. The model requires a number of estimates of which 
annual standard deviation is one of them. Implied volatility is the value of the annual 
standard deviation that solves the Black Scholes formula when the standard deviation 
is the only unknown variable in the model. It can be used as an estimate of what the 
"market" believes the volatility of a share is. 
3. Volatility behaves asymmetrically to different types of news. Black (1976) states that 
volatility tends to rise in response to bad news and similarly fall due to good news. 
Therefore it seems to react differently to a big price increase or a big price drop. 
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4. Volatility does not diverge to infinity- this means that there exists some fixed interval 
or range in which volatility varies. 
The aforementioned 4 properties of volatility play a vital role in the development 
of volatility models. Some models were developed to specifically capture certain features 
mentioned before. A good example of this was the Exponential GARCH model which 
was developed with the purpose of capturing the asymmetry in volatility induced by large 
positive and negative asset returns. 
6.3 Sources of ARCH and variables used to model Volatility 
Volatility models were established in order to model the time varying nature of the con-
ditional variance of time series. A number of researchers have tried to explain why con-
ditional variances should be serially correlated. Diebold and Nerlove (1989) believe that 
share returns are heteroskedastic due to the existence of a serially correlated news process. 
Gallant, Hsieh and Tauchen (1989) offer evidence in favour of the above hypothesis how-
ever Engle, Ito and Lin (1990a,b) were unable to provide any satisfactory explanation for 
the dependence in the underlying news arrival process. 
Lamoureux and Lastrapes (1990b) argue that heteroskedasticity found in share re-
turns are due to the clustering in trading volumes. When they included trading volumes 
into their variance equation they found that the lagged residuals were not significant thus 
substantiating their claim. Karpoff (1987) however show that trading volumes and the price 
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of a share are highly correlated. This could be the reason why Lamoureux and Lastrapes 
(1990b) found a significant loading on the trading volume in their variance equation. 
In the quest to model the conditional variance of a shares return series, researchers 
have unearthed numerous economic variables that are related to the conditional variance of 
share returns. Gallant, Rossi and Tauchen (1992) found that lagged volume were positively 
related to the conditional volatility on the NYSE where as Campbell (1987) and Glosten, 
J agannathan and Runkle ( 1991) found that nominal interest rates and volatility were related. 
Attanasio (1991) and Attanasio and Wadhwani (1989) show that dividend yields were a 
significant determinant of volatility where as Engle and Rodrigues (1989) found a positive 
relationship between M1 money supply, the oil price and conditional volatility. 
We conclude by stating a general type Regression Time Series Model and separately 
model the error terms as ARCH- C ARCH Models. Any Regression Time Series Model 
can be generalized to a model of the kind 
(1) 
where rt is the simple or log (or excess) returns of the time series, x is a set of k ex-
planatory variables with coefficient vector f3x, f(.) and g(.) are two known functions with 
finite dimensional parameter vectors {31 and /39 , respectively, p, q, u, v and ware nonneg-
ative integers; and { Et} is a sequence of independent and identically distributed random 
variables with mean zero and variance 1. The function g(.) is assumed to be positive; it 
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governs the evolution of the volatility (i.e. conditional variance) of the innovation series 
et. For simplicity we focus on the case that the € 1 s are standard normal or t-distributions, 
that is, conditional normal or t-distributions. However, it is easily seen that Et can be any 
continuous random variables with a well defined density function. 
Some examples are: 
1. (a) If g(.) = {3 1 , which is a positive constant, k = 0 and 
p q 
f(.) = L ¢irt-i + L Oiet-i (2) 
i=l i=l 
then model(l) reduces to the well-known ARM A models of Box et al (1994). 
(b) If g(.) = {3 11 a constant and 
p q 
f(.) = L ¢irt-i + L Oiet-i + x'f3x 
i=l i=l 
then model (1) reduces to the well-known Multiple Regression ARM A models used 
in many Econometric studies. 
2. Iff(.) = 0 and 
v 
lo + L rie;_i, (3) 
i=l 
where ro > 0 and li ~ 0, 
then the model (1) becomes the well-known conditional autoregressive heteroskedas-
tic (ARC H) model of 
Engle(1982). The ARCH models are widely used in Finance to model the volatility 
of a security return. 
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3. Iff(.)= 0 and 
v w 
l(.) - 'Yo+ L 'Yie;_i + L Aigi_i, (4) 
i=1 i=1 
where 'Yo > 0 , 'Yi 2:: 0, and Ai 2:: 0, 
then we have the generalized ARCH- GARCH model ofBollerslev(1986). 
4. Iff(.) = 0 and 
u v 
g(.) - exp('/'0 + L,Birt-i + L'Yiet-j, (5) 
i=1 j=1 
where 'Yo > 0 and 'Yi 2:: 0, 
then model (1) becomes the stochastic volatility model in which the conditional vari-
ance of the series is related to past observations and past innovations. This model is similar 
to that in Tsay(1987) and can be extended to include models that allow for asymmet-
ric responses to positive and negative innovations. 
5. If g(.) = ,81 > 0, a positive constant, and 
p q p q 
f (.) = L </>irt-i - L Oiet-i + L L ,Bijrt-iet-j, (6) 
i=1 i=1 i=1 j=1 
then model (1) becomes the bilinear model of Granger and Andersen (1978) and 
Subba Rao (1981). 
6.If 
p 
f(.) ¢g> + L </>~i)rt-i and (7) 
i=1 
g(.) - O"(i) > 0, for xi-1 :S ri-d :S Xi, 
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where dis a positive integer and x~s are real numbers satisfying 
-00 = Xo < X 1 < ... < Xk = 00, 
then the model (1) becomes the threshold autoregressive TAR model ofTong (1987, 1990). 
7. Model (1) also provides the framework to combine different time series models, 
for example 
f(.) (8) 
so that rt is an ARM A process with a concurrent bilinear innovation. The model (1) 
may be vector valued processes leading to VARMA processes. This is of particular 
interest in portfolio analysis which will incorporate the Troskie Hossain formulations for 
the covariance error structure matrix B (i.e. the Improved Sharpe). 
6.4 Structure of A Model 
We have established that rt is the log return of an asset at time index t. The purpose to 
volatility modelling is that the series { rt} is not independent and thus has some sort of de-
pendence structure. Thus we are suggesting that the returns series are serially uncorrelated 
but dependent. Hence the volatility models endeavour to encapsulate this dependence fea-
ture in the return series. To portray a clear perspective of volatility models, it is informative 
to consider the conditional mean and conditional variance of rt given Ft _1 that is 
(9) 
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where Ft_ 1 denotes the information set available at timet- 1. Typically Ft_ 1 consists of 
all linear functions of the past returns. The equation for f.1t in (9) should be simple since the 
serial dependence of stock returns is weak if it exists at all. Thus it is safe to assume that rt 
follows a simple time series model-. an ARM A(p, q) model: 
rt f.1t + at 
p q 
where f.1t <Po + L ¢irt-i - L Biat-i (10) 
i=1 i=1 
Combining equations (9) and (1 0) we have 
(11) 
where at is the shock or mean-corrected return of an asset return at timet. Equation (11) 
is referred to as the volatility equation for rt and equation (1 0) is the mean equation. 
Conditional heteroskedastic models can be classified into 2 categories: 
1. The 1st category are the GARCH models: these models use an exact function to 
govern the evolution of az 
2. The 2nd category are the stochastic volatility models: These models use a stochastic 
equation to describe az 
When introducing volatility models, it is assumed that the conditional mean is given, 
whilst in empirical studies the conditional mean and variance are estimated. 
For model simplification we formally introduce the volatility models as 
(9) 
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that is, we model only the residuals, assuming that the model in the background may be 
any form of the model given by equation (1 ). Thus our model is 
(10) 
where ct is assumed to be a white noise process with variance 1 and Ft-l is the informa-
tion set available at time t - 1. Often ct is modelled as a standard normal random variate 
or as a standardised Students t distribution. 
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6.5 Different Specifications of the error distribution 
A number of distributions have been suggested in order to model the error process { ct} of a 
volatility model. Bollerslev (1987) suggests using a standardized Student t distribution with 
v degrees of freedom, where v has to be estimated from the data. Other parametric den-
sities have also been considered. Jorion (1988) suggested using a normal-Poisson mixture 
distribution, Baillie and Bollerslev (1989a) proposed using the power exponential distribu-
tion, Hsieh (1989a) used the normal-lognormal mixture distribution, Nelson (1990a) used 
a generalised exponential distribution and McCulloch (1985) used an infinite variance lep-
tokurtic stable Paretion distribution in order to model the distribution of the error process. 
Semi-parametric density estimation techniques have been proposed by Gallant and 
Nychka (1987), Gallant and Tauchen (1989), Gallant, Hsieh and Tauchen (1989), Gal-
lant, Rossi and Tauchen (1992) and Engle and Gonzalez-Rivera (1991). In general the 
semi-parametric approach leads to a loss in asymptotic efficiency when one compares the 
estimation approach to maximum likelihood estimation with a correctly specified density 
function for the error process of the volatility model. 
6.5.1 ARCH Models with a t distribution 
Bollerslev (1987), Hsieh (1989a), Ballie and Bollerslev (1989) and Palm and Vlaar (1997) 
show that the Students t specification for the innovations better captures the observed kurto-
sis in returns data. Milhoj (1985) and Bollerslev (1986) however state that the specification 
remains inadequate for many financial time series since the observed time series have fatter 
tails than th~ Stud~nts t distribution. 
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6.5.2 ARCH Models with a Skewed Standardised t distribution 
Bollerslev (1987), Hsieh (1989), Bailie and Bollerslev (1989) and Palm and Vlaar (1997) 
show that the Students t specification for the error distribution better captures the observed 
kurtosis in share returns data. Share returns are often skewed. Symmetric distributions 
such as the normal and Students t distribution do not adequately capture this property of 
share returns. Fernandez and Steel (1998) proposed using a skewed Students t distribution 
to model the distribution of share returns. Lambert and Laurent (2001) used this idea in 
order to model the error distribution of a volatility model as a standardised skewed Students 
t distribution. 
A Skewed density function of a symmetric unimodal density function g ( u) (where U 
is continuous) can be constructed by transforming U to c =X~ lUI- (1- X)k lUI where 
X is a Bernoulli random variable, with probability of success S~2 • We can show that the 
unconditional density f ( cl~) of cis equal to: 
f (cl~) - Pr(X = O)g (cl~, x = 0) + Pr(X = 1)g (cl~, x = 1) 
- ~ ~ t [g ('~) Ic-=.ol (') + g G) I1o.=J (')] (1) 
where I (c) is an indicator variable such that I(a,b) (c) = 1 if a < c < b. Fernandez and 
Steel (1998) show that if the rth moment of g (.) exists then the moments off ( cl~) are 
defined and is equal to: 
cr+l + (-lr 
r ~ ~r+l 
E ( c I~) = Mr ~ 1 +-~ 
00 
where Mr = J 2sr g (s) ds 
0 
(2) 
c does not have a zero mean or a variance of 1. Lambert and Laurent (2001) proposed 
standardising c so that it could be used as the error distribution of a of a volatility model 
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(Lambert and Laurent (2001) used a GARCH(1, 1) to model the conditional volatility. 
GARCH models will be covered in the following section.) If Zt is the standardised random 
variable then the density function of Zt is: 
where Zt = ~'t~m, m = E ( Et I~) and s2 = V ar ( Et I~) . If U is assumed to be a standardised 
Students t distribution then the contribution of the t'th observation to the log likelihood 
function is equal to: 
In( r(~) )+ln( 2~8 )-~{ln(a2)+(1+v)(1+(szt+m)
2
~-2At)} 
r(~)J(v-2)7r 1+e 2 t v-2 
(4) 
A _ { 1 if Zt ~ r: t- m -1 if Zt < -; 
Lambert and Laurent (2001) undertook a Monte Carlo simulation in order to test the effi-
ciency of the MLE estimation procedure for the G ARCH ( 1, 1) model. They found that the 
parameter estimates showed small biases when one wrongly assumes that the error distrib-
uti on is a skewed t distribution. It was however noted that the specification of the skewed 
t distribution as the error distribution was superior to Quasi Maximum Likelihood estima-
tion (i.e. the normality assumption) since it allows for both skewness and kurtosis to be 
incorporated into the model. The benefits of the skewed Standardised t distribution was 
demonstrated by examining twelve years of daily returns data on the NASDAQ from Jan-
uary 1985 to December 1996. Pearson goodness of fit tests were used to test assumptions 
about the error distribution of the GARCH process. It was found that both the normal 
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and the Students t distribution could not adequately model the returns series. The skewed 
Standardised t distribution however was found to be adequate. 
6.6 Linear Regression with ARCH error terms 
Suppose that one wishes to estimate the parameters of a regression model with ARCH 
errors. Let the regression equation be: 
(1) 
where et = .../htct , Xt contains k exogenous variables and ht = ao + a1 (lt-1- x;_1;3)2 + 
mean 0 and variance 1. If ct rv N(O, 1) independent of Xt then the conditional distribution 
ltiXt rv N(X;J), ht) and thus the conditional density is: 
(2) 
The conditional log likelihood is: 
T { ( 1 )2} 1 1 1 Yt- xtJ) 





This conditional log likelihood can evaluated by using the Berndt, Hall and Hausman 
(1974) algorithm. The optimisation algorithm uses numerical differentiation in order to 
solve for the unknown parameters. 
Weiss (1986), Bollerslev and Wooldridge (1992) and Glosten, Jagannathan and Run-
kle (1989) show that maximising a normal log likelihood will provide consistent estimates 
even if the residuals of the fitted model is not normally distributed (provided that the resid-
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uals has a zero mean and unit variance.) They stress however that the standard errors of the 
estimates will have to be adjusted. 
The above estimation procedure is known as Quasi Maximum likelihood estima-
tion. Engle and Gloria Gonzalez Rivera (1991) investigated the relative efficiency of 
quasi maximum likelihood estimates compared to maximum likelihood estimation for the 
GARCH(l, 1) model by considering different gamma and t distribution representations of 
the residual series. They found that QML ensures the consistency ofthe parameter esti-
mates however they stress that the loss of efficiency due to the normality assumption could 
be significant. 
6. 7 Other ARCH specifications 
6. 7.1 The ARCH in Mean Model 
Much of financial economic theory relies on the assumption of the existence of a pos-
itive relationship between expected return and risk (measured by means of the variance 
of a shares returns). For example, the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) of Sharpe 
(1964),Lintner (1965), Mossin (1966), Merton(1973) or the Consumption Based CAPM of 
Breedon (1979), Lucas (1978), the Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) ofRoss (1976), Cham-
berlain and Rothschild (1983). Due to this relationship researchers developed the ARCH-M 
or ARCH in mean model in order to model the conditional expectation of a share as a func-
tion of the conditional volatility. Formally the model can be expressed as: 
(4) 
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where 5 is a risk aversion factor and all of the common assumptions hold as in the above 
model specification. Intuitively 5 should be non-negative however as shown by Baillie and 
DeGennaro (1990), the sign of 5 is dependent on the assumption ofthe error distribution of 
the volatility model. They found that the 5 coefficient changes from being significant at the 
5% level to being insignificant by simply changing the error distribution assumption from 
being normal to being Students t. Bollerslev and Woodridge (1991) found similar results 
by using robust standard errors. Further evidence against the ARCH-M specification was 
provided by Glosten, Jagannathan and Runkle (1991). They found that the sign of 5 is 
sensitive to the specification of the mean and variance equation. As a final criticism, it is 
important to note the findings of Pagan and Ullah (1998). They state that the parameters 
in the conditional mean equation (of the ARCH-M) are not asymptotically independent 
of the variance equation and thus any misspecification in the variance equation leads to 
inconsistent and biased estimates of the parameters in the mean equation. In many cases 
one should be careful when using the ARCH-M model due to the many problems associated 
with consistency and the sign of the 5 coefficient. 
6.8 The weaknesses of the ARCH Model 
The following are the weaknesses of the ARCH methodology: 
1. The model is sign independent with respect to returns at time t and thus does not allow 
one to model assymetric information flows. (Black (1976)). The model assumes that 
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positive and negative shocks have the same effects on volatility because it depends on 
the square of the previous shocks. 
2. Due to the stationarity assumptions many of the parameters are restrictively 
constrained. This could cause convergence problems when estimating the parameter 
values by means of MLE. For example, ai of an ARCH(!) model must be in the 
interval [0, ~] if the series is to have a finite 4th moment. The constraint becomes 
complicated for higher order ARCH models 
3. ARCH models often over-predict volatility, since they respond slowly to outlier 
returns. 
4. ARCH models are mechanical in nature and does not provide any new financial insight 
to portfolio and risk management. They only provide a way to describe the behaviour 
of the conditional variance. No indication is given as to what causes such behaviour to 
occur. 
6.9 The GARCH Model 
Bollerslev (1986) developed the Generalized ARCH models since it was found that often 
ARCH models required relatively long lag structures in the conditional variance equation. 
The GARCH model is an extension of the univariate ARCH similar to the way in which 
ARMA models are extensions of AR and MA models. The model can be defined as follows: 
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Let at be the mean adjusted return of a share at time t and Tt is the return of a share 
at timet such that at = Tt- llt· It is then said that at follows a GARCH(p, q) process if 
and only if: 
p q 
at= CTtct with CJ; = ao + L aiai_i + L (3iCJLi (1) 
i=l j=l 
where ct is a white noise random variable such that E(ct) = 0 and Var(ct) = 1, a0 > 0, 
ai 2:: 0, f3i 2:: 0, and L.:~a;(p,q) (ai + f3i) < 1. Here it is understood that ai 2:: 0 for 
i > p and f3j = 0 for j > q. The latter constraint on ai + f3i implies that the unconditional 
variance of at is finite, whereas its conditional variance CJF evolves over time. Notice that in 
this formulation p represents the number of ARCH terms where as q represents the number 
ofGARCH terms. Notice that equation (1) reduces to a pure ARCH(p) term when q = 0. 
If at is a GARCH(p, q) process it can be shown that a; is an ARM A(max(p, q), q) 
process. Box Jenkins methods and the ESACF methodology could be used in order to 
identify the order of the GARCH process. This can be seen by rearranging equation (1) as 
follows: 
(2) 
Now adding a; to both sides and rearranging one gets: 
(3) 
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Now rearranging: 
Such that: 
h . 2 2 h w ere Wt = at_1 - CJt_1 sot at 
max(p,q) q 
a;= ao + L (ai + f3i) a;_i + Wt- Lf3iwt-j (5) 
i=1 j=1 
From this one can see that if at is a GARCH(p, q) process then a; is an ARM A( a, b) 
process where the AR coefficients are ai + f3i, the MA coefficients are /3i, a = max(p, q) 
and b = q. The GARCH process is thus only stationary if a; is stationary implying that 
lai + /3il < 1 and l/3il < 1. Since ht 2:: 0, the stationarity conditions are: 0 < ai + f3i < 1 
and 0 < /3 i < 1 and thus 0 < I: ai + I: /3 i < 1. Using the unconditional mean of an 
ARMA model, we have 
E ( 2) ao 
at = 1 - ""~ax(p,q) ( . + /3 ·) 
L . .n=1 az z 
provided that the denominator of the prior fraction is positive. 
6.10The GARCH(l,l) Model 
The model is specified as follows: 
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h 2 2 {3 2 at = O"tEt w ere O"t = ao + a1at-1 + 10"t-1 (1) 
or 
az ao + (a1 + {31) az_1 + Wt- f31wt-1 (2) 
Assuming that the error distribution is a N(O, 1) random variable then the log likelihood 
function is identical to equation 2 in the "Estimation" section, although the summation 
starts at 2 and not p + 1. Note however that since O"; depends on the first lagged conditional 
variance one requires an estimate of O"i. The unconditional sample estimate is often used 
as a simple approximation (as recommended by Bollerslev (1986)). O"i could also be set 
equal to zero. 
6.11 Limitations of the GARCH Model 
GARCH model are generalizations of ARCH models and thus have many of the same 
limitations as the ARCH model. They are however able to model the conditional variance 
of a time series by using relatively few parameters. A GARCH(1, 1) is most often used 
since in general it is difficult to specify the values of p and q. Notice also that the GARCH 
model treats both positive and negative returns in the same way since the square of lagged 
returns are used in order to model the conditional variance equation of shares returns. 
Assymetric volatility models were developed in order to incorporate the sign of 
lagged returns into the specification of the variance equation. Threshold ARCH (TARCH) 
(Zakoin (1990), and (Glosten, Jaganath, and Runkle (1993)) and Exponential GARCH 
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( EG ARC H) are two types of assymetric volatility models. The following section briefly 
discusses the EGARCH methodology. 
6.12 Empirical Investigation: Single Index 
6.12.1 The data 
For this empirical analysis, the data used was the SIDS batch. 
6.12.2 Study Objectives 
Up to now, we have established time series, regression and state space models for Rb R 2 , R3 , R4,R5 
and R9 • Our next objective is to produce volatility G ARCH ( 1, 1) models for each of these 
nine response variables. Furthermore a comparative study will be conducted in order to es-
tablish which modelling approach, state space or G ARCH modelling, fits the data 'best', 
which leads us to which modelling approach is superior. This objective will be further ex-
plored in the portfolio theory chapter to follow with regards to mean-variance frontiers For 
now we only examine and compare the two type of modelling paradigms for each response. 
6.12.3 Methodology 
There are 3 steps when building an ARCH Model: 
1. First one needs to establish an econometric model for the return series in order to 
eliminate any linear dependence in the data , e.g. a time series or regression model -
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ARM A ( 1, 1) for example. Then use the residual series of the model to test for ARCH 
effects. 
2. Then one needs to specify the ARCH order and then execute the estimation process 
3. Finally an empirical and significance check of the ARCH model fit needs to be 
reviewed carefully and then to refine it if necessary. 
From chapter 4, we showed that the response variables R1 , R3 , R4 , R8 and R9 had 
AR time series components, while the rest were in the form of simple regression models 
accompanied by only one explanatory, JSE. These nine models found under the time series 
context will now be taken in their respective forms and refitted with their explanatory and 
AR components under the G ARCH ( 1, 1) environ. 
Once fitting the respective models for all nine responses, the model selection proce-
dure is based on the R2 , Adjusted R2 and the Durbin Watson Statistic. Once the appropriate 
G ARCH models are fit for the respective responses, the most efficient model is opted for 
based on the aforementioned selection criteria. Subsequent to the selection procedure we 
will conclude with a comparison between State Space and G ARCH modelling in terms of 
model fit. 
6.12.4 Primary Findings 
From the previous empirical study state space models were established for the nine finan-
cial stocks in our portfolio. The above outlined methodology was applied for each of the 
time series models acquired from chapter 4. We highlight the results from applying the 
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GARCH(1, 1) estimation procedures for our portfolio. Table 6.1 below illustrates a sum-
mary of the model selection criteria from fitting the new models 
Model Selection Criteria 
GARCHI1.11 Models Adj-R1 S.E. of reg D-Wstat AIC BIC f-stat Prob(f-statl 
Modelfor R1 (Mode11) 0.6824 0.0563 1.9696 -3.0350 -2.8850 53.6338 0.0000 
Model for R2 (Model 2) 0.1807 0.1241 2.1609 -1.3453 -1.2461 9.7321 0.0000 
Model for R3 (Model 3) 0.1959 0.0916 1.9697 -2.0189 -1.9026 8.9999 0.0000 
Model for R4 (Model 4} 0.4534 0.0599 2.0272 -2.7792 -2.6463 22.5159 0.0000 
Model for R5 (Model 5) 0.0714 0.0820 1.9845 -2.2592 -2.1433 2.4590 0.0258 
Model for R6 (Model 6) 0.3119 0.0919 1.8860 -2.0600 -1.9607 18.9462 0.0000 
Model for R7 (Model7} 0.3559 0.0792 1.8817 -2.2421 -2.1593 28.3461 0.0000 
Model for R3 (Model 3) 0.2825 0.0659 2.1359 -2.5777 -2.4763 16.1215 0.0000 
Model for R9 (Model 91 0.2193 0.0811 2.0367 -2.2172 -2.1172 12.0086 0.0000 
Table 6.1: Summary statistics for Garch(l,l) models 
Before any further analysis of the results, table 6.2 below presents the G ARCH ( 1, 1) forms 
adopted for ea h f th c 0 . bl R thr e responses vana es 1 oug ht R 0 9· 
GARCH(1,1) Models Definition Of GARCH(1 1) structure 
R1 = C(1 )'@SQRT(GARCH) + C(2) + C(3)'JSE + [AR(2)=C(4)) 
Model for R1 (Model1) GARCH = C(5) + C(6)"RESID( -1 )"2 + C(7)'GARCH( -1) + C(8)'JSE 
R2 = C(1 )'@SQRT(GARCH) + C(2) + C(3)'JSE 
Model for R2 (Model 2) GARCH = C(4) + C(5)'RESID(-1)"2 + C(6)'GARCH(-1) 
R3 = C(1) + C(2)'JSE + [AR(1 )=C(3)) 
Model for Rl (Model 3) GARCH = C(4) + C(5)'RESID(-1)"2 + C(6)'GARCH(-1) 
R4 = C(1 )'@SQRT(GARCH) + C(2) + C(3)'JSE + [AR(1 )=C(4)) 
Model for R4 (Model 4) GARCH = C(S) + C(6)'RESID( -1 )"2 + C(7)'GARCH( -1) 
RS = C(1 )'LOG(GARCH) + C(2) + C(3)'JSE 
Model for R5 (Model 5) GARCH = C(4) + C(S)'RESID(-1)"2 + C(6)'GARCH(-1) 
R6 = C(1) + C(2)'JSE 
Model for R6 {Model 6) GARCH = C(3) + C(4)'RESID(-1)"2 + C(5)'GARCH(-1) 
R7 = C(1) + C(2)'JSE 
Model for R7 (Model 7) GARCH = C(3) + C( 4)'RESID( -1 )"2 + C(S)'GARCH( -1) 
R8 = C(1) + C(2)'JSE + [AR(6)=C(3)) 
Model for· RS (Model 8) GARCH = C(4) + C(5)'RESID(-1)"2 + C(6)'GARCH(-1) 
R9 = C(1) + C(2)'JSE + [AR(2)=C(3)) 
Model for R9 {Model 9) GARCH = C(4) + C(S)'RESID(-1)"2 + C(6)'GARCH(-1) 
Table 6.2: Garch(l,l) structure of responses 
Examining the results from table 6.1 above, it is blatantly clear that only 2 out of 9 Adj- R2 
statistics, namely variables R4 and R5, increased, thus explaining more variation than their 
state space counterparts. Accompanying the higher achieved Adj-R2 , these G ARCH ( 1, 1) 
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models have also successfully reduced the SE of Regression for R4 and R5 • Meanwhile 
for the remaining 7 responses, the state space models have maintained their superiority in 
terms of Adj - R 2 and the SE of Regression. Thus the state space models provide better 
explanatory power in terms of higher R2 and lower error variances of regression. Next we 
examine the significance and stability of the new updated coefficients of the JSE in table 
6.3 below, since these are the main coefficients to be used as inputs for the construction of 
our mean-variance frontier for GARCH(1, 1). 
Coefficient of JSE 
GARCH(1,1) Models Coefficient (p,) Std. Error t-Statistie Prob. 
Modelfor R1 (Model1) 1.4735 0.0514 28.6926 0.0000 
Model for R2 (Model 2) 1.1383 0.1210 9.4059 0.0000 
· Model for RJ (Model 3) 0.6320 0.0962 6.5726 0.0000 
Model for R4 (Model 4) 0.8285 0.0724 11.4401 0.0000 
Model for R5 (Model 5) 0.2647 0.0772 3.4299 0.0006 
Model for R6 (Model 6} 1.0014 0.0881 11.3640 0.0000 
Model for R7 (Model 7) 0.9803 0.1035 9.4739 0.0000 
Model for R8 (Model 8) 0.7424 0.0726 10.2266 0.0000 
Model for R9 {Model ID. 0.7477 0.1088 6.8750 0.0000 
Table 6.3: JSE Coefficients from GARCH(l,l) models 
It is clear from table 6.3 above that the coefficients are all significant at the 5% level of sig-
nificance. Thus the GARCH(1, 1) models are all significant. The beta values computed 
under G ARCH ( 1, 1) are generally more stable and have larger t -stats and lower std. errors 
compared to that of the state space models for R 1, R2 , R4 , R5 , R8 and R9 . Table 6.4 below 
compares this finding below. What remains to be seen is, which modelling approach is su-
perior with regards to the risk-return frontier. The state space models have demonstrated 
superior variation explanation whilst the GARCH(1, 1) models have demonstrated supe-
rior beta estimates and t-statistics. 
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Coefficient of JSE 
j GARCH(1,1) Models Coefficient (PI) std. Error t-statistie Prob. 
Model for R1 (Model1) 1.4735 0.0514 28.6926 0.0000 
Model for R2 (Model 2) 1.1383 0.1210 9.4059 0.0000 
Model for R3 (Model 3) 0.6320 0.0962 6.5726 0.0000 
Model for R4 (Model 4) U285 0.0124 11.4401 0.0000 
Model for R5 (Model 5) 0.2647 0.0772 3.4299 0.0006 
Model for R6 (Model 6) 1.0014 0.0881 11.3640 0.0000 
Model for R7 (Model7) 0.9803 0.1035 9.4739 0.0000 
Model for R8 (Model 8) 0.7424 0.0726 10.2266 0.0000 
I Model for R9 {Model 9}_ 0.7477 0.1088 6.8750 0.0000 
>:·d; ·: ~· .si ARJIA·Stat.f:tSpaee Model Coeffieients:>rik. ·· ¥:~&··· · .. • · :• 111 
Coefficient of JSE C(2) 
ARMA State Space Models C(_2J std. Error t-Statistic Pro b. 
l Model for R1 (Model1) 1.4199 0.0346 41.0482 0.0000 
I Model for R3 (Model 3) 0.7044 0.1169 6.0248 0.0000 
Model for R4 {Model 4) 0.8199 0.0821 9.9883 0.0000 
Model for R8 (Model 8) 0.7340 0.0740 9.9242 0.0000 
Model for R9 (Model 9) 0.7460 0.1059 7.0460 0.0000 
• !k:·· Recun~ive Coefficient State Space Model Coefficients: • <.·s. 
Coefficient of JSE SV2 
Recursive Coefficient Models Final SV2 Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
Model for R2 (Model 2) 1.0359 0.1478 7.0083 0.0000 
Model for R5 (Model 5) 0.3115 0.0985 3.1606 0.0018 
Model for R6 (Model6) 1.0776 0.1092 9.8721 0.0000 
Model for R7 (Model 1) 1.0141 0.0944 10.7397 0.0000 
Table 6.4: Coefficients for JSE - GARCH vs State Space 
Thus it remains to be seen whether or not in fact state space methodology is superior to 
GARCH(1, 1) in a portfolio optimisation sense. We can only determine this once efficient 
frontiers have been constructed. The conclusions follow regarding the above findings in 
the subsequent section. 
6.12.5 Conclusions 
Having completed implementing the GARCH(1, 1) methodologies on the respective re-
sponses, the following is concluded: that significant GARCH(1, 1) models have been 
found for all nine stocks of our portfolio. Furthermore the G ARCH ( 1, 1) models acquired 
appear to provide better explanatory power in terms of high R2 values and low error vari-
ances of the models than the time series models for the stocks R4 and R5 .• Furthermore 
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we conclude that State Space models are more superior with regards to a modelling sense. 
But it was the GARCH(1, 1) models that demonstrated superior beta estimates and values 
compared to state space models. Hence it still remains to be seen which is superior with 
regards to the mean-variance frontier. The betas and regression SE's computed for the 9 
stocks will be used as inputs for the computation of the efficient frontier for the single index 
state space model. The variance JSE and the mean log returns of the nine stocks will also 
be required as inputs for the computation of the GARCH(1, 1) method's mean-variance 
frontier. 
6.13 Empirical Investigation: Multiple Index 
6.13.1 The data 
For this empirical analysis, the data used was the MIDS batch. 
6.13.2 Study Objectives 
We have established (MI) time series, (MI) regression and (MI) state space models for 
R 1 , R 2 , R3 , R4 ,R5 , R6 , R7 , R8 and R9 • The next step is to produce (MI) GARCH(l,l) 
models for each of these nine response variables. Furthermore a comparative study will 
be conducted in order to establish which modelling approach, state space or GARCH mod-
elling, fits the data 'best'. This objective will be further explored in the portfolio theory 
chapter to follow with regards to mean-variance frontiers where it will be finally estab-
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lished as to which modelling approach is superior in a portfolio optimisation environment 
For now we only examine and compare the modelling paradigms for each response. 
6.13.3 Methodology 
Recall from the previous methodology section that there are 3 steps when building an 
ARCH Model: 
1. First one needs to establish an econometric model for the return series in order to 
eliminate any linear dependence in the data , e.g. a time series or regression model -
ARM A ( 1, 1) for example. Then use the residual series of the model to test for ARCH 
effects. 
2. Then one needs to specifY the ARCH order and then execute the estimation process 
3. Finally an empirical and significance check of the ARCH model fit needs to be 
reviewed carefully and then to refine it if necessary. 
In chapter 4, it was shown that the response variables R1 , R3 , R4 , R8 and R9 had 
AR time series components, while the rest were in the form of simple (MI) regression 
models. These nine models found under the time series context will now be taken in their 
respective forms and refitted with their explanatory and AR components under the (MI) 
GARCH(1, 1) setting. 
Once fitting the respective models for all nine responses, the model sele~tion proce-
dure is based on the R2, Adjusted R2 and the Durbin Watson Statistic. Once the appropriate 
GARCH models are fit for the respective responses, the most efficient model is opted for 
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based on the aforementioned selection criteria. Subsequent to the selection procedure we 
will conclude with a comparison between state space and GARCH modelling in the (MI) 
context. 
6.13.4 Primary Findings 
From the previous chapter's (MI) empirical study, state space models were established for 
the 9 financial stocks in our portfolio. The above outlined methodology was applied for 
each of the time series models acquired from chapter 4. We highlight the results from ap-
plying the (MI) GARCH(1, 1) estimation procedures for our portfolio. Table 6.5 below 
illustrates a summary of the model selection criteria from fitting the new (MI) models 
Model Selection Criteria 
GARCH(11} Models Adj-R: S.E. of rea D-Wstat AIC BIC F-stat Prob(F-stat) 
: Model for R1 (Model1) 0.7041 0.0543 2.0291 -2.9987 -2.8487 59.2843 0.0000 
: Model for R2 (Model 2) 0.2258 0.1206 2.1698 -1.3539 -1.2215 9.2498 0.0000 
: Model for R3 (Model 3) 0.2853 0.0864 1.8793 -2.0840 -1.9511 12.2323 0.0000 
: Model for R4 (Model 4) 0.4467 0.0592 2.0539 -2.7672 -2.6178 20.8792 0.0000 
' Model for R5 (Model 5) 0.0528 0.0816 2.0559 -2.1595 -2.0271 2.5770 O.D147 
: Model for R6 (Model 6) 0.3681 0.0880 1.9446 -2.0348 -1.9024 17.4754 0.0000 
: Model for R7 (Model 7) 0.3680 0.0784 1.8383 -2.2451 -2.1292 20.2125 0.0000 
: Model for RB (Model 8) 0.3228 0.0640 2.0833 -2.6235 -2.4713 12.4419 0.0000 
! Model for R9 (Model 9) 0.2436 0.0799 2.0766 -2.2879 -2.1546 10.0177 0.0000 
Table 6.5: Summary statistics for (MI) Garch(l,l) models 
Before any further analysis of the results, table 6.6 below presents the MI -GARCH(1, 1) 
forms adopted for each of the responses variables R 1 through to R9 . 
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GARCH(1,1) Models Definition Of GARCH(1,1i structure 
R1 = C(1) + C(2)'X5 + C(3)'X6 + C(4)'X7 + [AR{2)=C(S)] 
Model for R1 (Model1) GARCH = C(6) + C(1}'RESID(-1}"2 + C(S)'GARCH(-1) 
R2 = C(1)'@SQRT(GARCH) + C(2) + C(J)'XS + C(4t'X6 + C!S)'X7 
Model for R2 (Model 2) GARCH = C(6) + C(7)'RESID{-1)"2 + C(S)'GARCH(-1} 
RJ = C(1) + C(2)'XS + C(3)'X6 + C(4)'X7 + [AR{1)=C(S)] 
Model for R3 (Model 3) GARCH = C(6) + C(7)'RESID(-1)'2 + C(S)'GARCH(-1) 
R4 = C(1)'@SQRT{GARCH) + C(2) + C(J}'XS + C(4)'X6 + C(S)'X7 + [AR(1)=C(6)] 
Model for R4 (Model 4) GARCH = C(7) + C(8)'RESID(-1}'"2 + C(!I)'GARCH(-1) 
RS = C(1}'@SQRT(GARCH} + C(2) + C(J}'XS + C(4)'X6 + C(S)'X7 
Model for RS (Model 51 GARCH = C(6) + C(7)'RESID(-1)"2 + C(S)'GARCH(-1) 
R6 = C(1)'LOG(GARCH) + C{2) + C(J)'XS + C(4)'X6 + C(S)'X7 
Model for R6 (Model 6} GARCH = C(6) + C(7)'RESID(-1)"2 + C(8)'GARCH(-1) 
R7 = C(1) + C(2)'X5 + C(3)'X6 + C(4)'X7 
Model for R7 {Modell) GARCH = C(S) + C(G)'RESID(-1)•2 + C(7)'GARCH(-1} 
RS = C(1)'LOG(GARCH} + C(21 + C(J)'XS + C(4)'X6 + C(S)'X7 + [AR(6)=C(61] 
Model for R8 (Model 8) GARCH = C(1) + C(S)'RESID(-1)•2 + C(9)'GARCH(-1) 
R9 = C{1) + C(2)'X5 + C(3)'X6 + C(4)'X7 + [AR{2)=C(5)) 
Model for R9 {Model 9) GARCH = C(6) + C(7)'RESID(-1)"2 + C(S)'GARCH(-1) 
Table 6.6: MI-Garch(l,l) structure of responses 
Examining the results from table 6.5 above, it is blatantly clear that only 2 out of 9 Adj - R2 
statistics, namely variables R4 and R2, increased, thus explaining more variation than their 
state space counterparts. Accompanying the higher achieved Adj-R 2, these G ARCH ( 1, 1) 
models have also successfully reduced the SE of Regression for R4 and R5 • Meanwhile 
for the remaining 7 responses, the state space models have maintained their superiority in 
terms of Adj - R2 and the SE of Regression. Thus the state space models provide better 
explanatory power in terms of higher R2 and lower error variances of regression. 
Next we examine the significance and stability of the new updated coefficients of X 5 , 
X 6 and X 7, since these are the main coefficients to be used as inputs for the construction of 
our mean-variance frontier for theM I- Garch(1, 1). The reader is referred to Appendix 
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4A, under the 'List of Appendices' section of this study for the eviews output concerning 
these coefficients. 
Scrutinising the M I - G ARCH ( 1, 1) coefficients for the 9 responses, it is clear that 
they are all non-zero. As seen before with our MI-time series, regression and state space 
models, the subset of explanatory variables (X5 , X 6 , X 7) is not always significant due to 
the problem of fitting on a common platform. Thus again it is clear in the GARCH(1, 1) 
scenario, that all the models do not always exhibit highly significant coefficients for this 
subset all the time. Nonetheless, the coefficients attained for this subset is non-zero, which 
is important for our mean-variance construction. 
6.13.5 Conclusions 
Having completed implementing the M I - G ARCH ( 1, 1) methodologies on the respec-
tive responses, the following is concluded: that significant M I - G ARCH ( 1, 1) models 
have been found for all 9 stocks of our portfolio. Furthermore the M I - G ARCH ( 1, 1) 
models acquired appear to provide better explanatory power in terms of high R2 values 
and low error variances of the models than the state space models for the stocks R4 and 
R2 •• Furthermore we conclude that State Space models are more superior with regards to 
a modelling sense. But it was the MI- GARCH(1, 1) models that demonstrated supe-
rior beta estimates and values compared to state space models. Hence it still remains to be 
seen which is superior with regards to the mean-variance frontier. The betas and regression 
SE's computed for the 9 stocks will be used as inputs for the computation of the efficient 
frontier for the single index state space model. The variance JSE and the mean log returns 
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6.14List of Appendices 
6.14.1 Appendix 4A: MI-Garch(1,1) Coefficients 
Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Pro b. Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Pro b. 
c -0.004228 0.003130 -1.350595 0.1768 @SQRT(GARCH) -17.31288 46.37692 -0.373308 0.7089 
X5 0.131779 0.030656 4.298589 0.0000 c 2.047923 5.483687 0.373457 0.7088 
XE 1.255178 0.061681 20.34950 0.0000 X5 -0.199493 0.081848 -2.437345 0.0148 
}(] 0.033070 0.024008 1.377436 0.1684 XE 1.367439 0.126712 10.79169 0.0000 
AR(2) -0.164404 0.066193 -2.483697 0.0130 }(] -0.043810 0.088281 -0.496250 0.6197 
Kl - coetiecients 1{2 - { 'opffit'iPnt~ 
Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Pro b. 
Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Pro b. 
@SQRT(GARCH) 6.033323 10.71682 0.562977 0.5735 
c 0.010449 0.004233 2.468458 0.0136 c -0.344508 0.625069 -0.551152 0.5815 
X5 -0.309728 0.043718 -7.084644 0.0000 X5 -0.078924 0.037548 -2.101936 0.0356 
XE 1.085865 0.090800 11.95892 0.0000 XE 0.905099 0.090571 9.993228 0.0000 
}(] 0.029880 0.054050 0.552819 0.5804 }(] -0.032774 0.035561 -0.921634 0.3567 
AR(1) -0.329169 0.089601 -3.673732 0.0002 AR(1) -0.190852 0.070564 -2.704659 0.0068 
1U - coetnc1ents W4 - I :opffit'iPnt~ 
Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Pro b. Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Pro b. 
@SQRT(GARCH) -0.872255 1.398583 -0.623671 0.5328 
c 0.078690 0.108679 0.724061 0.4690 
LOG(GARCH) 0.018284 0.017591 1.039391 0.2986 
c 0.087162 0.090105 0.967334 0.3334 
X5 -0.084471 0.054411 -1.552462 0.1206 X5 -0.013398 0.045996 -0.291289 0.7708 
XE 0.414302 0.148480 2.790287 0.0053 XE 0.902363 0.133762 6.746054 0.0000 
}(] -0.011747 0.048748 -0.240981 0.8096 }(] 0.212402 0.054952 3.865235 0.0001 
K5 - Loetncients l{h - { 'opffit'iPnt~ 
Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Pro b. 
Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Pro b. LOG(GARCH) 0.010342 0.016729 0.618224 0.5364 
c 0.060582 0.092398 0.655660 0.5120 
c 0.005216 0.006248 0.834750 0.4039 X5 -0.167134 0.042281 -3.952905 0.0001 
X5 -0.073194 0.052285 -1.39989J 0.1615 XE 0.939854 0.090744 10.35719 0.0000 
XE 1.030093 0.125013 8.239904 0.0000 }(] -0.031467 0.042968 -0.732328 0.4640 
}(] 0.090766 0.049227 1.843829 0.0652 AR(6) -0.228132 0.071448 -3.192972 0.0014 
1{7-( KH - Loetnc1ents 
Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Pro b. 
c 1.66E-05 0.004795 0.003454 0.9972 
X5 -0.065516 0.050868 -1.287959 0.1978 
XE 0.766652 0.140437 5.459061 0.0000 
}(] 0.128435 0.049691 2.584689 0.0097 
AR(2) -0.202761 0.060981 -3.324972 0.0009 
.K9 - l:oetlicients 
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6.15A Summary of the ARCH and GARCH Models 
The general ARMA(p, q) model can be written in the form 
p q 
Tt - ¢o + L cpirt-i - L (Jiet-i + et (1) 
i=l i=1 
(2) 
where et is a white noise series E( et/ Ft_ 1) = 0, var( et/ Ft-1 ) = a 2 and Ft-1 is the 
conditional state of nature at time t - 1. Financial Times Series Models, especially Stock 
Exchange Returns (log) very seldom have the above property. More often, the model is of 
the form 
(3) 
where 11 is a constant and the returns, Tt, that is the errors et, (a) are serially uncorrelated 
but depended and (b) the dependence of et can be described by a simple quadratic function 
ofthe lagged (past) values of et, that is et-b et_2 , .•• • Specifically, an ARCH(m) assumes 
that 
Tt- J1 -
where { ct} is a series of identically and independently (i.i.d.) random variables with mean 
zero and variance 1 and ai 2: 0 fori > 0. This is clearly an auto-regressive conditional 
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heteroskedastic model since 
In practice, Et is often assumed to have a normal distribution. From the structure of the 
model, it is seen that large past squared shocks { e;}~1 imply a large conditional variance 
O"l for the return rt and et. Consequently et tends to assume a large value (in modulus). 
This means, that under the ARCH framework, large shocks tend to be followed by an-
other large shock. This feature is similar to the volatility clustering observed in most asset 
returns. 
We can estimate the parameters of an ARCH ( m) model by using the conditional 
log likelihood function. In general we assume that Et is either a standard normal variate 
or that it has a standardised Students t distribution. If Et is normally distributed then the 
conditional log likelihood is: 
(4) 
where O"l = a 0 + a 1el_1 + a 2el_2 + ..... + aPeLv Equation 4.5 should be evaluated 
iteratively for each observation in order to maximise the conditional log likelihood function. 
It can be seen that et rv N(O, O"l). Bollerslev (1986) developed the Generalized ARCH 
models since it was found that often ARCH models required relatively long lag structures 
in the conditional variance equation. The G ARCH model is an extension of the univariate 
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ARCH similar to the way in which ARM A models are extensions of AR and M A models. 
The model can be defined as follows: 
Let rt be the return (log) of a share at timet and f-it is the mean of a share at timet. 
It is then said that Rt follows a G ARCH (p, q) process if and only if: 
Tt -f-it (5) 
p q 
O"Z ao + ~ aiez_i + ~ /3iO"Z-i 
i=l j=l 
where Et is a white noise random variable such that E(c:t) = 0 and Var(c:t) = 1. Notice 
that in this formulation p represents the number of ARCH terms where as q represents the 
number of G ARCH terms. 
6.16Additional ARCH Models 
6.16.1 The EGARCH Model 
Black (1976) and Christie (1982) both found that there exists a negative correlation be-
tween current returns and future volatility of share returns. i.e. volatility tends to rise in 
response to bad news and fall with good news (where good news indicates the situation 
in which returns are larger than the consensus view). The standard G ARCH model can-
not capture this observation since it models the conditional volatility as the sum of squared 
lagged returns and lagged conditional variances. The size of the returns at each time pe-
riod is thus more important than the sign in a GARCH context. Nelson (1991) developed 
the exponential GARCH (EGARCH) in order to capture the above observation. The 
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conditional variance is modelled as: 
00 




where {at} t=-oo,oo and { (3 i} j=l,oo are real, non-stochastic scalars, while g (.) is a function 




It can be seen that g (.) models the conditional variance asymmetrically and that it does 
allow for a negative relationship to exist between returns and future conditional volatility. 
(i.e. if 'Y = 0 and () < 0 then the change in the conditional variance is positive (negative) 
when C:t < 0. (c:t > 0). The GED (Generalized Error Distribution (Harvey 1981), Box and 
Tiao (1973)) is often used to model the innovation distribution. It is defined as follows: 
where -oo < x < oo (4) 
where>.= 
c-2)r(t) 
2 v r( ~) ' r (.) is the gamma function and v > 0 is a tail parameter to be 
estimated. The GED contains the normal distribution as a special case (i.e. when v = 2), 
however heavy tailed distributions can be modelled by setting v < 2. Similarly thinner 
tailed distributions (than the normal) is modelled by setting v > 2 
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6.16.2 The Threshold GARCH (TARCH) Model 
T ARCH or Threshold ARCH and Threshold G ARCH were introduced independently by 
Zakoian (1994) and Glosten, Jaganathan, and Runkle (1993). The generalized specification 
for the conditional variance is given by 
q p r 
ht = (J~ = w + L f3j(JLj + L o:ic:~-i + L 'Ykc:Lkrt-k (1) 
j=l i=l k=l 
where ft = 1 if C:t < 0 and 0 otherwise. In this model, good news Et-i > 0, and bad news 
Et-i < 0, have differential effects on the conditional variance; good news has an impact of 
o:i, while bad news has an impact of o:i + 'Yi· If 'Yi > 0, bad news increases volatility, and 
we can say that there is a leverage effect for the i - th order. If 'Y i # 0, the news impact is 
asymmetric. 
Note that GARCH is a special case ofthe TARCH model where the threshold term 
is set to zero. To estimate a TARCH model, we specify our G RAG H model with ARCH 
and G ARCH order and then change the Threshold order to the desired value. 
6.16.3 The Power ARCH (PARCH) Model 
Taylor ( 1986) and Schwert ( 1989) introduced the standard deviation GARCH model, where 
the standard deviation is modelled rather than the variance. This model along with several 
other models is generalised in Ding et al. (1993) with the Power ARCH specification. In 
the Power ARCH model, the power parameter o of the standard deviation can be estimated 
rather than imposed, and the optional 'Y parameters are added to capture asymmetry of up 
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to order T: 
q p 
a:= w + L j)jaLj + L ai(lct-il - 'Yicz_J5 (1) 
j=l i=l 
where 8 > 0, hi I ~ 1 fori= 1, ... , T, 'Yi = 0 for all i > T, and T ~ p. The symmetric 
model sets 'Yi = 0 for all i. Note that if 8 = 2 and 'Yi = 0 for all i, the PARCH model 
is simply a standard G ARCH specification. Akin the previous models, the asymmetric 
effects are present if 1 =I= 0. 
6.16.4 The Component GARCH (C-GARCH) Model 
The conditional variance in the GARCH(1, 1) model: 
az = w + a ( cz_1 - w) +f) ( aZ-1 - w) (1) 
shows mean reversion to w, which is a constant for all time. By contrast, the component 
G ARCH model allows mean reversion to a varying level mt, modelled as: 
(2) 
Here a; is still the volatility, while mt takes the place of w and is the time varying long run 
volatility. The first equation describes the transitory component, a;- mt, which converges 
to zero with powers of (a + f)). The second equation describes the long run component 
mt, which converges tow with powers of p. pis typically between 0.99 and 1 so that mt 
approaches w very slowly. We can combine the transitory and permanent equations and 
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write: 
a; - (1- a- ,B) (1- p) w +(a+ ¢)c-L1 - (ap +(a+ ,B)¢)c-L2 
+(,8- ¢)a;_1 - (,Bp- (a+ ,B)¢)aL2 (3) 
which shows that the component model is a (nonlinear) restricted GARCH(2, 2) model. 
6.17Empirical Investigation: Single Index 
6.17.1 The data 
For this empirical analysis, the data used was the SIDS batch. 
6.17.2 Study Objectives 
Thus far single index models have been established for the 9 stocks in our portfolio in the 
regression, time series, state space and GARCH(1, 1) contexts. For all4 modelling sce-
narios, the relevant beta coefficients of the JSE and SE of regressions have been collected 
for our portfolio in all 4 modelling environs which are going to be used to finally construct 
the respective mean-variance frontiers for each modelling scenario. In addition we have 
conducted model comparisons between the 4 modelling paradigms up to now. 
One of the outlined objectives in this thesis is to show the supremacy ofGARCH(1, 1) 
over its various extensions, namely E- G ARCH, PARCH, T ARCH and C- G ARC H. 
Thus the time series and regression models found initially in the earlier studies are now go-
ing to be re-constructed under the 4 G ARCH extensions. The objective in this study is to 
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extract and compare the relevant Beta coefficients and SE of regressions which will assist 
in the final construction of efficient frontiers of the 4 G ARCH extensions. 
As a consequence, the purpose ofthis study is to construct the 4 additional GARCH 
extensions in Eviews 5.1 and compare the extensions in terms of Adj - R2, their SE 
of Regression and finally the stability of their beta coefficients with that of our simple 
GARCH(1, 1). 
6.17.3 Methodology 
There are 3 steps when building any type of ARCH Model: 
1. First one needs to establish an econometric model for the return series in order to 
eliminate any linear dependence in the data , e.g. a time series or regression model 
- ARMA(1, 1) for example. Then use the residual series ofthe model to test for 
ARCH effects. 
2. Then one needs to specify the ARCH order and then execute the estimation process 
3. The one needs to specify a threshold order (if it is a T ARCH model). Otherwise 
one needs to specify the asymmetric order if it happens to be an EG ARCH model. 
In the case of a PARCH model, the analyst needs to fix a power parameter with 
Asymmetric order 1. Finally for the C - G ARCH model, the analyst has the option 
to include a threshold term, as long as it adds to the mean reverting effect of the model. 
4. Finally an empirical and significance check ofthe various extension-ARCH model fit 
needs to be reviewed carefully and then to refine it if necessary. 
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From chapter 4, we showed that the response variables R 1 , R3 , R4 , R8 and R9 had 
AR time series components, while the rest were in the form of simple regression models 
accompanied by only one explanatory, JSE. These 9 models found under the time series 
context will now be taken in their respective forms and refitted with their explanatory and 
AR components under the various G ARCH extensions. 
Once fitting the respective models for all nine responses, the model selection pro-
cedure is based on the R 2, Adjusted R 2 and the SE of Regression. Once the appropri-
ate G ARCH extensions are fit for the respective responses, the most efficient model is 
opted for based on the aforementioned selection criteria. Subsequent to the model selec-
tion procedure we will conclude with a comparison between G ARCH ( 1, 1) and its various 
extensions. 
6.17.4 Primary Findings 
Implementing the above methodology forE- GARCH, PARCH, C- GARCH and 
T ARCH, the following statistics concerning their model selection criteria are highlighted 
in table 6 7 below· 
~~- '''"~~-em 
E-GARCH C-GARCH PARCH lARCH GARCH{1,1l 
Responses Adj-R~ S.E. of reg Adj-R~ S.E. of reg Adj-R' S.E. of reg_ Adj-R2 S.E. of reg Adj-R2 S.E. of reg 
Model for R1 (Model1) 0.6782 0.0566 0.6746 0.0570 0.6778 0.0567 0.6793 0.0566 0.6824 0.0563 
Model for R2 {Model 2) 0.1637 0.1254 0.1801 0.1241 0.1649 0.1253 0.1786 0.1242 0.1807 0.1241 
Model for R3 (Model 3) 0.1893 0.0920 0.1904 0.0919 0.1879 0.0921 0.1922 0.0918 0.1959 0.0916 
Model for R4(Model4) 0.3897 0.0621 0.3950 0.0619 0.3926 0.0620 0.3943 0.0619 0.4534 0.0599 
Model for R5 {Model 5) 0.1037 0.0793 0.0222 0.0829 0.0459 0.0833 0.0111 0.0833 0.0714 0.0820 
Model for R6 (Model 6) 0.3081 0.0921 0.3154 0.0916 0.3096 0.0920 0.3094 0.0920 0.3119 0.0919 
Model for R7 (Model 7) 0.3476 0.0797 0.3483 0.0796 0.3469 0.0797 0.3502 0.0795 0.3559 0.0792 
Model for R8 (Modell) 02785 0.0661 0.2743 0.0662 0.2670 0.0666 0.2788 0.0660 0.2825 0.0659 
Model for R9 (Model 91 0.2127 0.0815 0.2084 0.0817 0.2071 0.0818 0.2154 0.0813 0.2193 0.0811 
Table 6.7: Selection Criteria Stats for GARCH(l,l) vs GARCH Extensions 
As expected and illustrated by table 6.7, the GARCH(1, 1) has out performed it's 4 ex-
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tensions for all 9 response variables in terms of achieving a higher Adjusted R 2 and lower 
error variances. Thus the G ARCH ( 1, 1) model explains the most variation for all 9 re-
sponses of the other 4 G ARCH extensions and hence provides a better fit of the data. A 
summary table of /3 estimates and their respective p-values are presented below in table 
6 8· 
E-GARCH C-GARCH PARCH TARCH GARCH(1,1) 
Responses JSE J\ p-value JSE J\ P-llliiUe JSE J\ P-lllllue JSE J\ p-value JSE J\ p-v-alue 
Model for R1 (Model1) 1.5058 0.0000 1.4845 0.0000 1.5444 0.0000 1.4602 0.0000 1.4735 0.0000 
Model for R2 (Model 2) 0.8722 0.0000 0.9263 0.0000 0.9374 0.0000 1.0032 0.0000 1.1383 0.0000 
Model for R3 (Model 3) 0.6654 0.0000 0.6234 0.0000 0.6099 0.0000 0.6055 0.0000 0.6320 0.0000 
Model for R4 (Model 4) 0.8174 0.0000 0.7696 0.0000 0.7914 0.0000 0.8156 0.0000 0.8285 0.0000 
Model for R5 (Model 5) 1.1981 0.0007 0.2548 0.0045 0.2588 0.0007 0.2746 0.0005 0.2647 0.0006 
Model for R6 (Model 6) 0.9996 0.0000 0.9540 0.0000 1.1163 0.0000 1.0312 0.0000 1.0014 0.0000 
Model for R7 (Model 7) 0.9602 0.0000 0.9557 0.0000 0.9571 0.0000 0.9799 0.0000 0.9803 0.0000 
Model for R8 (Model 8) 0.7177 0.0000 0.7193 0.0000 0.7225 0.0000 0.7366 0.0000 0.7424 0.0000 
Model for R9 (Model !H 0.7497 0.0000 0.7050 0.0000 0.7585 0.0000 0.7481 0.0000 0.7477 0.0000 
Table6.8: p-values and /3 estimates for single index model- GARCH(l,l) vs 
Extensions 
Observing table 6.8 above, it is clear that all the /3 estimates are significant at the 5% level 
of significance. Overall, the GARCH(1, 1) model exhibits more stable /3 estimates, this 
can be attributed to the lower standard errors achieved by the model. 
6.17.5 Conclusions 
It is concluded that the GARCH(1, 1) model still exhibits the greater explanatory power 
and supreme model fit for our financial data. In addition the G ARCH ( 1, 1) model provides 
significantly more stable /3 estimates and lower error variances in a modelling context. 
Having constructed the 4 extensions of G ARCH ( 1, 1) and extracted their respective 
SE-of regressions and /3' s, we are now left with the vital task of constructing their respective 
efficient frontiers, in order to determine which modelling technique is in fact the more 
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superior in terms of a mean-variance (risk) framework. This follows in the subsequent 
chapter. 
Chapter 7 
Modern Portfolio Theory 
7.1 Classical Formulations 
We now develop a portfolio model. In our portfolio we have a vector of p stocks. In general 
p is large and can be very large. Portfolios held by Pension and Mutual Funds are large 
indeed. On the JSE alone there are well over a 1000 stocks. Let the vector of stocks be 
(1) 
with the expected returns 
E(R) = p,. (2) 
Assume that the covariance between returns of different shares are non-zero thus the co-
variance matrix of the stock returns is 
:E =E(R-J.L)(R- J.L)'. (3) 
- ( (J~l . • . (J~p ) 
:E- . . . . 
O"pl O"pp 
(4) 
Where O"ii = O"T is the variance of the i'th stock and O"ij the covariance between the i'th 
and the j'th stock. Further assume that 
R ""N(p,, :E) (5) 
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that is multivariate normal. A portfolio of stocks can be thought of as a cash investment, 
say wi in each stock. We can assume that this wi is a proportion of the wealth available to 
us, so that 
Let 
then our portfolio is 
p W'R 
subject to 
The expected return of the portfolio is 
E(P) W'E(R) 
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If in addition R ""' N(J.L, :E) then P ""' N(J.lp, a~). By changing the weights wi, this 
will also impose a change in the value of the portfolio and its expected values. Clearly 
we want to choose the weights in order to provide us as large a possible expected return 
E(P) = J.lp· Thus we want maximize the expected return E(P) = J.lp· But this will not 
help us much if the variance of the portfolio a~ is also large. In Finance we often interpret 
the variance of the portfolio as its 'risks'. The larger the variance the larger the risk and vice 
versa. Thus we want to choose the weights wi such that the expected return E(P) = J.lp 
is a maximum but also at the same time that the risk or variance a~ is a minimum. Our 
portfolio problem is then 
maxE(P) - W'J.L (12) 
w; 
p 
- L WiJ.li 
i=l 




- L WiWjO"ij (14) 
i,j=l 
subject to 
This formulation is due to Harry Markowitz. Markowitz, added to this the concept of an 
Efficient Frontier. 
7.1.1 Efficient Frontier. 
Definitionl A portfolio is called efficient if: 
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• For a given amount of risk, the expected return is maximized, or: 
• For a given amount of return, the expected risk is minimized, and: 
• The portfolio must be legitimate (no negative sales). 
We then generate the Efficient Frontier and the investor takes a position somewhere 
on this frontier. The Markowitz portfolio problem is then formally: 





min a; - W':EW (16) 
Wi 
p 
- L WiWjlTij subject to 
i,j=l 
p 
Lwi - 1, (17) 
i=l 
0 < Wi :S 1, i = 1, ... , p. (18) 
This is a non-linear (quadratic) programming problem called a QP- problem and can 
now be solved using well-known numerical techniques. Markowitz was awarded the Nobel 
prize, in Economics and Finance, for the above formulation. To find the Efficient Frontier 
is a formidable task. It is problem of constrained quadratic optimization (QP). To solve 
the problem one needs either to fix the return /Lp and then minimize the variance a;, or fix 
the variance and then maximize the return. They will both lead to the same answer. We 
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prefer to fix the return. Thus we need to solve the following constrained Q P problem. 
Min a2 - W':EW p 
p 
- L WiWjCJij subject to 
l,j=l 
f..Lp - W'p,P 
p 
L Wif-Li (19) 
i=l 
- Ek subject to (20) 
p 
LWi 1, 0 :S Wi :S 1, 
i=l 
where Ek is a fixed expected return on the f..Lp (Y) axis. By varying Ek a sufficient num-
ber of times will generate the efficient frontier. For the equality constraints we can use 
Lagrange multipliers. Thus the constrained Q P problem becomes 
p 
MinZ W':EW -¢(L Wif-Li - Ek) (21) 
i=l 
p 
-.A(L Wi- 1) subject to 
i=l 
0 < Wi :S 1, i = 1, ... ,p 
Varying Ek will yield the Efficient Frontier. This is a standard Q P problem with bounds 
0 ::::; wi ::::; 1, i = 1, ... , p and algorithms are available on most computers including PC's. 
In fact more general constraints, equality as well as inequality constraints, can be handled 
by such a Q P problem. We will discuss this further when solving the modem portfolio 
problem. An example of different bounds would be 
(22) 
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where Li is a lower bound imposed on a stock (buy at least a proportion Li of a stock), 
and Ui is an upper bound imposed on a stock (do not buy more than a proportion Ui of 
the stock). Such imposed bounds are very common and often used. Note we still have the 
constraint that Li 2::: 0. Although QP algorithms are now readily available it did not use 
to be the case. Some huge computer companies had a monopoly over the algorithms and 
made it only available to their own clients or else with a huge fee. 
Sharpe introduced the concept of comer portfolios which reduced the QP problem 
to a LP problem. We will now develop modem portfolio theory which will include most 
of Sharpe's development. 
7.2 Modern Portfolio Theory: The Corner Portfolios of 
Sharpe. 
Consider the Efficient Frontier for the 9 stocks. We draw a straight line through the frontier. 
Call this line 
y - A + B X or J-lp = A + B O"; (1) 
A Y - B X or A = J-lp - B O"; 
A 1 A 1 2 - By - X or B = B J-lp - (]" P B 
z ¢Y -X or z = ¢1-lp - (]";. 
Let the slope 
(2) 
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then the line parallel to the(/~ = X axis is where the slope B = 0, that is ¢ = oo, and 
the line parallel to the J.tp = Y axis is the line where the slope B = oo or ¢ = 0. If we 
now take the line 
(3) 
and maximize A keeping B fixed, that is maximize Z keeping ¢ fixed will give us a point 
on the Efficient Frontier. Now by varying the slope B that is¢ will generate the Efficient 
Frontier. This is the critical line algorithm subject to the portfolio constraint I:f=1 wi = 1. 
Thus our problem reduces to 
MaxZ - ¢J.tp- (/; 
¢ W' JL - W':EW subject to (4) 
p 
LWi - 1. 
i=l 
We vary ¢ from (0, oo) to generate the Efficient Frontier. Note we have made no other 
demands on the Wi, i = 1, ... , p except that 
The fact that wi is not constrained to take on only positive values means that some of the 
Wi can take on negative values. This implies leverage (selling a stock while not having it 
- called short selling) while wi positive means buying the stock. In all stock exchanges 
over the world this is now a common trading procedure. When Markowitz and Sharpe 
and others developed portfolio theory, this trading procedure was considered to be not 
legitimate. Thus in modem portfolio theory buying and selling are normal strategies. It 
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could lead to enormous profits, or homworms losses. The riskiest job in the financial area 
is that of portfolio manager. 
We now give an analytic solution to the portfolio problem formulated in ( 4). The 
portfolio constraints .L:f=1 wi = 1 can be included in the objective function (4) using 
Lagrange multipliers as follows 
p 
Max Z' ¢W'J.t- W':EW + A(1- L wi) (5) 
i=1 
p p p p 
- ¢ L WiJli - L L WiWjO"ij + A(1 - L wi) 
i=1 i=1 j=1 i=1 
Taking partial derivatives of Z' with respect to wi, i = 1, ... , p and A and setting them 





1 - W1 - W2 - ... - Wp = 0 
or in matrix notation 
20"n 20"12 20"1p 1 
20"21 20"22 20"2p 1 
20" p1 20" p2 20"pp 1 
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with solution 
X= A-1B. (8) 
The solutions are of the following form 
Ci + di(¢). i = 1, ... ,p, (9) 
By varying ¢ from zero to infinity, the set of weights which is optimum for each value of 
¢ is generated. For any specific value of ¢ the portfolio mean and variance is then 
with variance 
var(P) 
E(P) J-lp = W' J.L 
i=l 
p 
I)Ci + di(<P))J-Li 
i=l 
p p 







L L { Ci + di ( ¢)} { Cj + dj ( ¢)} 
i=l j=l 
p p p p 
L L CiCj + ¢ L L(cidj + Cjdi) 
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It should be noted that some weights can become negative. This is called leverage (short 
selling). It may be against the policy decision of a portfolio manager to use leverage (short 
selling). The above simple calculus procedure can still be used to generate legitimate port-
folios. As soon as the first stock's weight reaches zero (before it becomes negative) this 
stock is eliminated from the portfolio- that is the corresponding row and column of the 
bordered covariance matrix in equation (7) is eliminated and the procedure is started again. 
For such portfolios it is probably easier to use the QP algorithm with bounds. Alter-
natively Sharpe's LP algorithm using comer portfolios could be used. Before discussing 
Sharpe's simplified solution we would like to discuss the addition of further constraints to 
the portfolio problem given in (4).As long as the constraints are equality constraints they 
can easily be added to the calculus problem using Lagrange multipliers. As an example 
suppose that several equality constraints of following type are added. Adding constraints: 
(14) 




+..\m(Rm- dm1W1- dm2W2- · .. - dmpWp) 
p 
+..\(1- L Wi)· 
i=l 
(15) 
Taking derivatives of Z' with respect to w1, ... Wp, ..\1, ... Am and ,\ and setting them 
equal to zero will yield the following set of simultaneous equations (where E(~) = Ei = 
Jli is used for the expected return Jli)· If wi < 0 then we can again begin by striking 
out corresponding rows or columns and start the process again. This may now become 
very cumbersome and it is probably best to use the Q P algorithm which can handle any 
amount of inequality constraints, equality constraints (in the same way as above) and upper 
and lower bounds of the type 
The LP algorithm developed by Sharpe has been a favourite for many years because of 
the availability of LP (Linear Programming) routines. The Sharpe algorithm is as follows. 
MaxZ (16) 
- cjJW'J.L- W':EW (17) 
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subject to 
i=l 
(b) Any equality constraints of the type given in (14 ). 
(c) Any other inequality constraints (normal for any optimization routine) 
(d) Bounds ofthe type Li :S Wi :Sui, i = 1, ... ,p. 
But this seems exactly like a Q P algorithm with ¢ varying from zero to infinity. 
Sharpe, however starts at infinity. Since, in general, returns and variances are small quan-
tities (a monthly return of, say 2%, is large) by choosing a large value of¢ say a number 
like 1000 then the term </JJ.Lp will dominate 
and we can ignore the term a-~. Thus Sharpe's formulation is 





(b) Any equality constraints ofthe type given in (14). 
(c) Any other inequality constraints (normal for any optimization routine). 
(d) Bounds ofthe type Li :S wi :SUi, i = 1, ... ,p. 
This is now a straight forward LP -Linear Programming problem which is routinely 
available on mainframe computers and PC's. Once a starting point has been found Sharpe 
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developed an algorithm using calculus to move down the Efficient Frontier generating all 
Comer Portfolios. A comer portfolio is one where a stock either enters or leaves the port-
folio. These will be specific values of¢ down the Efficient Frontier. For any other values 
of¢ the formulas given by (11) and (13) can be used to compute the respective mean J.Lp 
and variance a;. The Comer Portfolio algorithm by Sharpe is available in the Jagger Li-
brary in his book Portfolio Theory and Capital Markets. For his contribution to Portfolio 
Theory Sharpe was also awarded the Nobel Prize in Economics and Finance. 
When the constraints are of the type (0, 1), that is 0 ~ wi ~ 1, then the first point 
in the Efficient Frontier (the one on the extreme right) is that stock with the largest return. 
Note the returns here are daily returns (log returns).In the computer program X(i) is used 
in place of wi, that is 
wi = X(i) and N = p. 
Notice that some of the returns are negative and others are close to zero. Should one really 
consider any of these stocks? But, remember the variances and covariances also play an 
important role in determining the efficient frontier. 
7.3 The Capital Market Line 
The Capital Market Line (CML) gives a satisfactory solution of how to use the Efficient 
Frontier once it has been generated. Suppose it is possible to borrow or lend any amount 
of money at the fixed interest rate R 1. The CML follows by drawing a straight line out 
from the riskless rate R1 into the (J.Lp, a;) space. This line is then swung (upwards or 
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downwards) until is just tangent to the Efficient Frontier. This yields the point M in Figure 
3. Clearly if R 1 or the Efficient Frontier moves then M will move accordingly. 
Points between R1 and M represent lending portfolios (you are lending money to 
the bank). The portfolios are comprised by varying proportions of R1 and M. A point like 
H, located halfway between R1 and M, represents a portfolio of half R1 and half M. 
Points on the CML line, that lie above M, represents borrowing portfolios. Their 
creation requires borrowing money at rate R1 to increase total investable capital. The total 
investable capital is then invested in M, which means that both return and risk (variance) 
is increased along the CML. (Note that the borrowing rate is often much higher than the 
lending rate R 1 - such different rates can be accommodated). 
The point M can easily found by calculus and was derived by Lintner. If 0. is the 
slope of the line from R1 to any stock in the Efficient Frontier as is shown in Figure 3 
then maximizing the slope () will give the point M. where M must therefore be on the 
boundary of the Efficient Frontier. The portfolio derived using the stocks that make up 
point M is called the Optimum Portfolio. For his contribution to Portfolio Theory deriving 
the Optimum Portfolio Lintner was awarded the Nobel Prize for Economics and Finance. 
7.3.1 Estimation of 1-l and .E. 
We are dealing with Time Series data. Ordinary sampling procedures will not help us. We 
also know that both f.1 and ~ changes over time. Finance researches in Europe believe a 
time period of 4 to 5 years is the maximum time period in which one can consider stable 
estimates. They are however vague about the starting point of the five years or whether 
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we are already in a new cycle. They, therefore prefer to use some smoothing techniques. 
Finance researches in the USA are now using Bayesian Estimation procedures using prior 
distributions of past data to compute posterior distributions of present and/or future data. 
It is, however common belief that daily data should be used. This area of research is at 
present under investigation for stocks on the JSE by the Econometrics and Finance Unit, of 
the Department of Statistical Sciences, at UCT. 
7.4 The Index Model of Sharpe 
Let the return (log) of particular stock be 
Rt =log Pt -log Pt-b t = 1, ... , N (1) 
where the timet is sufficiently large enough for Rt to follow a Normal N(J-Lr, a;) distribu-
tion. Similarly let 
Xt =It= log It -log It-1, t = 1, ... , N (2) 
be the return of the market proxy (usually the JSE overall index- JSE-OVER- or any 
of the other sector indices) be such that it also follows a Normal distribution N(J-L!l aJ) 
distribution. We then have that 
(3) 
has a bivariate normal distribution. Where O"rJ = O"Jr is the covariance between the return 
of stock r and the market proxy I. From the properties of the bivariate normal distribution 
(4) 
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and 
var(Rt/It) _ a2 = a2(l _ p2) r.I I 
(5) 
where p is the correlation between the stock return and the market proxy. The model can 




It is usually assumed that the disturbances et are independently distributed over time, that 
IS 
(8) 
The parameter f3 plays an important role in the area of finance. It can be used as a measure 
of the volatility of the security, relative to the market proxy. If f3 is greater than one, then, 
when the market rises, it is obvious that the return of a security will rise more rapidly 
than the return on the market. Similarly, if the market falls, the return on the security will 
fall more rapidly than the return on the market, and thus the security can be regarded as 
more volatile and hence more risky than the market. The converse is true if f3 is less than 
one. Thus f3 (or beta) is called the systematic risk of a security and has been used extensively 
in practice and in the literature for constructing and analyzing market portfolios. 
The model (4) has received much discussion in the recent literature. We illustrate 
some important aspects of the assumptions of the model given in ( 4) which implies (3), 
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often called the market model, that is 
• (i) The bivariate normal assumption (or multivariate normal for several securities 
and/ or indices) appears to be well accepted in the literature. 
• (ii) If the bivariate normality is not feasible then the linearity assumption (4) appears 
to be very well satisfied (Fama, Fisher, Jensen and Roll ). 
• (iii) The assumption is made that the beta coefficient is fairly stable over time, 
especially as the length of the period under consideration increases . This implies that 
historical data can be used to estimate the parameters. Is this assumption reasonable? 
Suppose it is not, then can we do something to model this stochastic behavior of 
beta? 
• (iv) Even if the beta coefficients do change over time, the ranking of the securities in 
order of risk does not. This is most relevant if the index model is used for portfolio 
optimization. 
• (v) The beta coefficients do give a fairly good measure of the risk inherent in a 
security. 
• (vi) The value of beta in any period can be related to some fundamental 
characteristics of the firm in that period. 
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• (vii) The error terms et, if not normally distributed, then still E(et) = 0, E(et) 2 = 
CJ
2 and E(etes) = 0, t =/:- s so that least squares estimates can be used. 
There are many more assumptions and many have been tested. A vast literature exists. 
It is now well known that the distributions of daily stock market returns for some securities 
have longer tails than what can be expected from the normal distribution. The student's 
t-distribution has become a popular substitute (MacDonald and Newey (1988)). 
We assume that we are dealing with monthly returns (log) so that the normal assump-
tion is a realistic approximation of the real world. If this is not so then we will use the least 
squares assumption (vii) above and invoke the Gauss- MarkoffTheorem. (Hossain (2005)) 
7.5 The Single Index Model of Sharpe. 
We formally write the market model as 
Rt = a+ f3lt + et, t = 1, ... , N (1) 
where the time periods t is the choice of the portfolio manager. The assumptions are 
(2) 
E(etes) - 0, t =/:- s = 1, ... , N. 
This is our assumption for a single stock Rt. A portfolio is made up of several stocks - a 
large number indeed. Let the ith stock be 
~t = ai + /3 i It + eit , i = 1, ... , p; t = 1, ... , N, (3) 
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where all stocks are regressed on the same single index I (say the JSE-OVER). Our as-
sumptions now become 
E(eit) 2 (4) - (T ei 
E(eiteis) - 0, t =/:- s = 1, ... , N, (5) 
E( eitit) - 0, t= l, ... N, (6) 
E(eitejt) - 0, t= l, ... ,N. (7) 
Equation (4) assumes each stock has its own variance for the error term. Equation (5) 
assumes that the error terms of each stock are independent over time the usual assumption 
of no serial (auto) correlation - no time series. Equation (6) assumes that the errors of 
each stock and the explanatory variable I are uncorrelated - this is the usual assumption in 
regression. Equation (7) assumes that the error terms of the stocks are uncorrelated, that is 
the stocks are only related through their mutual relationship with the index I. Let 
E(I) = 111 and var(I) = cr~ (8) 
be the mean and variance of the index. For each stock let 
(9) 
The variance is 
var(~) 
(10) 
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and the covariance is 
(11) 
Our standard portfolio problem then becomes 
MaxZ 














O"ii - (j~ ~ 
- /32 2 2 iO"I+O"ei and (14) 
O"ij !3i/3 j(jr 
7.5 The Single Index Model of Sharpe. 
Thus to calculate the efficient frontier we need to estimate 
and 
2 
0" ei' i = 1, ... ,p 
(2) 111 and 
The total number of quantities to estimate is 
3p+2. 
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It is important to remember that the total number of quantities to estimate for the normal 
portfolio problem is 
For p = 19 we have 3(19) + 2 = 59 compared to 19(19 + 1)/2 = 190. For the normal 
portfolio problem we also need to estimate E( Ri) = J.li, while for the Sharpe Index model 
we need to estimate 
(15) 
There are considerable advantages why we should use (15). We could use different indices. 
We could use overseas favourites like the Dow-Jones, the Financial Times, the Dax or the 
Nikkei. More important by simply changing f.li or o-7, or both, we can simulate different 
portfolios. We can use regression or time series techniques to forecast E(I) = f.li and set 
confidence intervals on such forecasts. 
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7.6 Estimation of the parameters using Least Squares. 
We will deal only with the multi-index model since the single index model is a special case. 
The multi-index model can be written as 
(1) 
2 1, ... , p, t = 1, ... , N, 
with the following assumptions 
(2) 
E(eiteis) - 0, t # s = 1, ... , N, (3) 
E(eitlit) 0, j = 1, ... , M, t = 1, ... N, (4) 
(5) 
E(Ijtht) Cjk, j, k = 1, ... 'M. (6) 





f3_1i ) . _ ( e~i ) 
f3i = : , el - : , 
f3Mi eNi 
(9) 
where we note carefully the switch of the subscripts i = 1, ... , p and t = 1, ... , NThen 
(10) 
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is in the form of standard least squares problem. Each equation can be solved individually 
to obtain the estimates 
{3i (X'X)-1X'Yi, i = 1, ... ,p (11) 
We can write all the p equations as a single equation as follows. Let 
(12) 
then 
Y = Xj3+e. 
The normal equations can be written 
X'X(3 =X'Y 
with 
e - Y -x{3 
( 
en . ; . ~;P ) 
eN1 .•• eNp 
and is an ( N x p) residual matrix. The (p x p) moment matrix is then 
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and the sample covariance matrix is 
S 
1 A/A 
=N M ee. - -1 
Some computer packages like TSP allows for the above simultaneous relationship. The 
covariance matrix of the ith sample estimate 13i is 
and the covariance matrix between the ith and lh sample estimates 13i and 13i is 
The covariance matrix of 13 = (131 .. . I3P) is 
E(l3 - {3) (13 - {3)' = 0 0 (X'X) - 1 . 
where E(e'e) = 0. The whole system of equations 
y. z (13) 
E( ei) - 0, i = 1, ... , p, 
can also be written as 
(:J 
X 0 0 
( ~~) (:) 0 X (14) - -0 0 X 
or more compactly as 
Y* = X*{3* + e*. (15) 
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Note however that under this formulation 
E ( e* e*') = n 0 I = w (16) 
so that to estimate {3* we use the Aitken estimator 
(3* = (X*'w-1X*)-1X*'w-1Y* (17) 
with covariance matrix 
(18) 
Since the X matrix is the same for all the relationships i it can be shown (see Goldberger 
page 24 7 ) that 
(19) 
which is the equation by equation estimate of f3i· Also 
(20) 
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7.7 Empirical Study: Single Index 
7.7.1 The Data 
For this empirical analysis, the data set used was the SIDS batch. 
7.7.2 Study Objectives 
In this study we construct efficient frontiers for the 4 modelling methods applied on our 
portfolio of stocks and then conduct relative comparisons. We empirically show that the 
mean variance frontier using GARCH(l, 1) inputs is positioned to the left of the OLS, 
Kalman Filter and ARM A (Autoregressive Moving Average) efficient frontiers in the Sin-
gle Index case. This is in support of the central hypothesis regarding GARCH(l, l)'s 
risk-return superiority. The optimisation programs used to construct the efficient frontiers 
have been written in the programming language Fortran by Professor Troskie of the Statis-
tical Sciences Department at the University of Cape Town. 
7.7.3 Methodology 
All the inputs required for risk-return construction are obtained from previous 4 empirical 
studies regarding the various modelling chapters on our portfolio of9 stocks. The inputs in-
clude the mean of the log returns for the 9 shares. The variance of regressions are extracted 
from the portfolio of stocks for each modelling technique .For our case it's four methods. 
Similarly we collect the beta coefficients concerning the explanatory variable JSE for each 
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of the 9 stock models within each estimation technique. Finally we also employ the vari-
ance of the index, JSE as an input into our optimisation program. 
The optimisation algorithm is then carried out on each set of results for each estima-
tion technique, i .e. in our case this will be 4 iterations. We then gather and save the mean 
and variance output in Microsoft excel and plot the 4 different sets of means vs variances 
together. 
7. 7.4 Primary Findings 
The above methodology was implemented for the ARM~ 0 LS, State Space and G ARCH ( 1, 1) 
models. The following efficient frontiers were constructed for the 4 respective models in 
discussion, below in fi re 7 .I 
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Figure 7.1: Single index Efficient Frontiers 
.Figure 7.1 above illustrates a shift of the GARCH(1, 1) efficient frontier to the left, which 
is consistent with our central hypothesis. The lower variance is largely a consequence of 
the lower error variances from the regression, which is used in the computation of the vari-
ance of the individual securities. Thus it is clear from above that for every level of expected 
return, the GARCH(1, 1) frontier exhibits the most minimum level of risk compared to 
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the other frontiers. In a later study we will show that this is empirically consistent in the 
multiple index framework as well. 
From figure 7.1 the frontiers for the Kalman filter, ARMA and least squares coincide 
at the point (0.00263617; 0.01337822). To the left of this point, least squares exhibits 
the superior results of the 3 currently in mention, whilst the ARMA is the worst. To the 
right, the converse holds true, where the least squares is seen as the weakest estimator of 
risk, whilst it is the Kalman filter in this instance that is the superior of the 3. Moreover, 
the frontier using Kalman Filter estimation attains larger returns as indicated by its length 
compared with the frontier generated with the lest squares and ARMA inputs. 
7. 7.5 Conclusion 
In this study it is concluded that the left-shifting role of GARCH(1, 1) (General Autore-
gressive Conditional Heteroskedastic) model's efficient frontier provides a graphic device 
for optimizing portfolio allocations. It was shown that within the single index framework 
there occurred apparent shifts to the left in the efficient frontier. Thus for every level of 
expected return, the GARCH(1, 1) estimates exhibit the most minimum level of risk com-
pared to the other frontiers in the context of the South African market. In conclusion, the 
GARCH(1, 1) estimation inputs result in the most efficient single index mean-variance 
frontiers for financial portfolios in the South African context. (Hossain (2005)) 
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7 .8.1 The Data 
For this empirical analysis, the data set used was the SIDS batch. 
7.8.2 Study Objectives 
Having established GRACH(1, 1)'s risk-return superiority in the Sharpe Single Index 
framework amongst rival techniques, we go onto explore the consistency of this relation-
ship within a G ARCH context in the Sharpe Single Index setting. Hence in this study we 
construct efficient frontiers for the G ARCH ( 1, 1) modelling extensions on our portfolio of 
9 stocks. The aim is to investigate the superiority of GARCH(1, 1) versus its extensions, 
namely EGARCH(l, 1), P ARCH(1, 1), T ARCH(1, 1) and C- GARCH(1, 1). Hence 
we attempt to demonstrate the supremacy of GARCH(1, 1) with regards to risk (variance) 
within the GARCH modelling paradigm. This will be explored in the Sharpe single index 
setting. The optimisation programs used to construct the efficient frontiers have been writ-
ten in the programming language Fortran by Professor Troskie of the Statistical Sciences 
Department at the University of Cape Town. 
7.8.3 Methodology 
First we gather the {3' s of the JSE index for all 9 responses for each of the 5 G ARCH 
techniques. Next we extract the SE's of regression of our portfolio of stocks for each of 
the 5 G ARCH estimation techniques. The variance of JSE and the means of the 9 shares 
remain the same throughout each mean-variance construction phase. 
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We then run the optimisation program on each set of results for each G ARCH tech-
nique, i.e. in our case will be 5 times. We then gather and save the mean and variance 
output in Microsoft excel and plot the four different means vs variance together. 
7.8.4 Primary Findings 
TheabovemethodologywasimplementedfortheEGARCH(1, 1), T ARCH(1, 1), PARCH(1,1), 
C- GARCH(1 , 1) and the GARCH(1 , 1) models. The following efficient frontiers were 
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Figure 7.2: GARCH(l,l) vs Extensions- Single Index 
Figure 7.2 above illustrates a shift of the efficient frontier using GARCH(1 , 1) estimates 
to the left. Once again, this is consistent with the hypothesis set out at the start of this the-
sis regarding GARCH(1 , l)'s superiority over its extensions. The lower variance (view 
of risk) of GARCH(1 , 1) is largely a consequence of the lower error variances of re-
gressions computed for the portfolio of 9 stocks. Figure 7.2 also demonstrates that the 
E- GARCH(1 , 1) model exhibits the worst model of risk of the 5 models presented 
above. This can be attributed to the large standard errors produced by its models and the 
less significant {3 estimates. 
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7.8.5 Conclusion 
With regards to this study, it is has been further established that the left-shifting role of the 
GARCH(1, 1) model's mean-variance frontier provides a graphic device for optimizing 
portfolio allocations. This time the investigation was conducted within the ARCH/ G ARCH 
framework where the G ARCH ( 1, 1) model was compared to its extensions namely, E-
GARCH(1, 1), TARCH(1, 1), C-GARCH(1, 1) and finally PARCH(1, 1). It was em-
pirically shown that the G ARCH ( 1, 1) model estimates exhibit the most minimum level 
of risk compared to the risk-return structures of its extensions within a single index set-
ting. As a result it is established that the G ARCH ( 1, 1) model exhibits the most superior 
mean-variance frontiers when compared with its similar extensions within the single index 
framework (Hossain (2005)). 
7.9 Generalisation of the Markowitz Formulations 
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I;= (a-ij)' i,j . 1, ... ,p (6) 
Short sales (negative wi) are common in markets around the world and it is no longer nee-
essary to restrict portfolios to be legitimate. The generalised formulation of the Markowitz 
model is 
Min 0"2 - W':EW p (7) 
p 
- L WiWjO"ij 
l,j=l 
subject to 
!Jp - W'J.Lp 
p 
- LWi!Ji (8) 
i=l 
Ek (9) 
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where aii = a; is the variance of the i'th stock and aij is the covariance between the i'th 
and j'th stock. In this formulation no restrictions are put on the weights wi. Since the 
weights can take negative values they include the possibility of short selling. 
7.10The Multiple Index Model of Sharpe. 
The multi - index model can be written as 
~t (1) 
i - 1, ... , p, t = 1, ... , N, 
with the following assumptions 
E(e;t) 2 (2) - aei 
E( eiteis) - 0, t =/= s = 1, ... , N, (3) 
E(eitljt) - 0, j=1, ... ,M, t=1, ... N, (4) 
E(eitejt) - 0, t= 1, ... ,N. (5) 
E(Iitht) - Cjk, j, k = 1, ... 'M (6) 
These assumptions are identical to the Single Index Model where in equation (4) we now 
also assume that the disturbance term eit is also independent of the Indices Ii, j = 
1, ... , M. This again is a normal assumption in regression. We further assume that the 
Indices are dependent with covariances given by Cjk (see equation (6)). 
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Let 
(7) 
z - 1, ... ,p. 
For portfolio P = W' R = L:f=1 Wi~ we have that 
p 




(J2 - L WiWjCTij p (9) 
i=l 
p 
- 2:::: 2 2 wi (Jei (10) 
i=l 
p 
+ L wi L f3ikf3ilckz 
i=l k,l 
+ L L WiWj L f3ikf3jzCkz 
i# j k,l 
p 
2:::: 2 2 Wi CJei (11) 
i=l 
+ L L WiWj L L f3ikf3jtCkl 
i j k l 
p 
- 2:::: 2 2 wi (Jei (12) 
i=l 
+ L L L L wif3ikwif3jzCkz (13) 
k j 
(14) 
+ L L(L wif3ik)(L Wj/3jz)Ckz 
k l i j 
p 
- L w;cr;i + L L f3pkf3pzCkt 
i=l k l 
where 
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p 
f3pk - L Wi/3ik' k = 1, ... 'M 
i=l 
p 
/3pz - L wi/3i1, l = 1, ... , M. 
j=l 
240 
Note that these two are the same and need only to be computed once. The Sharpe formula-
tion is then (minimize instead of maximize) 
subject to 
p 
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and any other equality, in-equality constraints or bounds. Ignoring for the moment any 
other constraints and bounds the objective function becomes 
Min Z' = -AJ-tp + cr; 
p 
+A1 (f3p1 - L wif3i1) 
i=l 
p 
+A2((3p2- L wif3i2) 
i=l 
p 
+AM(f3pM - L wif3iM) 
i=l 
p 
+A1(1- L wi). 
i=l 
The solution requires that the partial derivative of Z' with respect to each variable be set to 
zero. 
For each i from 1 top, 
For each j from Ito M, 
For each j from 1 to M, 
az' 
aAJ = 1 - W1 - ... - Wp = 0. 
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The system of linear equations that need to be solved is 
AX=B, 
(where the top row is X and the entries not filled in are zeroes) with solution 
X= A-1B. 
provided that no other equality, in-equality or bounds are imposed. If there are such restric-
tions they must be added to the systems of equations. The problem may then no longer be 
a calculus problem but rather a Q P or a LP problem. 
Sharpe has again given an algorithm for aLP solution by setting A to be a large 
number, and then computing the efficient frontier by varying A. Affieck-Graves wrote a 
computer program for the main-frame computer to implement this algorithm. This com-
puter program is, however very sensitive to singular or near- singular values of the matrix 
A. Troskie has modified the program using a SV D to run on a PC. Troskie has also 
written a Q P program for a PC. The listing below is given by the PC program written by 
Troskie using Sharpe's algorithm. The bounds in this case are 
so that the first stock that enters the efficient frontier is the one with the largest return Ei. 
We again use the weights Wi = x(i)· 
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7.11 Empirical Study: Multiple Index 
7.11.1 The Data 
For this empirical analysis, the data set used was the MIDS batch. 
7.11.2 Study Objectives 
It has been established thus far that GARCH(l, 1) is the superior technique in risk fron-
tier construction amongst rival modelling techniques and within it's own domain in a single 
index context. We now shift our focus to explore this relationship within the Sharpe mul-
tiple index framework. We now attempt to show that the mean variance frontier using 
Multiple Index (MI)-G ARCH inputs is positioned to the left of the 0 LS, Kalman Fil-
ter and ARM A (Autoregressive Moving Average) efficient frontiers in the multiple index 
case, which is again in line with the central hypothesis. The optimisation programs used to 
construct the efficient frontiers have been written in the programming language Fortran by 
Professor Troskie of the Statistical Sciences Department at the University of Cape Town. 
7.11.3 Methodology 
Yet again we gather all the inputs relevant for the risk-return frontier construction, namely 
the {3' s and the SE-of regressions for each of the 4 modelling techniques on our portfolio 
of stocks within the multiple index context. These inputs have already been calculated in 
the previous chapters regarding the respective modelling techniques. The results include 
the mean of the log returns for the 9 shares. Similarly we collect the {3 coefficients of the 
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3 indices namely, the JSE All share, Paladium and 1m plats for each of the 9 stocks within 
each estimation technique. Finally we also use the covariance of the 3 indices, as an input 
into our Fortran optimisation program. 
The optimisation program is then applied on each set of results for each estimation 
technique, i.e. in our case this will be 4 times. We then gather and save the mean and 
variance output in Microsoft excel and plot the 4 different sets of means and variances 
against each other. 
7.11.4 Primary Findings 
Implementing the above methodology for the multiple index ARM A, regression, State 
Space and GARCH(1, 1) models; the following efficient frontiers were constructed for 
the 4 respective models in discussion, below in figure 7.3 
·- ·:· ... - ' ,. 
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Figure 7.3: Multiple Index Efficient Frontiers 
.Figure 7.3 above shows that the efficient frontier using MI- GARCH(1, 1) estimates 
is located to the left of the other 3 using, ARM A, 0 LS and State Space inputs, which is 
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the same conclusion as for the single index case (as in figure 7.1) and hence provides even 
further support the central hypothesis of this thesis. 
The underlying reason for the leftward shift can be attributed on similar grounds as 
described for the single-index case. The effect of lower error variances due to regression 
translates into a covariance structure that produces lower variance estimates in principle. 
Thus it is clear from above that at every value of expected return, the M I- G ARCH (1, 1) 
estimates exhibit the most minimum level of risk compared to the other frontiers. 
7.11.5 Conclusion 
In this section it is concluded that the left-shifting role of GARCH(1, 1) (General Au-
toregressive Conditional Heteroskedastic) model and its extensions of the efficient frontier 
provides a graphic device for optimizing portfolio allocations. It was shown that within 
the multiple and single index framework there occurred apparent shifts to the left in the 
efficient frontiers. Thus at every value of expected return, the GARC H(1, 1) estimates ex-
hibit the most minimum level of risk compared to the other frontiers in the context of the 
South African market. In conclusion, the GARCH(1, 1) estimation inputs result in the 
most efficient mean-variance frontiers for financial portfolios in the South African context. 
Chapter 8 
The Troskie Hossain Innovations: The 
Improved Sharpe 
8.1 Innovations to the Sharpe Index Model 
Use of Bayesian estimates in the Sharp single index model 
The posterior mean of the predictive distribution of a future observation of the return 
of the J se would be the ideal choice. If we call this posterior predictive mean I 1 and if 
RJ= ( 2:J 
are the future predictive returns of the p-stocks; then setting a prior distribution for 
we can derive the posterior distribution of 
from which we can derive the posterior distribution of the predictive distribution of R 1 
which will depend on the posterior predictive mean I 1. We can then compute the posterior 
mean and posterior covariance matrix ofR1 and use this as our input for portfolio analysis. 
The rest of our calculations will be exactly the same as given above. An alternative semi 
Bayesian approach would be to use the confidence and predictive intervals of future values 
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of each of the elements of 
with 11 as the value for the Jse-over index. 
8.2 The Improved Sharpe Single Index Model by Troskie and 
Hossain. 
The Sharpe single index model is formulated as 
~t=ai+f3Jt+eit, i=l, ... ,p; t=l, ... ,N, (1) 
E(eit) 2 - aei (2) 
E( eiteis) - 0, t =/:- s = 1, ... , N, (3) 
E(eitlt) - 0, t= l, ... N, (4) 
E( eitejt) - 0, t = l, ... ,N. (5) 
In vector notation 
Rt= a+ f3lt + et t = 1, .. . , N (6) 
where 
Rt= ( ~lt ) , a = ( ~1 ) , f3 = ( ~1 ) and et= ( e~t ) (7) 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
so that (conveniently dropping the index t) 
E(R) =a+ f3f.l1 (8) 





cov(e) = ! 1) (9) 
This implies that 
(10) 
Here we have assumed that all eit, i = 1, ... , p, t = 1, ... , N are independent. We 
now relax this assumption by assuming that the disturbances eit of the different stocks are 
dependent (correlated). There is evidence that this is indeed the case on the JSE, but the 
correlations are not high. 
Thus 
E(eitejt) O"ij, i=f=j 
2 
~=J - (Tei 










cov(R) =o-~{3{3' + n = <P (12) 
For portfolio P = W' R we have 
E(P) = W'(o: + f3J-LI) = f.-Lp (13) 
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of each of the elements of 
with 11 as the value for the Jse-over index. 
8.2 The Improved Sharpe Single Index Model by Troskie and 
Hossain. 
The Sharpe single index model is formulated as 
Rit=ai+f3Jt+eit, i=l, ... ,p; t=l, ... ,N, (1) 
E(eft) 2 CT ei (2) 
E( eiteis) - 0, t =/:- s = 1, ... , N, (3) 
E(eitlt) - 0, t= l, ... N, (4) 
E(eitejt) - 0, t= l, ... ,N. (5) 
In vector notation 
Rt= a + f3It + et t = 1, ... , N (6) 
where 
Rt= ( ~It ) , a= ( ~1 ) , {3 = ( ~1 ) and et= ( e~t ) (7) 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
so that (conveniently dropping the index t) 
E(R) =a+ f3J.L 1 (8) 





cov(e) ~ ! (9) 




2 I 0 
cov(R) ~ u Ji3{3 + ~ (10) 
Here we have assumed that all eit, i = 1, ... ,p, t = 1, ... , N are independent. We 
now relax this assumption by assuming that the disturbances eit of the different stocks are 
dependent (correlated). There is evidence that this is indeed the case on the JSE, but the 
correlations are not high. 
Thus 
E(eitejt) - O"ij' i#j 
2 
'l=J - 0" ei 










cov(R) =O"J{3{3' + n = <P (12) 
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and 
var(P) - W'(aJf3{3' + !l)W (14) 
- W'cl>W = u~ (15) 




l:wi = 1 
i=l 
and any other equality or inequality constraints and bounds. This is again a straightforward 
Q P problem and can be solved in the usual way by using the simultaneous set of equations 
with <I> replacing ~- The quantities to be estimated are 
(17) 











We give below the computed Efficient Frontiers for our model (16) for the nine stocks 
discussed above. As a comparison we also include the Efficient Frontier for the diagonal 




(Je2 1l (21) 
with estimates the diagonal elements of <i- =fTJ/3/3' + n. It is clear that the model with un-
correlated errors, although only marginally, outperforms the model where the correlations 
between errors of the stocks are assumed to be non-zero.(Hossain (2005)) 
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8.3 Improved Sharpe versus Sharpe - Single Index Case 
8.3.1 The Data 
For this empirical analysis, the data used was the MIDS batch. 
8.3.2 Study Objectives 
This chapter illustrates innovations to the current Sharpe Single Index (SSI) model. These 
formulations are a result of introducing the assumption that the disturbances eit for each of 
our 9 stocks are correlated, i.e. the Improved Sharpe Single Index (ISSI) Model. The ob-
jective of this study will be to recompute efficient frontiers for G ARCH ( 1, 1), ARM A, 
State Space and least squares, employing the Troskie Hossain Innovation, for the single in-
dex model. We show that within the ISSI Model, that G ARCH ( 1, 1) is still superior within 
the South African stock market context. This will be in accordance with the central hypoth-
esis of the thesis. In addition, the study will further demonstrate a comparison between the 
Sharpe Single Index (SSI) model and the Improved Sharpe Single Index (ISSI) Model. 
8.3.3 Methodology 
Having computed Sharpe efficient frontiers from before, most of the inputs regarding the 
different estimation techniques have already been collected. Up to now, we have already 
estimated the /3' s for the index, JSE All share, for all 9 stocks regarding the G ARCH ( 1, 1), 
ARMA and least square frameworks. The next step is to calculate the new covariance 
r 
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structure regarding these 3 estimation techniques. Thus 
E(eitejt) - aij, ifj 






E(ee') = !l = a~1 
apl 
with 
cov(R) =a~{3{3' + !l = ~ 
Having calculated this new covariance structure for each of the estimation techniques under 
the current analysis, we then apply the optimisation algorithm on each of the sets of inputs 
regarding the various modelling techniques. The optimisation program 'MARK09', is a 
FORTRAN programme, specifically written for the construction of mean-variance fron-
tiers. It was graciously obtained from Professor C. G. Troskie from the Statistical Sciences 
Department at the University of Cape Town. Upon obtaining the mean and variance vee-
tors regarding each technique, they are then plotted against each other and the relevant 
comparisons are then made. 
8.3.4 Primary Findings 
The above outlined methodology was implemented for the following estimation techniques: 
GARCH(l, 1), ARMA, Least Squares (OLS), Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) 
and State Space modelling (SS-models). Figure 8.1 below illustrates the efficient frontiers 
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constructed for the 5 aforementioned estimation techniques utilising the Improved Sharpe 
formulation: 
.. , 
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Figure 8.1: Efficient Frontiers for the ISSI Model 
For the ISSI model, we find that the G ARC H(1, 1) model coincides with the other 4 mod-
elling techniques at a point. To the left of these points of intersection, the GARCH(1 , 1) 
model exhibits superior risk-return results. Whilst the converse holds true to the right of 
the point of intersection. Moreover, the bulk of the points are on the left hand side of the 
intersection points, thus overall, GARCH(1 , 1) is superior. Comparing the remaining 4 
techniques, ARM A, 0 LS, M LE with each other, a consistent pattern is observed similar 
to the case in the Sharpe Single index model. It is established that OLS is the worst, then 
follows the State Space and finally the ARM A model outperforming it marginally in the 
respective order. The M LE and 0 LS in the Markowitz model yield similar estimates of f3 
hence the efficient frontiers are very close to each other. This confirms to expectations set 
out at the beginning of the thesis. 
Like in the SSI context, the efficient frontiers observed under the ISSI context have 
produced consistent results with that of their SSI counterparts. We now establish the order 
of superiority within the ISSI case: it is empirically established that GARCH(1 , 1) is the 
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most superior, then ARMA, State Space follows, and finally then OLS and MLE. The 
subsequent crucial step is to now compare the SSI frontiers with the ISSI frontiers within 
the ARMA, GARCH(1, 1), OLS and State Space (SS) frameworks. Figures 8.2, 8.3, 
8.4 and Figure 8.5 below compare the SSI and ISSI frontiers in a GARCH(1, 1), ARM A, 
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Clearly the SSI frontier for GARCH(1, 1) lies to the left of its ISSI counterpart, thus mar-
ginally outperforming the ISSI model. From the theory presented in the previous section 
of this chapter, it is apparent that the ISSI model incorporates more information into its 
framework than the SSI model through the introduction of the assumption of correlated 
residuals. Thus intuition tells us that the ISSI model portrays a more accurate and realis-
tic illustration of the market's true risk-return frontier of a particular estimation technique 
than what Sharpe's model is portraying. 
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The GARCH(1, 1) SSI frontier is to the left of the GARCH(1, 1) ISSI frontier, 
hence it is obvious from the above intuition that Sharpe is underestimating risk at every 
level of return when compared to Troskie and Hossain. Figures 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5 present 
a similar scenario for the ARM A, S S and 0 LS framework respectively. Both contain a 
point of coincidence where the converse holds true to the right of this intersection point. 
Again the bulk of the risk-return points are contained to the left of the intersection points 
in 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5. It thus follows again that Sharpe's model exhibits a lower risk level 
associated with each return platform for the ARMA, SS and OLS frameworks. 
Hence figures 8.2, 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5 illustrate that Sharpe's model outperforms the 
ISSI model for all 4 frameworks. Due to the incorporation of more information by the ISSI 
model, it is also apparent that Sharpe's model under-estimates the portfolio's risk for the 3 
given estimation techniques. 
8.3.5 Conclusion 
Comparing the Sharpe Single Index model against the Improved Sharpe Single Index model 
for the GARCH(1, 1), ARMA, SS and OLS estimation techniques, it can be concluded 
that most of the time the SSI model is under-rating risk compared to the ISSI model. Also, 
the ISSI model incorporates more information into its model than the SSI model, hence the 
ISSI model portrays a more accurate and realistic risk-return level for the market than its 
SSI counterpart. Thus the Sharpe model is more restricted than the Troskie Hossain model. 
It was also concluded that both SSI and ISSI produced consistent empirical results with 
respect to the 4 main estimation techniques under study. 
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The next section compares the Sharpe model with the Model proposed by Troskie 
and Hossain, The Improved Sharpe, in a multiple index context for the GARCH(1, 1), 
ARMA, OLS and MLE frameworks (Hossain (2005)). 
8.4 Improved Sharpe Multiple Index Model. 
The multi - index model can be written as 
I4t (1) 
1, - 1, ... , p, t = 1, ... , N, 
with the following assumptions 
E(e;t) 2 aei (2) 
E(eitejt) aij, i =/:- j, t = 1, ... , N. (3) 
E(eiteis) - 0, t =/:- s = 1, ... , N, (4) 
E(eitljt) 0, j = 1, ... , M, t = 1, ... N, (5) 
E(Iitht) Cjk' j' k = 1' ... ' M (6) 
These assumptions are identical to the Single Index Model defined by Troskie and Hossain 
where in equation (3) we now also assu~e that the disturbance term eit has a covariance 
term (correlated) but from assumption ( 5) remains independent of the Indices Ii, j = 
1, ... , M. This last assumption again is the normal assumption in regression. We further 
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assume that the Indices are dependent with covariances given by Cjk (Hossain (2005)). Let 
(7) 
'l - 1, ... ,p. 
Let 
( 
Rit ) ( lit ) 







The covariance matrix of Rt is then 
cov(Rt) 
- f3Cf3' + n 
- <!». (11) 
, 
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For portfolio 
p - W'R (12) 
p 
- LWi~ (13) 
i=l 
we have that 
(14) 
and 
CJ; = var(P) = W'<!lW. (15) 




and any other equalities, in-equalities or bounds. This is again a straightforward QP-problem. 
If there are no further equalities, in-equalities or bounds, then the problem can be solved 
using calculus by using the multiple index simultaneous equations with <!l substituted for 
'E. Our estimates would be 
~ , A 
Ep=WE (18) 
where 
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can again be estimated in two ways that is 
~ 1 N 







A - ( ~~ ) A - ( ~~~ 





Mr = ( ~:· ) 
J-lJM 
(22) 
with [1,1 some estimate of J-Lr (forecast or prediction or Bayesian estimate). If 
(which is the sample mean of the lh Index) then Ei and [1,1 are identical..For the estimate 
of a; we have 
with 
The matrix C is the estimated covariance matrix of the M Indices and 0 is estimated by 
and 
1 ,.. ...... ' 
----EE 
N-M-1 
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8.5 Improved Sharpe versus Sharpe - Multiple Index Case 
8.5.1 The Data 
For this empirical analysis, the data used was the MIDS batch. 
8.5.2 Study Objectives 
Previously it was established that Sharpe under-states risk within the single index context. 
Within this empirical study we attempt to establish a similar objective within the multiple 
index framework. Furthermore, we compare the two frameworks, Sharpe and Improved 
Sharpe, for two portfolio cases. The first case constitutes an environment that exhibits pre-
dominantly positive correlated residuals amongst stocks, whilst the contra case exhibits 
principally negative correlation between the residuals of the respective portfolio. In the 
first case it is intended to illustrate that Sharpe underestimates risk, whilst for the oppos-
ing case for negative correlation we demonstrate the opposite, Sharpe overestimates the 
risk. The consistency of this claim will be explored for G ARCH ( 1, 1), ARM A, 0 LS and 
State space multiple index models implementing the Troskie Hossain formulation for the 
covariance structures of the Indices and the disturbance terms eit. 
Again in support of the central hypothesis, it is to be illustrated that the G ARCH ( 1, 1) 
frontier is still superior within the South African stock market context within the Improved 
Sharpe Multiple Index (ISMI) Model. 
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8.5.3 Methodology 
Having computed multiple index Sharpe efficient frontiers from before, most of the inputs 
regarding the different estimation techniques have already been collected. Up to now, we 
have already estimated the /3' s for the 3 indices, JSE, Paladium and Implats, for all 9 stocks 
regarding the G ARCH ( 1, 1), ARM A, State Space and least square frameworks. The next 
step is to calculate the new covariance structure regarding these 3 estimation techniques. 
Thus 
E(eitejt) - aij, i i= j, t = 1, ... , N. 
2 
- (J"ei 'l = J 






E(ee') = n = : 
(]" pl 
with 
cov(R) = {3C{3' + n = CI> 
Having calculated this new covariance structure for each of the estimation techniques un-
der the current analysis, we then apply the optimisation program 'MARK09' on each of 
the sets of inputs regarding the various modelling techniques. The optimisation program 
'MARK09', is a FORTRAN programme, specifically written for the construction of mean-
variance frontiers. It was graciously obtained from Professor C.G. Troskie from the Statis-
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tical Sciences Department at the University of Cape Town. Upon obtaining the mean and 
variance vectors regarding each technique, they are then plotted against each other and the 
relevant comparisons are then made. 
8.5.4 Primary Findings 
The above outlined methodology was implemented for the following estimation techniques: 
GARCH(1, 1), ARMA, Least Squares (OLS) and State Space modelling (SS-models). 
Figure 8.6 below illustrates the efficient frontiers constructed for the 4 aforementioned 
estimation techniques utilising the Troskie Hossain (Improved Sharpe) innovation for the 
multiple index setti :6 h ng, ort 1 . e posttlve corre anon case: 
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Figure 8.6:Frontiers for the ISMI models 
Similar to the single index scenario, the efficient frontiers observed under the ISMI context 
have produced consistent results with that of their ISMI counterparts. We now establish the 
order of superiority within the ISMI positive correlation case: it is empirically established 
that G ARCH (1 , 1) is the most superior, then ARM A, State Space follows next, and finally 
then OLS. Next we compare the SMI (Sharpe Multiple Index) frontiers with the ISMI 
frontiers within the ARMA, GARCH(1, 1), OLS and State Space (SS) frameworks for 
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the multiple index setting. Figures 8. 7 , ·8.8, 8.9 and Figure 8.10 below compare the SMI 
and ISMI frontiers in a GARCH(1 , 1), ARM A, OLS and SS framework respectively. 
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Like in the single index setting, for the ISMI (Improved Sharpe Multiple Index) 
model, we find that the GARCH(1 , 1) model has the most superior risk-return frontier 
of the 4 estimation techniques compared, which is again consistent with our central hy-
pothesis. Comparing the remaining 3 techniques, ARM A, 0 LS and State Space with each 
other in the ISMI environment, a consistent pattern is observed similar to the single in-
dex case. It is established that 0 LS is the worst, then the State Space and ARM A model 
outperforming it marginally in the respective order. 
From the four above comparisons given in figures 8. 7 to 8.1 0, it is clear that in each of 
the 4 cases, the SMI model has demonstrated a far more superior efficient frontier than the 
ISMI. Recall that the ISMI is a further improvement on the SMI model. It introduces the 
assumption that the disturbances eit are correlated since there is evidence that this is indeed 
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the case on the JSE, but the correlations are not high. Hence providing more information 
than the the SMI model since. As a result the ISMI model is a more realistic model of the 
market than the SMI model. Hence in the above 4 graphs it can be established that Sharpe 
is understating the portfolio's risk even greater than before due to the SMI model ignoring 
the correlation structure that exists between the residuals (Hossain (2005)). 
In the multiple index setting this is even more pronounced due to there being more 
indices now, hence the SMI model ignores more information than before thus further un-
derstating the current risk level. As a result, the ISMI and ISSI models are a more accurate 
perception of the portfolio's true risk-return profile in the market. This is mainly attributed 
to the fact that Troskie Hossain Models incorporate more information than the SMI and SSI 
models and adjust appropriately for the additional risk present from the existing correlation 
structure. 
Next we investigate the case for a portfolio exhibiting a pre-dominantly negatively 
correlated residual structure. In the above section it was empirically shown using South 
Mrican market data that for portfolios exhibiting positive correlated residuals, the SMI 
'over-estimates' risk when compared with ISMI. We empirically attempt to establish that 
under the negative correlation case, the SMI framework consistently 'over-estimates' risk 
when compared with its iSMI counterpart. The methodology adopted to show this empiri-
cal result is as follows: 
Step 1: Regress the three significant market indices with each stock in the portfolio. 
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Step 2: Fit relative models of interest for each stock in portfolio i.e. GARCH(1, 1) 
(General Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedastic), ARMA (Autoregressive Moving 
Average) models, State Space (SS) models and OLS (Ordinary Least Squares) model. 
Step 3: Extract betas, SERs, stock means and respective model residuals for each 
estimation method 
Step 4: Estimate respective covariance structures under SMI and ISMI frameworks 
Step 5: Implement Sharpe Algorithm for efficient frontier construction in any pro-
gramming language 
Step 6: Plot standard errors versus returns 
Figure 8.11 below illustrates the risk-return frontiers obtained from implementing the 
above methodolo 
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Fig 8.ll:Frontiers for the ISMI models- Negative 
Immediately it is confirmed from the above illustration in Figure 8.11 of GARC H(l, 1 )' s 
superiority amongst its rival techniques. Hence the central hypothesis holds. Having con-
firmed the efficiency and superiority ofGARCH(1, 1), next we compare the SMI and ISMI 
models within the negative correlation case. 
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the right of the ISMI frontiers. This is the case for all four estimation methods. Hence 
for any given level of return, the SMI frontiers perceive a higher level of risk associated 
with the investor's portfolio of stocks than that of the ISMI. Keeping in mind the following 
important 3 points: 
1. that the SMI framework ignores the correlation structure of the portfolio, 
2.that SMI is less complete in terms of assumptions and information in contrast to 
ISMI formulations 
3 .and finally that negatively correlated asset prices according to logic and financial 
common sense diversifies away unique risk 
... -
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Taking note of these 3 points it is easy to ascertain that the ISMI framework is a 
more accurate paradigm for modelling risk return relationships than its counterpart (Hos-
sain (2006)). This therefore leads us to our conclusion presented in the next section. 
8.5.5 Conclusions 
Examining the findings from the previous section and considering the theory presented, it is 
very clear from the mathematical arguments disclosed that the ISMI frontiers are the most 
accurate perception of the risk and return relationship that can exist for any combination of 
stocks in an investor's portfolio. As a consequence of the results obtained in the previous 
section, it can be deduced, from an empirical stand point, for the negative correlation case 
that the SMI frontier lies consistently to the right of the ISMI frontier. As a consequence 
of this consistent behaviour portrayed, it is empirically conclusive that the SMI estimation 
framework is consistently 'over estimating' risk with regards to portfolios of stocks with a 
pre-dominantly negatively dependent covariance structure (Hossain (2006)). Similarly for 
the positively correlated case, the opposite was observed, whereby the SMI models were 
consistently underestimating risk, hence its frontiers were lying consistently to the left of 
their ISMI counterparts (Hossain (2005) ). 
The rational behind this is that the SMI covariance structure ignores the presence 
of covariance dependencies (i.e. off diagonal elements equal 0), thus the SMI efficient 
frontier will always lie to the right of the ISMI frontier in the case of portfolios exhibiting 
pre-dominantly negatively correlated residuals. In the case of portfolios demonstrating 
positive correlation, one should find that the SMI frontier will lie to the left of the ISMI 
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frontier. In addition it is concluded that the original formulated ISMI multiple index model 
is in fact a more accurate risk evaluation method in the presence of correlated residuals. 
This is to be verified by a principal component analysis study that is to be conducted the 
next chapter. 
Chapter 9 
Principal Components Analysis 
9.1 Introduction 
Finally we come to Principal Components Analysis (PCA). What is it? It is a way of 
identifying patterns in data, and expressing the data in such a way as to highlight their 
similarities and differences. Since patterns in ·data can be hard to find in data of high 
dimension, where the luxury of graphical representation is not available, PCA is a powerful 
tool for analysing data. The other main advantage of PCA is that once you have found these 
patterns in the data you compress the data by reducing the number of dimensions, without 
much loss of information. 
Principal components are linear combinations of random or statistical variables which 
have special properties in terms of variances. For example, the first principal component 
is the normalised linear combination (that is, the sum of squares of the coefficients being 
one) with maximum variance. In effect, transforming the original vector variable to the 
vector of principal components amounts to a rotation of coordinate axes to a new coordinate 
system that has inherent statistical properties. This choosing of a coordinate system is to 
be contrasted with the many problems treated previously where the coordinate system is 
irrelevant. 
The principal components tum out to be the characteristic vectors of the covariance 
matrix. Thus the study of principal components can be considered as putting into statistical 
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terms the usual developments of characteristic roots and vectors (for positive semi-definite 
matrices). From the point of view of statistical theory, the set of principal components 
yields a convenient set of coordinates, and the accompanying variances of the components 
characterise their statistical properties. In statistical practice, the method of principal com-
ponents is used to find the linear combinations with large variance. In many exploratory 
studies the number of variables under consideration is too large to handle. Since it is the 
deviations in these studies which are of interest, a way of reducing the number of variables 
to be treated is to discard the linear combinations which have small variances and study 
only those with large variances. 
The main use of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of a data set while retaining 
as much information as is possible. It computes a compact and optimal description of 
the data set. The first principal component is the combination of variables that explains 
the greatest amount of variation. The second principal component defines the next largest 
amount of variation and is independent to the first principal component. There can be as 
many possible principal components as there are variables. It can be viewed as a rotation 
of the existing axes to new positions in the space defined by the original variables. In this 
new rotation, there will be no correlation between the new variables defined by the rotation. 
The first new variable contains the maximum amount of variation, the second new variable 
contains the maximum amount of variation unexplained by the first and orthogonal to the 
first, etc ... 
There are several algorithms for calculating the Principal Components. Given the 
same starting data they will produce the same results with the one exception (are you sur-
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prised?). This exception is that, if at some point, there are two or more possible rotations 
that contain the same "maximum" variation, then which one is used is indeterminate. In 
two dimensions the data cloud would look like a circle, instead of an ellipse. In a circle, 
any rotation would be equivalent. In an elliptical data cloud, the first component would be 
parallel to the major axis of the ellipse. 
It can be viewed as finding a projection of the observations onto orthogonal axes 
contained in the space defined by the original variables. The criteria being that the first axis 
"contains" the maximum amount of variation, or "accounts" for the maximum amount of 
variation. The second axis contains the maximum amount of variation orthogonal to the 
first. The third axis contains the maximum amount of variation orthogonal to the first and 
second axis and so on until one has the last new axis which is the last amount of variation 
left. As you can see these are really two slightly different ways of saying the same thing! 
This chapter is organised as follows, in the next section we present the major the-
orems and vital mathematical theory and properties required for carrying out principal 
components analysis. Following that is some theoretical background regarding the Sin-
gular Value Decomposition (SVD) of a matrix, where it is theoretically explored as to the 
construction of the actual orthogonal components of a data matrix. Next we explore the al-
gorithm of PCA and summarise the objectives of the analysis. Finally we look at PC in a 
regression framework which is followed by an empirical study that looks at the unique ap-
plication of PC using regression in a risk-return setting that is used to back up empirical 
claims in previous studies suggesting that the Sharpe formulation is in fact under-estimating 
risk in the presence of a positively correlated residual structure. The empirical study also 
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backs up previous empirical results regarding the accuracy of the Improved Sharpe formu-
lation as well.(Troskie (2000)) 
9.2 Some Mathematical Background 
Much of the theory on applications that follow are known to most readers (See Anderson 
(1958)). What is generally no known is that Principal Components applied to stock market 
data allows one to construct proxies to stock market indices. These new indices captures 
the variability of stock return movements more efficiently than any other methods known. 
For example the first principal component constructed will be the index with the largest 
variance and that means the most information. Furthermore the other principal components 
are orthogonal (uncorrelated) 
Theorem 1. 
Let the p -component random vector X have E(X) = 0 and E(XX') = :E. Then 
there exists an orthogonal linear transformation 
U = {3'X (1) 
such that the covariance matrix of U is 
E(UU') = A 
( 
~1 ~2 ~ ) 
0 0 >.P 
(2) 
where >.1 2:: >.2 2:: ... 2:: Ap > 0 are the roots of 
I :E- AI I= 0 
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and 
/3' f3 = I, {3''5]{3 = A. (3) 
The r - th column of {3, f3(r), satisfies 
The r- th component, Ur = f3(r)'x, called the r-th principal component, has maximum 
variance of all normalized linear combinations uncorrelated with U1, U2 , ... Ur-I· 
Proof. 
To prove the Theorem it is sufficient to derive the first two principal components and 
conclude with something like the previous two steps can be repeated p times which 
proves the theorem. Note: Equation (3) is often used in Statistics to either, derive distri-
butions (like those of Quadratic Forms), or evaluate multivariate integrals (like the multi-
variate normal). The first 3 principal components are important and often used for practical 
purposes. This is because of the variance they explain as a proportion of the Total Variance. 
p 
Total Variance - LCTii 
i=l 
tr'5] 





The percentage of the total variation explained by the first three components is given by 
(4) 
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Theorem 2. 
Let xb ... , XN beN(> p) observations from N(J.L, ~),where~ is a matrix with p 
different characteristic roots (eigenvalues). Then a set of maximum likelihood estimates of 
.A1 > >.2 > ... > Ap > 0 and of /3(1), ... , j3(P) defined in Theorem 1 are the roots 
of 
I :E-ki I= o 
and the set of corresponding vectors b(I), ... , b(p) satisfying 
and 
where :E is the maximum likelihood estimate of~. 
Proof. 
Since the roots of I ~-.AI I= 0 are all different, each vector j3(i) is uniquely defined 
except that j3(i) can be replaced by ( -j3(i)). If we require that the first non-zero component 
of j3(i) be positive, then j3(i) is uniquely defined, and J.L, A, {3 is a single-valued ftmction 
of p., ~- Hence by the uniqueness properties of maximum likelihood estimates the set of 
maximum likelihood estimates of p., A, {3 are the same ftmctions of [1,, :E. Before we pro-
ceed with the computation we list some useful results. The j - th principal component 
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IS 
Thus the covariance between Xi (the i- th variable) and Ui is 




so that the weight (loading) {3ii makes an important contribution to the covariance and 
correlation between Xi and Ui. The same holds for the sample (m.l.e.) estimates 
cafJ(XiUi) - Ajbii where 
b(j) - C:) 
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and 
These quantities play an important part in factor analysis. 
Sample Computation. 
Since X1, ... , XN are N(> p) (sample) observations from N(JL, ~) the maximum 





- N I)xa- x)(xa- x)' 
a=l 
1 N 
- N[~::)xia- xi)(Xja- Xj)], (6) 
a=l 
'l,J - 1, ... ,p (7) 
1 
- N[aij], 
'l,J - 1, ... ,p. (8) 
- [a-ij], 
'l,J - 1, ... ,p. (9) 
The unbiased estimate 
(10) 
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may be preferred. From Theorem 2 the sample estimates are 
B':EB - K or (11) 
:E - BKB' where (12) 
B'B - I 
that is, B is orthogonal, and 
cl 0 i) 0. k2 K= . (13) 0 0 
and ki are the sample (m.l.e.) eigenvalues or roots. We want to compute Band K. The best 
way to compute them is by using the SVD of a matrix. 
Properties of the Covariance Matrix 
• The covariance matrix is real and symmetric, 
• Hence it is normal, and positive. 
• Hence has non-negative eigenvalues 
• Hence there exists a unitary matrix B and a real diagonal matrix K such that 
• In fact, B can be chosen to be an orthogonal matrix 
Geometric interpretation of B 
B transforms d dimensional space such that, after transformation 
• the off-diagonal entries ofthe covariance matrix are zero 
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• the diagonal elements of K, the eigenvalues of ~' are the variances of the 
transformed data along the principal axes of the transformed space 
• These eigenvectors are called the principal components of~ 
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Consider any ( n x p) data matrix 
... X1p) ... X2p 
. . . 
... Xnp 
(14) 
Here the rows are the observations and the columns the variables. They can be labeled with 
names (as usual in the first row for cases and the first column for variables). 
The SVD is 
X - UDV'where 
U (nxp) is orthogonal 
U'U I 
D(pxp) - diag(d1 , ... , dp), 
dl > d2 2:: ... dp > 0, 
V (pxp) is orthogonal 
V'V - I. 
(Note: The U used above is a matrix and not the same as vector U used in equation (11).) 
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Then 
X'X - VDU'UDV' (15) 
(16) 
Notice the similarity between equation (13) and (9). We use this to compute the Principal 
Components of a sample. 
We start off with our data matrix given by 
. We compute the column means 
- 1 n 
xj =- I:xij, j = 1, ... ,p. 
n i=l 
We subtract from each element of X its respective mean i.e. 
( 
Xn - X1 . . . X1p - Xp ) 
X - X2p-Xl ... X2p-Xp 
(n*p)- : : : . . . 
Xnl - X1 . . . Xnp - Xp 
(17) 
(18) 
and we call this new matrix X the centered matrix. We divide each element of this matrix 
by either .Jii or by v'n""=-1 depending on the personal choice of the experimenter. 
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and 







the maximum likelihood estimate of the covariance matrix~ (under multivariate normal 
theory). The matrix A is the Wishart matrix (that is the sums of squares and cross products 
of the centered matrix X 
A=x'x 
The SVD is then performed on the adjusted centered matrix 
so that 
with the result that 
- 1 -
Xn=-X ..;n 
Xn = UDV' 






with V =B. It is common practice to use V instead ofB and we will do the same in all 
our remaining calculations. If the unbiased estimate S = n~l A is of interest (as is often 
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the case) then replace in the calculations Xn with Xn_1. The interpretations will be the 
same. Thus 






The vectors of 
(23) 
are the sample (maximum likelihood estimates) of the characteristic vectors (principal com-
ponents) and the diagonal elements of 
K = ( ~
1 
2, ~ ) 
0 0 kp 
(24) 
are the sample (m.l.e.) ofthe characteristic roots (eigenvalues). The sample score matrix is 
then computed as 
(25) 
Note that some researchers (and packages like GENSTAT) prefer to use sums of squares 
and cross product matrix compute X 
(26) 
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in their calculations where A = :X' X is then the Wishart matrix. The interpretation remains 
the same since there is only a scale difference of ffn between the two. NOTE: Most 
- -' -recent research indicates a preference for Xn_1, so that S = Xn_1Xn_1 is the preferred 
matrix. We will adopt this procedure later. In equation (22) we often only compute the first 
three score vectors 
(27) 
and these are then plotted in 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional space as projections (repre-
sentations) ofXn in lower dimensions. The case labels or numbers are used for identifica-
tion. The case labels are often preferred. This plot is particularly helpful to identify outliers 
(influential observations). For example we can plot 
(28) 
(29) 
The clarity of a plot can then be expressed as a percentage., Thus 
is the percentage variation (clarity) explained by the first two component scores. This con-
struction means that we can now see in two dimensions something of what really happens 
in our original p-dimensions. Hopefully the clarity in 3-dimensions 
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will explain a large percentage of our p-dimensional variation. The SVD also allows us 
to give a geometric view of principal components. Suppose our data matrix (in what form 
does not matter) 
can be thought of as giving the coordinates of n points- one for each row- in a multi-
dimensional space of p dimensions. It is hard to think of p dimensions - we can only 
see in three dimensions - and even this is hard enough. One would like to simplify the p 
dimensions by asking whether the points really lie in p dimensions and, if indeed so, is 
there a space of fewer dimensions close enough for us to see what really happens. Suppose 
this space close enough is in two, or three, dimensions, then we can in fact plot the n points 
in these two or three dimensions to see what really happens. 
Mathematically speaking we want to find the best space of low dimensions that is 
closest to the original space of p dimensions. Here we mean we want to minimize the 
distance from our p dimensional space to this new space of lower dimensions - which is 
equivalent of minimizing the squared residuals from the p space, to this new space of lower 
dimensions. The SVD gives a solution to this problem. Let 
X - UDV' 
- U[rjD[rJV[rJ + U[p-r]D[p-r]V~-r] 
- X[rJ +E (30) 
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where E, is the residual then X[r] minimizes 
n p 
tr[(X- A)(X- A)']= LL(Xij- aij)2 (31) 
i=l j=l 
among all other (n x p) matrices A of rank r. Thus the singular value decomposition 
matrix X[r] can be used as a matrix approximation to X. But this is precisely what principal 
components analysis is doing since 
Total variance= Explained variance + Residual 
PCA maximizes the explained variance which is equivalent to minimizing the residual. For 
the SVD matrix approximation X[3l, the clarity is again measured (in three dimensions) 
by 
eli + ~ + d~ 10007 = k1 + kz + k3 100w ""~ d~ :10 "".!? k· /0. 
w~=l ~ w~=l ~ 
Note that some researchers often also plot all the pairs (PCi, PCj) and all the triplets 
(PCi, PCj, PCk)· Many of them see very interesting (amusing) patterns and all sorts of 
conclusions are made. The small sets of scores 
(32) 
are often used to identify collinearities among the explanatory (xt, x 2 , ••• , xp) variables in 
regression analysis. This issue is dealt with in more advanced courses. It is also useful to 
plot the characteristic vectors (often called loadings or factor loadings) 
in one, two or three dimensions. They often reveal interesting properties amongst the vari-
abies- the columns of the data matrix X (or X). (Troskie (2000)) 
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among all other (n x p) matrices A of rank r. Thus the singular value decomposition 
matrix X[r] can be used as a matrix approximation to X. But this is precisely what principal 
components analysis is doing since 
Total variance = Explained variance + Residual 
PCA maximizes the explained variance which is equivalent to minimizing the residual. For 
the SVD matrix approximation X[3], the clarity is again measured (in three dimensions) 
by 
Note that some researchers often also plot all the pairs (PCi, PCj) and all the triplets 
(PCi, PCj, PCk). Many of them see very interesting (amusing) patterns and all sorts of 
conclusions are made. The small sets of scores 
(32) 
are often used to identify collinearities among the explanatory (x1, x 2 , ... , xp) variables in 
regression analysis. This issue is dealt with in more advanced courses. It is also useful to 
plot the characteristic vectors (often called loadings or factor loadings) 
in one, two or three dimensions. They often reveal interesting properties amongst the vari-
abies- the columns of the data matrix X (or X). (Troskie (2000)) 
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9.4 Summary of Objectives and Benefits of PCA 
Principal component analysis (PCA) is concerned with explaining the variance covariance 
structure of the data through a few linear combinations of the original variables. Its general 
objectives are: 
• (a) data reduction 
• (b) interpretation. 
(a) Data reduction: Although the original data set contains p variables, often much 
of the variability can be accounted for by a smaller number m of principal components. 
When there is (almost) as much information in them components as there is in the original 
p variables, the original data set consisting of n observations on p variables can be reduced 
to one consisting of n observations on m principal components. 
(b) Interpretation:. A PCA can show relationships that were not previously sus-
pected, and it allows interpretations that would not ordinarily result. 
The benefits ofPCA can be summarised as follows: 
Huge computational benefits if one is trying to perform a statistical analysis of the 
data. E.g.: evaluation of the multinomial Gaussian distribution (i.e. the Gaussian (or nor-
mal) distribution extended to multidimensional space) involves inversion of the covariance 
matrix. 
The axis corresponding to the largest eigenvalue is the direction of maximum varia-
tion of the data 
Hence it is normal in PCA to arrange the basis of 
ofY. 
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eigenvectors so that the corresponding eigenvalues are in decreasing order. 
Magnitude of the higher eigenvalues gives clues to the true underlying dimensionality 
If one is trying to separate the data into different classes, it is natural to start by 
looking along the axis corresponding to the largest eigenvalue 
9.5 Algorithm ofPCA 
Principal component analysis is straightforward as long as you have a way of computing 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a covariance matrix. The procedure roughly followed 
in Eviews 3.1 is: 
Step 1. Normalize data to mean zero and variance 1 and divide the data by the 
square root of the number of observations minus 1 in case a correlation matrix analysis is 
requested. Center data to have mean zero computing each variable minus its mean in case 
a covariance matrix is requested and divide the data by the square root of the number of 
observations minus 1 in case a covariance matrix analysis is requested. 
Step 2. Compute the singular value decomposition of the data. This results in the left 
and right singular vectors and the singular values of the data. Eviews 3.1 uses a function 
@SVD to carry out this computation. 
Step 3. Computation of component scores. This is obtained by multiplying the 
matrix of left singular vectors by the singular values. 
Step 4. Computation of eigenvalues. This is computed squaring the singular values 
obtained in step 2. 
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Step 5. Computation of coefficients (eigenvectors). This is the matrix of right singu-
lar vectors obtained in step 2. 
9.6 Principal Components and Regression. 
Principal components can be used in regression where 
Y = X,B+e 
and the principal components are computed from either the X matrix using the SVD or 
from the 
[Y,X] 
matrix using the SVD. It has been demonstrated that PCA in regression can give very sat-
isfactory results, especially, in the presence of collinearity in the explanatory (X) variables. 
Comment: 
In the next section we will be dealing with an empirical study regarding principal 
component analysis. As mentioned before a principal component index will be most infor-
mative since it captures the maximum variance. The second component also captures the 
second largest variance but is, of course, uncorrelated (orthogonal) with the first index. The 
PCl Index is the solution to 
max var(l'X) =l'"El subject to l'l = 1 
and the PC2 Index the solution to 
max var(l'X) =l'"El subject to l'l = 1 
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but must be uncorrelated with PCI. Thus ifthe solutions are 
PC1 - l~X, l~l1 = 1 
PC2 - z;x. z;h = 1, then 
l~l2 - 0. 
If :E is estimated by 'E then we compute 
If Xa is the ath data point then the PC score is 
PC1a - l~Xa 
PC2a. - z;xa, a= 1, ... , N. 
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(36) 
In the empirical study to follow, we plot PC1, PC2, and Jse-Over against Date given by 
a = 1, ... , N. We will see in the next section that we may add constraints. Mutual Fund 
managers often require that for one or both Indices 
li 2: 0, i = 1, ... ,p 
that is, no short-sales are permitted. Such an Index can easily be constructed (see also 
Aflleck-Graves, Money and Troskie, 1979.). 
9. 7 PCA Study: SMI vs ISMI - Multiple Index Case 
9.7.1 The Data 
For this empirical analysis, the data set used was the MIDS batch. 
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9.7.2 Study Objectives 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the behavior of efficient frontiers under two 
developed multiple index portfolio frameworks, namely the Sharpe Multiple Index (abbre-
viated as SMI) and the Improved Sharpe Multiple Index (abbreviated as ISMI) portfolio 
models proposed by Hossain et al. We apply the Principal Components (abbreviated as 
PC) idea for constructing significant orthogonal components of indices in order to attain 
efficient frontiers that illustrate a true risk and return structure for a portfolio of stocks on 
the South African stock exchange under the SMI and ISMI formulations. 
This study proposes a method of obtaining a smaller subset of orthogonal yet signif-
icant indices (via PC) that explain almost the equivalent volume of variation as using the 
entire basket of 8 indices. Once this common subset of indices has been established, theory 
and logic tells us that this newly constructed subset of indices retain the most information 
from the market as possible in the smallest dimension as possible. Hence the efficient fron-
tiers constructed via this method should be the most accurate perception of risk and return 
that one can attain. 
Furthermore, this empirical study proposes to estimate these new principal compo-
nent frontiers for both the SMI and ISMI covariance structures. These PC frontiers will 
then be compared to the original SMI and ISMI frontiers , where the explanatory variables 
X5, X6 and X7 were used as the initial subset of indices. Finally this study will attempt 
to re- confirm from an earlier study, conducted in the Portfolio Theory chapter, that in fact 
the SMI model construes a less accurate perception of risk, where in fact it actually under-
estimates risk for portfolios with positively correlated residuals within the South African 
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stock market. In addition, this study will attempt to re-affirm through the new principal 
component frontiers that in fact the ISMI model in fact gives a more accurate perception 
of the true risk associated with a given level of return in the market in the presence of a 
positive dependence structure for portfolio covariances. 
9.7.3 Methodology 
In order to construct these principal component frontiers, the original basket of 8 indices 
is considered. The methodology of singular value decomposition is applied to this basket 
of indices to produce another basket of 8 orthogonal principal components. Next regres-
sions are carried out on our portfolio of nine stocks in order to establish multiple index 
models, but with the newly acquired principal components. A common subset of signifi-
cant orthogonal components is regressed with each of the nine stocks to produce our final 
models. 
Principal component and mean variance analysis is straightforward as long as you 
have a way of computing the respective model betas, standard errors of regression (SER), 
stock means, covariance of indices, eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a covariance matrix. 
The procedure roughly followed in any time series or statistical package is 
Step 1 : Normalize data (in our case normalize the basket of indices) to mean zero and 
variance 1 and divide the data by the square root of the number of observations minus 1 in 
case a correlation matrix analysis is requested. Center data to have mean zero computing 
each variable minus its mean in case a covariance matrix is requested and divide the data by 
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the square root of the number of observations minus 1 in case a covariance matrix analysis 
is requested. 
Step 2: Compute the singular value decomposition of the basket of indices. This 
results in the left and right singular vectors and the singular values of the data. 
Step 3: Computation of component scores. This is obtained by multiplying the matrix 
of left singular vectors by the singular values. 
Step 4: Computation of eigenvalues. This is computed squaring the singular values 
obtained in step 2. 
Step 5: Computation of coefficients (eigenvectors). This is the matrix of right singu-
lar vectors obtained in step 2. 
Step 6: Regress the first three significant principal components (PC) with each 
stock in the portfolio. 
Step 7: Fit relative models of interest for each stock in portfolio i.e. GARCH(l, 1) 
(General Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedastic), ARMA (Autoregressive Moving 
Average) models, State Space (SS) models and OLS (Ordinary Least Squares) model. 
Step 8: Extract betas, SERs, stock means and respective model residuals for each 
estimation method 
Step 9: Estimate respective covariance structures under SMI and ISMI frameworks 
Step 10: Implement Sharpe Algorithm for efficient frontier construction in any pro-
gramming language 
Step 11: Plot Variance versus returns 
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9. 7.4 Primary Findings 
I 
-· ... 
I :: t--.,::;__--t,----------:~ 
·-
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four different estimation approaches: OLS, ARMA, GARCH(l , 1) , and Kalman Filter 
under SMI, ISMI, PC-SMI, and PC-ISMI framework respectively. 
Observing all four of the above illustrations, it is blatantly clear that a consistent 
empirical relationship persists to exist throughout the empirical investigation. In all4 of the 
estimation techniques under examination it is primarily observed that the SMI frontier lies 
to the left of the ISMI frontier for all4 estimation methods. Next calculating and plotting 
the new PC frontiers for both the SMI and ISMI methods for each estimation technique; it is 
perpetually established that the PC-ISMI frontier lies exactly on the original ISMI frontier 
for each of the 4 estimation techniques. Secondly the PC-SMI frontier consistently tends to 
lie to the right of the SMI frontiers for each of the estimation techniques under examination 
(Hossain (2006) ). 
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9. 7.5 Conclusion 
Examining the findings from the previous section and considering the theory presented, 
it is very clear from the mathematical arguments disclosed that the principal components 
frontiers are the most accurate perception of the true risk and return relationship that can 
exist for any combination of stocks in an investor's portfolio. As a consequence of the 
results obtained in the previous section, it can be deduced from an empirical stand point 
that the ISMI and PC-ISMI frontiers are consistently equivalent whereas the PC-SMI and 
SMI frontiers are not in the four explored estimation techniques. Also it is established that 
the PC-SMI frontier lies consistently to the right of the SMI frontier. 
As a result and consequence of these, it is empirically conclusive that the SMI esti-
mation framework is consistently under estimating risk with regards to portfolios of stocks 
with a positively dependent covariance structure. The reasoning behind this is that the SMI 
covariance structure ignores the presence of covariance dependencies (i.e. off diagonal ele-
ments equal 0), thus the SMI efficient frontier will always lie to the left of the ISMI frontier 
in the case of portfolios exhibiting positively correlated residuals. In the case of portfolios 
demonstrating negative correlation, one should find that the SMI frontier will lie to the right 
of the ISMI frontier. In addition it is concluded that the original formulated ISMI multiple 
index model is in fact a more accurate risk evaluation method in the presence of positively 
correlated residuals. This was verified by a principal component frontier that was almost 
equivalent to the original ISMI in all four estimation methods (Hossain (2006)). 
j 
Chapter 10 
Monte Carlo Simulation Study 
This chapter will attempt to design dynamic simulated models for creating realistic 
sample paths of stock market index returns from which nine positively correlated stock re-
turns are to be simulated via Monte Carlo methods. The stock market indices are simulated 
using Geometric Brownian motion models from which we construct a simulated portfolio 
of asset values. Adopting appropriate Monte Carlo methods the portfolio of stocks will be 
simulated exhibiting a GARCH(1, 1) volatility process. We then compare the simulated 
portfolio under the Sharpe and Improved Sharpe formulations for the usual 4 estimation 
techniques, namely OLS, ARMA, State Space (Kalman Filter) and GARCH(1, 1). An at-
tempt will be made to show that the Sharpe formulation for the multiple index framework 
under estimates risk consistently for portfolios exhibiting strong positive correlation under 
a simulated environ. 
10.1 Introduction 
Modem Portfolio Theory is regarded as among 20th-century finance's most important an-
alytical tools. Portfolio optimization was specifically created as a securities investment 
optimization tool. Given the expected return, and risk of a security, along with its corre-
lation with other securities in the portfolio, a selection of stocks can be chosen such that 
the return is maximized for any given level of risk. Harry M. Markowitz, an economist at 
the University of Chicago, and William F. Sharpe at Stanford University, were awarded the 
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Nobel Prize in 1990 for their work over the previous 20 years in connection with Modem 
Portfolio Theory. Markowitz's original paper suggested that each portfolio of assets would 
have a given level of risk, and reward, but that for any level of risk, there was only one 
portfolio that would return an optimum reward. Conversely, for any level of reward, there 
would be only one portfolio that would minimize the risk. 
Up to now, the research conducted thus far has empirically shown that the Sharpe 
Single Index (SSI) and Sharpe Multiple Index (SMI) formulations ignore the correlation 
structure of residuals offinancial portfolios. To address this problem, Hossain et al has in-
troduced the assumption of correlated residuals into the model (i.e. the Improved Sharpe 
Multiple Index Model (ISMI)), which gives rise to an entirely new covariance structure 
with non zero off diagonal elements. It was shown from previous empirical studies, con-
ducted on the South African stock exchange, that for portfolios with positively correlated 
assets, the Sharpe formulation under estimates the true risk reward structure under both the 
multiple and single index environs. This was empirically demonstrated for 4 estimation 
methods namely, GARCH(l, 1), State Space models, OLS and ARMA. 
These empirical claims were further backed up by a principal components' study 
conducted in the previous chapter. The discussion that follows presents a Monte Carlo 
simulation that will attempt to further back up our empirical discovery that the Sharpe 
formulation under estimates risk (efficient frontier to the left) for portfolios with positively 
correlated residuals. To further prove this empirical result we shall perform a simulated 
stock market study by means of employing Monte Carlo methods. 
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This chapter will attempt to design dynamic simulated models for creating realistic 
sample paths of stock market index returns from which nine stock returns are to be simu-
lated via Monte Carlo methods. An attempt will be made to show that the Sharpe Multiple 
Index formulation under estimates risk for simulated financial portfolios exhibiting strong 
positive correlation This chapter is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the Geometric 
Brownian motion model, which is the model we shall employ to simulate our stock market 
indices. Section 3 develops the framework for the Monte Carlo simulation of our Geomet-
ric Brownian motion model and the techniques applied to simulate a nine stock portfolio. 
Section 4 highlights the step by step methodology adopted for executing the simulation at 
hand. Section 4 describes the empirical results obtained, from applying the Sharpe Mul-
tiple Index (SMI) and the Improved Sharpe Multiple Index (ISMI) formulations on the 
simulated data. Section 5 provides concluding comments. 
10.2 Brownian Motion 
10.2.1 Introduction 
A stochastic process is a system which evolves in time while undergoing chance fluctu-
ations. The time can change discretely or continuously. The variable can have discrete 
values or continuous values. The binomial model assumed a discrete-valued and discrete-
time stochastic process. In Financial Mathematics, the stochastic behaviour of share prices 
is studied under the Markovian approximation. A Markovian process is a process whose 
fu.\'1\.e Q.()e<:, \\.()\ <l~e\\.<l ()\\.'"'-<:,~a..<:,\.\.\.\.<:,\.()\.'-!. \.\\.e ~\.e<l'"<:.\.'"()\\. ()\. '0.. fum\.~ ~'l~\\.\. <l~~\\.<1'3. ()\.\.\.~ \)\\. 
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the present state for a Markovian process. The Markov process is related to the weak form 
of the efficient-market hypothesis. 
The observation that, when suspended in water, small pollen grains are found to 
be in a very animated and irregular state of motion, was first systematically investigated 
by Robert Brown in 1827, and the observed phenomenon took the name Brownian motion 
because ofhis fundamental pioneering work. Brownian motion, which is a limiting process 
of a random walk, is a Markov process with a continuous state space and a continuous time 
set. The process and its many generalisations occupy a central role in an option pricing 
model. We can derive the diffusion equation underlying the Brownian motion process. 
10.2.2 Einstein's Brownian Motion 




was used by him to solve the probability u( x, t) of particles being found in x at t for one-
dimensional Brownian motion. In equation (1), a 2 is regarded as the diffusion coefficient. 
The formal solution of ( 1) is a Gaussian function or a normal function 
( ) 1 -x




E[X] = 0 and V ar[X] = a 2t (3) 
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The expectation and variance of x are found as 
E[x] - 1: xu(x)dx 
var[x] - 1: x2u(x )dx = E[x] 2 
The above definition for the expectation and variance of x is considered when the proba-
bility function u( x) is continuous. 
10.2.3 Random Walk 
We consider one-dimensional discrete random walk which yields Brownian motion under 
the continuum limit. Note that when the mean displacement is not zero, the system is not 
the Brownian motion by standard definition but we will conventionally call it a Brownian 
motion. Let {Xi} be random variables with 
P(xi = k) = p and P(xi = -k) = q (4) 
where k is the size of the i- th step, with probability p that the process moves up in a 
positive direction and with probability q that it moves downward to a negative direction. It 
is easily shown that the expected values and variance of ( 4) are 
E(xi) = (p- q)k and var(xi) = 4pqk2 (5) 
Let Xn denote the position of a random walk process after n steps on an Xn plane. Let 
us consider Xn and define it such that Xk = x 1 + x2 + ... + Xn, fork = 1, 2, ... , n. The 
stochastic process { Xn, n 2:: 0} is called a random walk process. The mean and variance 
of Xn are therefore 
E(Xn) = (p- q)nk and var(Xn) = 4pqk2n (6) 
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Recall the definition for Taylor expansion from first year mathematics: In the vicinity of a 
point x0 , the value of a function f(x) is Taylor expanded as follows: 
[
of(x)l 1 2 [02/(x)l 
f(x) = f(xo) + (x- xo) ~ x=xo + 2(x- xo) ox2 x=xo + ... (14) 
The Taylor expansion of equation (13) the follows as: 
u(x, t) + >. ou~, t) + 0(>.2) 
( ) k( _ )ou(x,t) k
2o2u(x,t) O(K3 ) 
- u x' t + q o ox + 2 ox2 + 
ou(x, t) = [( - )~] ou(x, t) k2 o2u(x, t) 
* 0t q p >. ox + 2>. ox2 (15) 
under the assumption>., k -+ 0. With use of equation (11) and (15) we obtain the partial 
differential equation 
ou(x, t) ou(x, t) a2 o2u(x, t) 
ot = - J.L ox + 2 ox2 (16) 
This is known as the forward Kolmogorov equation for the drift rate J.L and the diffusion 
rate a2• The formal solution to (16) is 
1 [ (x - J.Lt)
2
] u(x,t) = ~exp - 2 27ra2t 2a t 
(17) 
This again a Normal function with peak at x = J.Lt and spread a2t. Note that these attributes 
are time dependent, hence they grow as time moves forward. From equation (11) we find 
that D.X = av'/5J;. Without drift, when D.t goes to 0, 
(18) 
thus the generalised Brownian motion with drift is written as 
dX(t) = J.Ldt +adZ (19) 
with the stochastic property that (dZ)2 = dt. 
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10.2.4 Geometric Brownian Motion 
When X(t) is a Brownian Motion with drift rate fl and diffusion rate u2 , the stochastic 
process defined by 
y(t) = ex(t) 
is called the Geometric Brownian Motion. The probability density function for y( t) is 
1 [ (1ny-J-lt)
2
] u(y, t) = J27ii exp -
2 2 
, y > 0 
yu 27rt u t 
The mean and variance ofy(t) are, respectively, 
E[y(t)jy(O) =Yo] - yoexp (flt+ u~t) 
var[y(t)jy(O) =Yo] - yge2pt (eu2t -1) 




A prominent generalisation of Brownian motion processes is the class of processes known 
as Ito processes. Since publication of the seminal paper of Black and Scholes in 1973, Ito 
processes have remained in the centre stage of continuous-time finance. If X follows an 
Ito process: 
dX(t) =a( X, t)dt + b(X, t)dZ(t) (23) 
where the parameters a and b are functions of the value of the underlying variable, X, and 
t and dZ ( t) is a Wiener process. Ito's lemma shows that a function, Y , of X and t follows 
the process 
( 
oY oY 1 o2Y 2) oY 
dY = oX a+ Ot + 2 oX2b dt + oXbdZ (24) 
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Thus Y also follows an Ito process with drift rate 
DY DY l82Y 2 
8Xa+ ot +2ax2b (25) 
and variance rate 
(26) 
Proof 
By the Taylor expansion of .6-Y , which is a function of X and t, we obtain 
(27) 
The discretised form of equation (23) is 
.6-X = a(X, t).6.t + b(X, t)v'lSJ; (28) 




The second line in the right-hand side has been obtained by using equation (23). 
10.2.6 Application to Geometric Brownian Motion 
Let us assume the following Brownian motion 
dM = rdt+adZ (30) 
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Then the governing equation for the variable S = eM is 
dS = S (r + ~2 ) dt + ScrdZ 
:::} ~ = (r + ~2 ) dt + crdZ (31) 
which has been obtained using Ito's lemma and 
(32) 
If there is no uncertainty in the stock market, when the expected rate of return on the stock 
is J.L, the stock price at timeT is SteJJ.(T-t) which is a solution of the equation 
dS 
- = j.Ldt s 
If the uncertainty of the stock price is described by the geometric Brownian motion, 
dS 
- J.Ldt + crdZ s 
* dS = J.LSdt + cr SdZ 
(33) 
(34) 
where cr is the market volatility. Comparing (32) with (34) we can see that the stock price 
undergoes geometric Brownian motion. We have now validated the theoretical reasoning 
behind using a Geometric Brownian Motion model for our stock price processes. Next we 
develop the framework for the Monte Carlo simulation of our Geometric Brownian motion 
model for stock indices. 
10.3 Monte Carlo Simulation of Geometric Brownian Motion 
In this section we present the steps to perform the simulation of the main stochastic processes 
used in the portfolio optimization applications. Consider that the price P of a commodity 
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follows a Geometric Brownian Motion, which is given by the following stochastic equa-
tion: 
dP = aPdt + aPdZ (1) 
Where dz = Wiener increment = cdt0·5 , where c is the standard normal distribution; a is 
the drift (or capital gain rate); and a is the volatility of P. By using the equation of total 
investment return f-£ = a + 8, where J-L is also the risk adjusted discount rate for P; and 
8 is the dividend yield (or convenience yield in case of commodities). We can rewrite the 
stochastic equation as: 
dP = (J-L- 8) Pdt + aPdZ (2) 
For the risk-neutral version of this equation, just replace the risk-adjusted discount rate f-£ 
by the risk-free interest rater to obtain the risk-neutral stochastic equation: 
dP = (r - 8) Pdt + a PdZ (3) 
Using a logarithm transformation and applying the Ito's Lemma, we can reach the equations 
for the prices simulation. For this study we are going to use the 'real' simulation of a 
Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM) and ignore the risk-neutral case. The real simulation 
of a GBM uses the real drift a. The price Pt at the future instant t is given by: 
(4) 
where c is the standard normal distribution, i.e. c "' N(O, 1 ). The simulation of the real 
prices using the above equation is done by sampling the standard Normal distribution 
N(O, 1) and obtaining the correspondent values for Pt. These values of P can be used 
to calculate the (real) values of the portfolio V . Remember, with the real drift simula-
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tion of the underlying asset P, the required discount rate is the risk-adjusted one f-t . One 
important feature of the above discrete-time equations is that the discretization from the 
continuous-time model is exact. In other words, you don't need to use small time incre-
ments l:l. t in order to get a good approximation. You can use any l:l.t that the simulation 
equation is valid. 
10.4 The Methodology 
The previous section provides the tools that are used in the simulation of an appropriate 
stock market index. For this study we shall simulate 3 stock market indices employing 
such a tool which we shall represent as index1 , index2 and index 3 respectively. The price 
process of these 3 indices shall be generated using equation (3) from the previous section, 
recall : 
Pt = P0 exp { (a - ~cr2) l:l.t + CTct../Xi} (1) 
We simulate 200 observations for each index, for i = 1, 2, 3. We set l:l.t = 0.05, f-t = 1, 
cr = 1 and set P0 = 50. Figures 1 to 3 below represent the price processes for each of the 
three stock market · 
Figure 10.1: Simulation of first Index 
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Figure 10.2: Simulation of Second Index 
Figure 10.3: Simulation ofthrid Index 
The next step is to make our data stationary by means of calculating log returns for each 
index. Now we are ready to construct a nine stock portfolio using the simulated indices. 
For each stock, f4t, i = 1, ... , 9, the following regression model is used: 
The model parameters, /30 , /31 ,/32 and /33 are varied against actual market benchmarks used 
from past studies. We vary them so as to obtain a positively correlated portfolio of stocks. 
The crucial step that follows is the simulation of each et. We model et in the following 





Equation (4) is our elementary GARCH(1, 1) process. In order to kickstart the simulation 
of the above stock return process, an initial estimate of ali is required fori= 1, ... 9. Such 
an estimate is acquired from residual values from previous multiple index models of similar 
structure. The rest of the simulation then follows recursively from there on until the 200th 
return is calculated for each of the nine stocks. Finally we have our simulated portfolio of 
nine stocks. The next phase of the simulation is the model building phase. We highlight 
the steps as follows: 
Step 1: Regress the three simulated indices with each stock in the simulated portfolio. 
Step 2: Fit relative models of interest for each stock in portfolio i.e. GARCH(1, 1) 
(General Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedastic), ARMA (Autoregressive Moving 
Average) models, State Space (SS) models and OLS (Ordinary Least Squares) model. 
Step 3: Extract betas, Standard Errors ofRegression (SER), stock means and respec-
tive model residuals for each estimation method i.e. GARCH(1, 1), ARMA, OLS and 
Kalman Filter (SS) 
Step 4: Estimate the respective covariance structures for each estimation technique 
under SMI and ISMI frameworks 
Step 5: Implement Sharpe Algorithm for efficient frontier construction in any pro-
gramming language 
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Step 6: Plot standard errors versus returns 
The next section illustrates the results from applying the above steps to our simulated 
data 
10.5 Empirical Study 
Fig 10.4: SMI vs ISMI: Simulation Results 
Immediately a consistent relationship can be ascertained from figure 4; that is efficient 
frontiers estimated under the SMI formulation lie consistently to the left of the ISMI frame-
work. In a financial context , this is interpreted as follows that for a given level of return, 
the SMI formulation is implying a lower level of risk in contrast to the ISMI formulation 
for portfolios with positively correlated residuals. From an investment perspective the SMI 
formulation is deemed to be superior from a risk point of view. Retrospectively the SMI 
formulation has off-diagonal elements as zero it thus ignores the correlation structure of 
the residuals between stocks and therefore ignores the risk associated with such a structure. 
Hence, the SMI formulation gives the investor a false perspective as to the actual level of 
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risk carried by an investment portfolio in the case of a correlated residual structure,. this 
can be dangerous especially for risk-averse investors. In contrast the ISMI framework in-
corporates such an assumption into its formulation and therefore adjusts the risk-return 
level appropriately. 
Furthermore, it is simultaneously established that in both formulations the GARCH(l, 1) 
methodology has performed superior in contrast to the other 3 methods (Hossain (2006)). 
10.5.1 Conclusion 
In conclusion, upon examination of the findings from the previous section and considering 
the theory presented, it is clear that the SMI formulation is a less accurate estimator of a 
portfolio's risk-return frontier in the presence of correlated residuals. Furthermore with 
respect to the case of positively correlated residuals, we find that the SMI formulation 
under-estimates risk consistently in contrast to ISMI (Hossain(2006)). This conclusion was 
further confirmed by our market and principal components studies conducted in previous 
chapters. Finally to reconfirm the central hypothesis, the GARCH(1, 1) methodology 
has consistently proven to be the superior methodology in both formulations as shown in 
previous studies .. 
Chapter 11 
Summary And Directions For Further 
Research 
This thesis contributed new model formulations and important empirical discoveries 
in the area of modern portfolio theory and portfolio optimisation. This Chapter summarizes 
the contributions made in the thesis, and also points out directions for further research. 
Chapters 2,3,4,5 and 6 were devoted towards the introduction and background of 
the 4 modelling techniques that were to be utilised in comparative studies in forthcoming 
chapters regarding portfolio optimisation and portfolio models. Chapter 2 introduces some 
basic and fundamental stock market theory and served as a foundation for ensuing chapters. 
Chapter 3 introduced the OLS (Ordinary Least Squares) framework, chapter 4 the ARM A 
models, chapter 5 presented State Space models and finally G ARCH models and its exten-
sions were introduced in chapter 6. These 4 chapters dealt with the estimation procedures 
and the model building processes involved of these 4 modelling paradigms 
The Sharpe algorithm for Efficient frontier construction and the optimisation process 
involved is one of the initial concepts introduced in Chapter 7. The Chapter considered 
multiple and single index portfolio models of Sharpe. One of the crucial contributions of 
this chapter is the empirical discovery of the GARCH(1, 1) model's dominating behaviour 
in a risk return setting for both the Sharpe multiple and single index settings. The dom-
inance of GARCH(1, 1) is also established amongst its extensions within the volatility 
modelling paradigm for the Sharpe single index case. 
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The major contribution of Chapter 8, and this thesis, is a new general portfolio model 
formulation for stocks, namely the Improved Sharpe formulation proposed by Troskie and 
Hossain for both the single and multiple index settings. This chapter demonstrated that 
for stock portfolios that illustrate strong positive correlation between residuals it was found 
that the Sharpe formulation under-estimates risk in both the multiple and single index cases 
in comparison to the Improved Sharpe. Conversely for the negative correlation case this 
chapter demonstrated that the Sharpe formulation over-estimates risk when compared with 
the Improved Sharpe for both the single and multiple index cases. Finally this chapter 
illustrated that the Improved Sharpe model proposed by this thesis is a more accurate per-
ception of the risk -return relationship of a portfolio of stocks. The Chapter also dealt with 
an empirical investigation into the domineering behaviour ofthe GARCH(l, 1) model in 
a risk-return setting for both the Sharpe and Improved Sharpe models for both the multiple 
and single index scenarios as well 
A unique application of PCA (principal Components Analysis was considered in 
Chapter 9, where we applied the Principal Components (abbreviated as PC) idea for con-
structing significant orthogonal components of indices in order to attain efficient frontiers 
that illustrate a true risk and return structure for a portfolio of stocks on the South African 
stock exchange under the Sharpe Multiple Index (SMI) and Improved Sharpe Multiple In-
dex (ISMI) formulations. The empirical evidence illustrated that the application of PC in 
efficient frontier construction supports the risk-return structure estimated under the ISMI 
formulation. Furthermore the empirical results in this chapter supports the evidence from 
chapter 8 that the SMI model gives an inaccurate risk structure of an investor's financial 
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portfolio and therefore is consistently under-estimating risk in portfolios with positively 
correlated residuals. 
Finally Chapter 10, presented a Monte Carlo simulation study, where appropriate 
Monte-Carlo methods were adopted and the portfolio of stocks was simulated exhibiting a 
G ARCH ( 1, 1) volatility process. The behaviour of the simulated portfolio was compared 
under two developed multiple index portfolio frameworks, the SMI and the ISMI portfolio 
models proposed by Hossain et al. It was shown that the SMI formulation for the multiple 
index framework consistently under-estimates risk for portfolios exhibiting strong posi-
tive correlation under a Monte-Carlo simulated environ and explore the consistency of this 
claim under four estimation methods namely, GARCH, ARMA, OLS and SS (Kalman 
Filter) models. The Monte Carlo simulation study serves as further evidence that supports 
claims from the PC study and finally supports the empirical evidence and claims presented 
in chapter 8 regarding the SMI and ISMI models. 
It should be clear that this thesis covered a number of interesting topics in, model 
selection, model building, portfolio optimisation, modem portfolio theory, principal com-
ponents analysis and Monte Carlo simulation. It is expected that the Improved Sharpe 
model proposed by this thesis will become a preferred portfolio model somewhere in the 
not too distant future. Many other research topics were identified during the course of this 
study, and offers scope for further timely research to be conducted in modem portfolio 
theory. 
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